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ABSTRACT
The work in this thesis investigates the properties of the IR diffuse wireless link with 
regard to: the use of sets of signature sequences with good message separation properties (hence 
providing low BER), the suitability of a /zPIM-CDMA scheme for the IR diffuse wireless 
systems under the constraint of eye safety regulations (i.e. when all users are transmitting 
simultaneously), the quality of message separation due to multipath propagation. The suitability 
of current DS-CDMA systems using other modulation techniques are also investigated and 
compared with /zPIM-CDMA for the performances in power efficiency, data throughput 
enhancement and error rate.
A new algorithm has also been proposed for generating large sets of («,3,l,l)OOC practically 
with reduced computation time. The algorithm introduces five conditions that are well refined 
and help in speeding up the code construction process. Results for elapsed computation times 
for constructing the codes using the proposed algorithm are compared with theory and show a 
significant achievement. The models for APIM-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA systems, which were 
based on passive devices only, were also studied. The technique used in /iPIM-CDMA, which 
uses a variable and shorter symbol duration, to achieve higher data throughput is presented in 
detail.
An in-depth analysis of the BER performance was presented and results obtained show that a 
lower BER and higher data throughput can be achieved. A corrected BER expression for the 
APPM-CDMA was presented and the justification for this detailed. The analyses also show that 
for DS-CDMA systems using certain sets of signature sequences, the BER performance cannot 
be approximated by a Gaussian function.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The study of infrared frequencies for short-range wireless communications has received 
extensive interest over the past decade. It started from the proposition and demonstration of the 
diffuse infrared (IR) radiation for wireless in-house data communication, which was first 
introduced by Gfeller and Bapst in 1979 [Gfeller79]. Since then there has been a number of 
research interests in IR frequency for wireless local-area-networks (WLANs) in place of the 
well-established radio frequency (RF) systems [Yen85, Barry93, Carruthers96b, Tanaka97, 
Yu02, Sidorovich02, Al-Ghamdi03, Giakos03]. The advantages of using IR frequency over RF 
for short-range wireless communications are as follow [Marsh96, Kahn97]:
• IR emitters and detectors capable of high-speed operation are available at low cost, 
are relatively simple to design circuits with and are physically small in size 
compared to their RF counterparts
• The RF spectrum is already extremely congested and bandwidth allocation is 
limited. Compared with IR frequency, which offers a huge unregulated bandwidth, 
allows manufacturers to design one product that can be used in any country 
worldwide, thus avoiding costly “market specific” designs and the need for 
licensing
• The fact that IR frequencies cannot penetrate the boundaries of the room from 
which they originate makes wireless infrared inherently secure. This gives an
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additional advantage in that similar systems may be operated in adjacent rooms 
without interference
To improve the quality of transmission and reception of wireless IR communication systems, a 
number of modulation techniques have been introduced. Of all these techniques, On-Off Keying 
(OOK) is the simplest to implement, and has been used in a number of high-speed prototype 
systems [McCullagh94, Audeh96]. The use of a power efficient modulation scheme, such as 
Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), offers a decrease in the average power requirement compared 
with OOK [Kaluarachi96a] but at the cost of increased bandwidth. Pulse Interval Modulation 
(PIM) technique, being investigated at the Sheffield Hallam University over the past nine years, 
has been suggested as a possible alternative to PPM for optical wireless communication 
systems. Compared with PPM, PIM has a higher transmission capacity by virtue of its 
anisochronous nature, and requires no complex symbol synchronisation at the receiver 
[Ghassemlooy98a, Hayes98].
As in RF wireless systems, diffuse IR wireless systems can employ a multiple access scheme 
for channel reuse strategy. The Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multiple-Access (DS-CDMA) 
is one promising scheme, which operates in both the time and wavelength domains, can enhance 
the channel capacity when the wavelength resource is constrained. However, this is achieved at 
the cost of reduced data throughput. A DS-CDMA system employing OOK signal format, 
which is also known as OOK-CDMA, was first introduced for fibre optic systems by 
[Salehi89a, Salehi89c]. It utilises optical orthogonal codes (OOC) to form signature sequences 
for the purpose of message separation. OOC are sets of zero and one sequences with good auto- 
and cross-correlation properties, i.e., the auto-correlation of each sequence exhibits a 
“thumbtack” shape (a pulse of high amplitude at zero shift and pulses of low amplitudes at other 
shifts) and the cross-correlation between any two sequences produces pulses of low amplitudes 
throughout. The use of OOC enables a large number of asynchronous users to transmit 
information efficiently and reliably. The thumbtack shape of the auto-correlation facilitates the
detection of the desired signal, and the low cross-correlation reduces interference from 
unwanted signals in the network [Chung89].
Generally, a DS-CDMA system encoding is carried out by “spreading” individual bits to form a 
signature sequence with a higher bandwidth. However, the bandwidth of an IR diffuse wireless 
system is limited by characteristics of the channel (due to the room dimensions) the system 
operates in. Under such a bandwidth constraint, a DS-CDMA system’s throughput is reduced, 
which is inversely proportional to the length of the signature sequence. For example, the 
throughput of OOK-CDMA system is lower than an OOK system under limited bandwidth. To 
improve a DS-CDMA system’s throughput without increasing the bandwidth, hybrid PPM- 
CDMA (/zPPM-CDMA) system (i.e. DS-CDMA system employing PPM technique) has been 
proposed to enhance the data rate based on the property of PPM technique to perform data 
compression [Elmirghani94]. In addition, it is found that the throughput can be further enhanced 
using a /zPIM-CDMA system, where PIM technique offer better data compression. APIM- 
CDMA system design is also simpler in that the signal is anisochronous and hence no symbol 
synchronisation is required compared with the OOK-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA systems.
Both /zPIM-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA systems achieve data compression by transmitting a 
shorter symbol than OOK-CDMA. On the other hand, a symbol of shorter duration will affect 
the performance of both hybrid systems in terms of bit-error-rate (BER) and power efficiency as 
the signal power per symbol has been condensed. Moreover, the total signal power allowed to 
transmit to the channel is limited by the eye safety regulations where the signal power, in 
average, shall not exceed the critical level that can damage the retina of eye. These criterions 
impose challenges to the design of /iPIM-CDMA, and /jPPM-CDMA, for use in IR diffuse 
wireless systems. However, with careful design and employing OOC with good correlation 
properties, which is the main focus of this work, the /iPIM-CDMA system performance can be 
improved and can be considered as a potential candidate for the IR diffuse wireless systems for 
achieving higher data throughput.
1.1 Research Objectives
In order to achieve the above mentioned, a number of research objectives have been 
identified as outlined below:
• Comprehensive literature survey of indoor optical wireless communication systems. 
Acquire an understanding of the IR diffuse channel characteristics and identify the 
constraints that it imposes. Review the various modulation techniques employed, such 
as the OOK, PPM and PIM, to improve systems performances under the constraints 
identified
• Review the multiple-access schemes that can be efficiently used in IR diffuse wireless 
systems and identify the advantages and disadvantages compared with the RF systems. 
Investigate the DS-CDMA systems employed in the electrical domain, the changes that 
are required to the system design when migrating to the optical domain
• Review the correlation properties of OOC for message separation. Perform a literature 
survey of the various proposed OOC for use in optical DS-CDMA systems. Develop a 
new algorithm that can be used to construct large sets of OOC with good correlation 
properties, that is practical to implement and requires minimal computation time
• Review the fundamental properties of a conventional optical wireless DS-CDMA 
system, which is the OOK-CDMA. Understand the system design and how the 
signature sequence encoding and decoding are carried out in the encoder and decoder, 
respectively. Examine the performance OOK-CDMA under the constraints imposed by 
an IR diffuse wireless system
• Perform a literature survey of optical wireless DS-CDMA systems over a range of 
modulation techniques. Investigate the hardware and configurations for designing the
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proposed /zPIM-CDMA system. Examine the performance of a /zPIM-CDMA system 
under the constraints of an IR diffuse wireless channel and compare with OOK-CDMA 
and /zPPM-CDMA systems
1.2 Organisation of Thesis
A general block diagram of an optical wireless DS-CDMA system is shown in figure 
1.1. To present this work, the thesis is divided into 8 chapters and the contents o f this thesis are 
summarised with reference to the system blocks in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Optical wireless DS-CDMA system block diagram and contents of thesis in summary.
Following chapter 1, chapter 2 provides a review of the current RF and IR wireless 
communication systems. The chapter will begin with the introduction to RF wireless 
communication systems and identifies the advantages and disadvantages. IR wireless 
communication systems are then introduced and compared with the RF wireless systems. A
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general introduction to indoor optical wireless links is presented concentrating on the most 
viable link for a multiple-access communication system -  using a diffuse link. The properties of 
an indoor diffuse IR channel are described and methods of modelling and characterising the 
channel are reviewed. Next the OOK, PPM and PIM modulation techniques are discussed and 
compared in terms of their efficiency under the constraints of a diffuse link.
Chapter 3 presents an evaluation of multiple-access schemes for use in optical wireless 
communication systems. The chapter focuses on the CDMA scheme, which utilises both the 
time and wavelength domains, as a candidate for the IR diffuse wireless system to enhance the 
network channel capacity efficiently. Modulation techniques such as direct-sequence (DS) and 
frequency-hopping (FH) techniques suitable for the CDMA systems are compared and 
evaluated for use in optical wireless systems.
In chapter 4, various OOC that have been proposed to date are presented and the algorithms, 
which can be categorised as either a recursive or algebraic, used for generating the codewords 
are discuss. A new recursive algorithm for generating larger sets of OOC codewords in the 
quickest time possible is proposed and results presented. The reasons a new algorithm is needed 
are discussed and the proposed algorithm is used as an example to demonstrate why a recursive 
algorithm always requires longer time than an algebraic algorithm for generating a large set of 
codewords.
In chapter 5, the procedures for signal modulation and demodulation,'and of signature sequence 
encoding and decoding for an optical DS-CDMA system employing OOK signal format, are 
presented. There are two configurations for implementing the encoder and decoder, based on 
active or passive devices. The properties of the two configurations are reviewed. Then the 
optical DS-CDMA systems performances, under the bandwidth constraint of an IR diffuse 
wireless channel, are examined in terms of data throughput and power efficiencies. DS-CDMA 
systems employing various other modulation techniques proposed so far are reviewed.
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Chapter 6 presents the proposed /zPIM-CDMA scheme together with the codeword properties 
and the encoder-decoder configurations of the system. The data throughput and power 
efficiency of /zPIM-CDMA are compared with the OOK, OOK-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA 
systems.
A comprehensive BER analysis of /zPIM-CDMA system is carried out in chapter 7. The analysis 
takes into account multiple-access-interference (MAI), self-interference and the hybrid nature of 
the /zPIM-CDMA signal detection. Also presented in this chapter is the BER expression for the 
/zPPM-CDMA system, which has not been previously reported. BER performances are 
compared for /iPIM-CDMA, OOK-CDMA and /iPPM-CDMA. The use of Gaussian distribution 
for DS-CDMA BER approximation is investigated. Usually, the assumption is made that the 
MAI is large in order to use the Gaussian approximation. However, it is found that the BER of 
an optical DS-CDMA system (either OOK-CDMA, /zPIM-CDMA or /iPPM-CDMA) employing 
certain groups of OOC is not close to a Gaussian approximation even when the MAI tends 
toward infinity. This is because there are two conditions that must be satisfied, which are 
discussed in this chapter.
Finally in chapter 8, concluding remarks and the summaries of the major contributions of this 
thesis are presented. The possible areas of future work are also discussed.
1.3 Original Contributions
1. Analysis of IR diffuse wireless channel characteristics and the effect of the normalised 
delay spread due to the change of signal modulation bandwidth (sections 2.3.2 and 
2.3.3).
2. Derivation of new expressions for representing the properties of a set of codewords 
using a standard matrix format, for the ease and convenient of referencing (section 
4.1.1). A novel recursive algorithm for obtaining («,3,l,l)OOC is proposed and 
implemented using the MATLAB programming language (section 4.2.1). The algorithm 
is equipped with well-refined conditions that help with computer programming and 
provides short cuts to the searching process for a valid set of codewords. The written 
programs are included in the CD.
3. Proposed («,3xK,K,K)OOC that can be constructed using the (w,3,l,l)OOC obtained 
from the proposed algorithm (section 4.2.2).
4. Developed new expressions for obtaining the Prime Codes (PC) sequences using the 
representation of the standard matrix format (section 4.4). Investigated the disadvantage 
of the recursive algorithm compared with the algebraic algorithm -  in the context of 
computation time required to generate a large set of codewords (section 4.6).
5. Developed mathematical models for the OOK-CDMA IR diffuse wireless systems 
employing active and passive devices for the encoder and decoder (sections 5.2, 5.3 and 
5.4). Investigated the efficiency of active and passive devices when operating with 
unipolar signals. Investigated the upper bound of minimum normalised delay spread for 
an IR wireless DS-CDMA system. Developed an expression for a correlator receiver to 
obtain maximum correlation (section 5.6.1). Investigated the performances of OOK- 
CDMA systems in terms of data throughput enhancement and power efficiency (section
5.7). Derived mathematical models for a /zPPM-CDMA system and examined the 
appropriate configuration for its encoder and decoder (section 5.9).
6. Derived mathematical models for /zPIM-CDMA systems and examined the appropriate 
configuration for its encoder and decoder (sections 6.2). Investigated and compared the 
performances, in terms of data throughput enhancement and power efficiency, of /zPIM- 
CDMA, OOK-CDMA, PPM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA under the constraints of a IR 
diffuse wireless channel (section 6.3).
7. Developed a BER expression for the proposed /zPIM-CDMA system and the /zPPM- 
CDMA system (section 7.2). Demonstrated that the BER of /zPIM-CDMA, OOK- 
CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA employing (n,w,l,l)OOC can’t be approximated using a 
Gaussian function (section 7.3).
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF OPTICAL WIRELESS SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the difference between RF wireless and optical wireless 
communication systems. The discussion will concentrate in particular on the need for exploring 
and developing optical wireless communication systems, for their capacity and efficiency, as an 
additional communication technique. This is motivated as a result of the bandwidth for the RF 
wireless systems is currently congested, which is the prime factor.
Both wireless systems require a modulation technique to transfer information to the destination. 
Section 2.2 will presents the fundamental need for a modulation technique for the RF wireless 
communication system. The advantages and disadvantages of radio frequency, which serves as 
the electromagnetic information carrier, are presented. One of the distinct disadvantages is that 
the RF spectrum is already congested and allocations of sufficient bandwidths are extremely 
hard to obtain [Street97].
Communication between two devices could be in the range of short distance (i.e. less than 100 
metres) or long distance. Short distance can be viewed as a communication between two 
terminal devices that requires wireless connection for the convenience of connection 
reconfiguration (i.e. ease of wiring problem) and short-range mobility -  for example, a 
communication between two personal computer terminals within a room. Whereas, a long range 
communication involves high mobility and requires easy connection regardless of the 
communicators’ location -  for example, a mobile phone link. RF can pass through walls and can
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travel long distances, whereas IR is a source of light and therefore does not pass through walls 
and stays confined within a room. RF may be more suitable for long-range and high mobility 
communications whereas IR could be used for short-range applications.
In section 2.3, the technique of using IR as an optical wireless communication carrier is 
presented. The difference between the modulations of RF and IR carriers, and their advantages 
and disadvantages are also discussed. Literature review of recent research and development in 
IR for indoor optical wireless communication systems and channel characteristics are presented. 
Section 2.4 will provide the comparison of OOK, PPM and PIM performances in a IR wireless 
system. Then it will discuss the motive behind study of the optical wireless communication and 
why PIM has been selected for this application. Summary is presented in section 2.5.
2.2 RF Wireless Communication Systems
Modulation is a process of converting information signals at a base-band frequency to a 
new frequency, where the signal now occupies a spectral range known as the pass-band that can 
be accommodated by the channel medium. The pass-band signal in most electrical 
communication systems is usually a coherent continuous-wave. Modulation techniques such as 
the amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM) and phase modulation (PM) are 
commonly used in radio communication systems, as they can employ simple coherent detection 
devices, such as a local oscillator, for demodulation. Each of these modulations requires a 
carrier wave to transport information at the frequency at least ten times higher than the base­
band frequency.
There are numerous RF wireless products available on the market today for WLANs. The
majority of these products operate in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band located at
2.4 GHz, which has the advantage of being license free in most countries [Hayes02]. However,
the available bandwidth is limited to 83.5MHz, and must be shared with others such as ISM
users, other WLAN vendor products, retail theft protection systems, and to tolerate radio
interference from microwave ovens and elevator motors [Street97]. In theory, infinite numbers
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of channels can exist by dividing the available bandwidth of 83.5 MHz with each channel 
having very narrow bandwidth, and with very narrow bandwidth separation. However, in 
practice, this is difficult to achieve due to limitation by the hardware capability.
Consequently, robust spread spectrum modulation techniques are required, which result in low 
data rates. As an example, the IEEE 802.11-1997 standard for WLANs physical (PHY) layer 
specifies that either the direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) or the frequency-hopping 
spread spectrum (FHSS) be used (and or PPM for IR wireless system, this will be discussed 
later in section 2.3.3) [WWW2, IEEE97]. The data rate of the PHY layer is standardised to 
operate at either 1 Mbps or 2 Mbps at maximum. This was then improved upon in 1999 with the 
ratification of the IEEE 802.11b standard, which adds two higher data rates of 5.5 Mbps and 
11Mbps to the DSSS standard [IEEE99]. Many of the products currently on the market today 
are either based on this standard, or the HomeRF standard, which also operates in the ISM band, 
and achieves a maximum data rate of 10 Mbps using FHSS. The next generation RF WLAN 
products operate in the so-called 5 GHz band that was allocated solely for use by WLAN 
products. This allows systems to be optimised in terms of data rate and efficiency, free from the 
constraints associated when coexisting with other products. There are currently two competing 
standards in this band, these being IEEE 802.11a and HiperLAN2, both of which provide 
maximum data rates of 54 Mbps. Another standard worth mentioning is Bluetooth, which is a 
short range point-to-multipoint standard for voice and data transfer, also operating in the ISM 
band. The data rate is a mere 723.2 kbps and can operate up to a range of 10 metres. Though 
these are a few disadvantages of Bluetooth technology, the rationale behind it is low cost, thus 
allowing it to be integrated into a variety of portable electronics devices, which may then 
communicate with each other via ad hoc wireless networks termed piconets [Hayes02]. An 
experiment has been carried out to compare the performance between the DSSS and Bluetooth 
systems and the results showed that the DSSS system performs better in the presence of 
interference [PunnooseOl].
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2.3 Optical Wireless Communication Systems
In an optical wireless system, the signal is transmitted over a channel at infrared 
frequencies using intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD). IM/DD is a simple 
process that takes place at the transmitter end and receiver front end, where an optical source 
such as an LED is used to convert an electrical current to an infrared intensity signal, and a 
photodiode is used to produce a photocurrent that is proportional to the infrared intensity that is 
incident upon it [Barry94]. At present, the IR spectrum is unregulated and the radiation does not 
produce visual interference, however it can harm the retina if the optical power is not carefully 
monitored. Infrared transmission eliminates the need for a radio carrier frequency as in the case 
of the electrical system discussed above, as the signal at base-band frequency can be directly 
modulated to IR frequency (pass-band) using the IM/DD technique [Kahn97, Shiu98a]. The use 
of radio carrier frequency in conjunction with IR can enable a multiple-access communication 
system, known as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [You02].
One of the differences between an electrical (RF) signal and an optical (IR) signal is that an 
electrical signal can be bipolar and operates in both regions of positive and negative electric 
fields. Whereas an optical signal based on light intensity is always positive and unipolar. A 
schematic system block diagram of an IM/DD optical system is shown in figure 2.1. DC bias is 
included to ensure that the modulated signals are all positives prior to intensity modulation of 
the light source. At the receiver, the DC bias is removed from the detected signal before 
amplification and processing.
Information
Signal
DC Q.
* SignalProcessing
Figure 2.1: IM/DD base optical system block diagram.
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Infrared is similar to visible light in that both are absorbed by opaque objects and do not pass 
through walls. In other words, an information signal carried by infrared is confined to the room 
in which it is originated. For this reason, the infrared frequency can be reused in the adjacent 
rooms with no regulation requirement, thus providing virtually unlimited transmission capacity 
[Kahn97]. Other comparisons between radio and infrared wireless systems, which have not been 
discussed above, are shown in table 2.1 [GhassemlooyOO, Barry94],
Property Radio Infrared Implication for infrared
Bandwidth regulated? Yes No Approval not required -  
world-wide compatibility
Passes through walls? Yes No Inherently secure. Carrier 
reuse in adjacent rooms
Multipath fading Yes No Simple link design
Multipath dispersion Yes Yes Problematic at high data rates
Path loss High High
Dominant noise Other users Background
light
Short range
Average power 
proportional to J M ' F * J X w * DTx (t) is the input signal with high peak-average ratio
Table 2.1: Comparison between RF and IR for indoor wireless communications.
Although an optical system has the advantage over an electrical system such as it does not 
interfere with audio, microwave and other radio frequencies, its radiation, if not carefully 
controlled, could damage the human eye. Therefore, there is a need for a modulation technique 
that offers both power and bandwidth efficiencies. The following subsections will address these 
two issues and will introduce the modulation techniques suitable for IR applications.
2.3.1 Optical wireless link configurations
There are a number of ways that an optical wireless system can be configured, as shown 
in figure 2.2 [Barry94]. The line of sight (LOS) configurations (top row) achieve higher power 
efficiency than the non-LOS, as most of the transmitter radiation travels in one path to the 
receiver. Especially, the directed LOS configuration (figure 2.2 (a)) achieves the highest power 
efficiency by utilising narrow beam transmitter and narrow field of view (FOV) receiver. The 
concentrated light that is directed from the transmitter to the receiver makes this an optimum
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link with no multi-path propagation and ambient background light is largely rejected. 
Nevertheless, the data rate is limited by the power budget due to eye safety regulations 
[Smyth95]. All LOS communication links are susceptible to blocking in which their connections 
are terminated by opaque objects that stand in between the transmitter and receiver. This is a 
disadvantage of LOS configurations that limits their applications to point-to-point and point-to- 
multipoint communication, but not for multiple access or mobile communications [Kahn97].
Directed Hybrid Non-directed
Line-of-sight
Non-
line-of-sight
____________________ Figure 2.2: Optical wireless system link configurations._____________________
The non-LOS configurations (figure 2.2 bottom row) rely on walls, room objects or ceiling to 
establish a link. The diffused infrared light, bearing the signal, will travel through many 
different paths and undergo one or more reflections before reaching the receiver FOV. The 
effect of such multi-path propagation maintains the communication linkage even when the LOS 
is blocked, but suffer from optical power loss. On the other hand, multiple reflections will affect 
the signal pulse being dispersed to the adjacent slot, causing inter-symbol interference (ISI). The 
severity of pulse dispersion depends on the room dimension and the transmission bandwidth 
[Gfeller79].
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(Diffuse)
Fuller descriptions of each of the configurations shown in figure 2.2 have been presented in 
detail in [Barry94]. Here it was found that the diffuse system (figure 2.2 (f)), which is non­
directed non-LOS, is the most convenient from the user’s standpoint as the configuration does 
not require alignment between the transmitter and receiver, to maintain LOS allowing 
considerable mobility to communications. However it does suffer from multi-path propagation 
effects, however with careful design it has been experimentally proven that it has the capability 
to provide robustness and high-speed transmission [Marsh96]. The design involves using a 
large-area, wide FOV, narrow-band optical receiver to provide a high signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) in the presence of intense ambient illumination. It uses a high-pass filter to reduce the 
effect of fluorescent lights, and quantisation feedback (QF) to remove resulting baseline wander, 
with a decision-feedback equaliser (DFE) to mitigate ISI due to multi-path propagation 
[Marsh96, Lee98b, Lee98c]. From here on, this thesis will only consider the diffuse 
configuration.
2.3,1.1 diffuse system channel characteristics
A realistic infrared channel can be well characterised by two parameters, which are the 
optical path loss and the root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread. A diffuse channel can be 
modelled as a base-band linear system, with input power DTx(t), output current d ^ t ) ,  and an 
impulse response h(t) which is fixed for a certain physical configuration of receiver, reflectors,
and transmitter [Kahn95, Carruthers96a, Carruthers97], as shown in figure 2.3. The model is 
summarised as:
(t) ® h(t)+n(t), ( z T f
where ® denotes convolution, is the receiver photo-detector responsivity with units (AAV) 
and n(t) is channel noise with units (A) due to background radiation.
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D tA ‘)
_________________________ Figure 2.3: Diffuse link channel model._________________________
To characterise a particular multi-path infrared channel, it is useful to determine the average 
transmitted optical power, given as:
_ _
= ’i s  2?  J Djx ’ (2,2)- T
which is required to achieve a certain BER for a particular modulation scheme [Carruthers96a]. 
(2.2) is the power constraint and it implies that for a given transmitted average optical power 
Wave^Tx, the receiver SNR can be improved by transmitting a waveform DTx(t) having a high
peak-to-average ratio [Audeh94].
In [Carruthers97], the diffuse channel model definition is given as follows. Defining the optical 
gain Goc for a channel with impulse response h(t) to be Goc = [ h{t)it, then the received
average optical power is:
^ave\Rx ~ ^OC^ave\Tx ' (2.3)
The optical path loss can be written as:
Optical path loss (optical dB) = - 101og10Go c . (2.4)
The transmitted optical signal after undergoing multiple reflections will cause pulse dispersion.
The ceiling bounce model for multi-path dispersion is well represented by:
hc (^ah ) - ( \ 7 «(0. (2.5)
where ah = 2H jcL and u(t) is the unit step function. The variable H  is the effective height of 
the ceiling above the transmitter and receiver, and cL is the speed of light. The variable ah is 
related to the RMS delay spread by:
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►e- Photocurrent
D«Ms(K(‘>a (2.6)
The normalised delay spread DT is a dimensionless parameter defined as:
Dt
EP
(2.7)
where TEP is the effective pulse duration. This parameter can be used for investigating the
diffuse system performance due to the severity of pulse dispersion.
In the following, it is assumed that Goc = 1 when there is no power loss in channel. Thus the
effective channel impulse response is defined as:
j 'hc(t,ah)dt
—00
(2.8)
so that Goc = f h(t)dt = 1 [Carruthers96a]. J-00
2.3.2 Digital modulation techniques
To utilise a particular optical communication link, analogue signals are usually 
converted into digital signals before being intensity modulated by a light source. The unipolar 
characteristic of optical system makes it more suitable to transmit digital signals than analogue 
ones. A pulse of peak intensity WP is transmitted to represent a ‘1’ and no intensity for a ‘O’. 
There are several digital modulation techniques being proposed. In general, the choice of a 
modulation technique for a specific application is influenced by the characteristics of the 
message signal, the characteristics of the channel, the performance desired from the overall 
communication system, the use to be made of the transmitted data, and the cost factor, that is 
always important in practical applications [Tranter95]. The choice of a digital modulation 
technique for an indoor optical wireless communication is influenced by the eye safety 
regulations where the amount of optical shall not exceed the limit that will damage the human 
eye. The limit is defined as [Barry94]:
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1 T1™“  J (2.9)
- T
where fVmax is the maximum allowable optical power transmitted for the duration of 2T . Other 
influential issues include [Hayes02]:
• Power efficiency where power consumption is to be kept low while maintaining a 
desirable BER. Low power consumption will help to maintain a longer battery life 
for portable infrared devices.
• Bandwidth efficiency where the base-band bandwidth is limited by the multi-path 
propagation effect in a diffuse system.
Digital modulation techniques that have been investigated for use in optical wireless system are 
OOK, PPM and PIM [Hayes02]. All these modulation techniques will be studied throughout 
this thesis with the assumption that information from data source is in a binary format.
2.3.2.1 on-off keying
It is the simplest modulation technique to implement. The modulation is a process of 
converting the information bit * 1 * from data source to a pulse of constant amplitude Vp for the 
duration of one bit Tb . Whereas, the information bit ‘0’ is basically converted to an off state of 
duration Tb . The data rate is Rb = l/Tb . The system block diagram is shown in figure 2.4 (a). 
The waveforms observed at the input and output of the channel together with the channel 
impulse response is shown in figure 2.4 (b). As observed from figure 2.4 (b) and (c), the 
normalised delay spread for the OOK signal, denoted by DT^00K, represents the end point of the
exponential tail of the dispersed signal decay to an insignificant value. The value of DT\00K is
obtained by choosing Dm s  = 0.3 x 10_6s , as an example, and the channel is assumed ideal with 
no noise n(t).
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Denoting the binary data as Bk^Tx, the information bit stream at the output of OOK modulator is 
represented by:
00
bTx(t) = Vp'Zi Bt\TiS{t-kTl,), (2.10)
k=0
where k  is an integer denoting the k th bit information and g(^) is a square pulse. The optical 
signal transmitted is given by:
^Tx^Txi^)’ (2 .11)
where RTx is the transmitter optical source responsivity of unit (W/A).
2.3.2.2 pulse position modulation
PPM is an orthogonal modulation technique that has been proposed to achieve power 
efficiency compare with OOK, but at the expense of increase bandwidth and system complexity.
In PPM, each block of M-bits of information is mapped to one of L possible symbols. Each
symbol is a fixed frame of duration LTS, where the time slot Ts = and L = 2M .
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Figure 2.4: OOK diffuse system, (a) block diagram, (b) waveforms; (i) transmitter output, (ii) effective 
impulse response (using (2.8)), where DRMS =0.3xl(T6s, Rh =lMb/s, Z)yp QK =0.3 (using 2.7)),
Goc = 1 and RTx R ^  = 1, and (iii) receiver input, (c) enlarged section of single pulse in (b) (iii).
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Each symbol consists of a pulse of constant amplitude VP and duration Ts . The position of a 
pulse within a symbol, displaced at an integer multiple of Ts from the symbol’s origin, 
corresponds to the integer decimal value of the M-bits information. An example of a PPM 
symbol, mapping the 4-bits of information Bk T^x = {l 0 1 0}, with a decimal value of 10, is
shown in figure 2.5.
Amplit
Vp
'
ude (v) Ts 
-H H-
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B .I.I-L lJ-kT tm r (r \ ^i i i i i i i i i n  i i i i i * i  liiic j  
) 5TS 10TS 16TS
Figure 2.5: PPM symbol mapping 4-bits information B k T^x = {l 0 1 0}.
Generally, the notation L-PPM is used to indicate the order, and hence the example above is a 
16-PPM. Using the same channel characteristics and data as in figure 2.4, the waveforms 
observed at the input and output of the channel together with the channel impulse response are 
shown in figure 2.6. Note that the PPM pulse width has been reduced as a result of increased 
bandwidth due to the increase of PPM mapping order L . As a result, the exponential tail of the 
dispersed signal shown in figure 2.6 (b), decay to an insignificant value at \.2TS durations away 
from the original pulse, further than the OOK shown in figure 2.4 (c). This is because the
normalised delay spread DT^PPM = for PPM is higher than the OOK.
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Figure 2.6: 16-PPM diffuse system, (a) waveforms, symbol duration is 4x10 6s ; (i) transmitter output, 
(ii) effective impulse response, where Dm s  =0.3xl0“6s, Rs =1/Ts =4 Mb/s, D TippM =1.2, Goc =1
and RIx 7?  ^ = 1, and (iii) receiver input, (b) enlarged section of single pulse in (a) (iii).
2.3.23 pulse interval modulation
As with the PPM, the name PIM implies that information bits modulate the interval 
between two pulses, where the interval length varies according to the integer decimal value 
being mapped. An example of a PIM symbol mapping the same 4-bits information as the above 
is shown in figure 2.7. The interval between the two pulses is o f duration 1077., which 
corresponds to decimal value 10.
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Figure 2.7: PIM symbol mapping 4-bits information Bk^ Tx ={l 0 1 0}.
Each PIM symbol is composed of a pulse, occupying one Ts followed by a number of empty 
slots Ts . The PIM maximum symbol duration is equal to the PPM fixed symbol duration and 
the minimum symbol duration is 17^, where the information is all ‘0’s. Assuming that the 
information bits are independent and identically distributed (IID), then the average PIM symbol
length La = + LK  . PIM signal waveforms and channel response are shown in figure 2.8
using the same parameters as in figure 2.6. Note that PIM pulse width is the same as the PPM 
pulse width, and has the same severity of dispersion. As observed when comparing figures 2.8 
with 2.6 (a), the PIM packet length when transmitting the same information as PPM is shorter. 
Hence PIM achieves a higher throughput than PPM and OOK.
Another proposed format of PPM known as the Differential PPM (DPPM) [Shiu98b, Shiu99] is 
similar to PIM. The only difference is the DPPM locates the information slots at the beginning 
of a symbol and only then a pulse at the end of the symbol. This difference does not affect both 
modulation schemes in term of BEF, BER and power efficiency performance. Therefore, only 
the PIM will be discussed.
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Figure 2.8: 16-PIM diffuse system signal waveforms, symbol duration is 4x10 6s ; (i) transmitter output, 
(ii) effective impulse response, where Dm s  = 0.3xl0~6s,  Rs = l/Ts =4 Mb/s, DT\P1M =1.2, Goc =1
and RtxRrx = 1, and (iii) receiver input.
2.3.3 Modulation techniques comparison
Being the simplest to implement, OOK modulation has been investigated extensively 
for use in diffuse system [Marsh94, Audeh95, WongOO]. A simple circuit implementation for an 
indoor optical wireless diffuse system employing OOK modulation can achieve a data rate of 
50 Mbps, as reported in the experimental work by [Marsh94]. Simulation results have also 
shown that a data rate o f up to 100 Mbps is possible [Audeh95]. However, in order to reduce 
power consumption and to conform to the eye safety regulations, PPM is a more suitable and 
effective technique for transmitting the same amount o f information as OOK but with a much 
lower power.
Due to its improved power efficiency 16-PPM and 4-PPM have been adopted as the IEEE 
802.11 standard for infrared physical layer with data rates of 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps , respectively 
[IEEE97, Hayes02]. Note that in both formats, the slot rate is the same, which implies that the 
effective pulse width TEP is the same. Nevertheless, there is one significant disadvantage o f
PPM in that it requires a high degree o f slot and symbol synchronisation at the demodulator.
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PIM does achieve high throughput and alleviates the need for slot and symbol synchronisation. 
It offers improved power efficiency over OOK, but not PPM. Although PPM and PIM are 
power efficient, and PIM has high throughput, both schemes suffer from severe pulse dispersion 
as outlined below. Figure 2.9 (a) shows the comparison for power efficiency, WEff, against the
number of bits, M  = log2 L ,  being mapped. Also, the severity of dispersion DT against M  is 
shown in figure 2.9 (b).
For M  = 1, PPM offers no power efficiency whereas PIM is lower by «1.25dB. As M  
increases, the PPM power efficiency increases linearly at the rate of 3.0ldB per bit mapping. 
On the other hand, PIM displays a non-linear characteristic; this is because of the variable 
symbol structure. Although PPM and PIM offer improved power efficiency at values of M  > 1, 
compared with OOK, both suffer from pulse dispersion. Assume that the diffuse channel
characteristic has a Dm s  = 0.3 x 10~6s and the OOK data rate is Rb = 1 M bps, then the severity
of delay spread for PPM and PIM as the M  increase can be related to:____________ _
T M
- 0-3x2"  (2>12)
M
Referring to figure 2.9 (b), the delay spread for both the PPM and PIM pulses are increased 
exponentially with M . In order to show a clear picture (for comparison) of the effect of
dispersion on the signal pulse, a plot based on a constant slot duration of Ts = = 1 x 10-6 s
(in contrary to the Ts in figure 2.9 (b) that varies) but variable Dm s  (governed by (2.7)) is
shown in figure 2.9 (c). As can be seen the signal pulse is severely dispersed and the signal peak 
amplitude reduced greatly as M  is increased.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Power efficiency ratio normalised to OOK average signal power, (b) PPM and PIM 
normalised delay spread. The change of pulse slot Ts is related to Ts = with Rb = 1 Mbps, and
the diffuse channel is characterised by D RMS = 0.3xl0“6s . (c) Signals’ dispersed shapes due to Dr in 
(b), where Ts = l x l 0 “6 s and D RMS varies as Dr varies.
2.4 Discussion
PPM has been shown to be the most power efficient modulation technique o f all, and it 
is appropriate for use in optical wireless systems where eye safety regulations are a restriction. 
However, the order o f Z-PPM reaches a limit when the pulse delay spread becomes severe and
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the signal becomes distorted. PIM also provides power efficiency and offers higher transmission 
throughput compared with OOK and PPM because of its variable symbol structure.
On average, PIM transmits log2 La bits when OOK and PPM are transmitting M  bits, where 
log 2 La < M  . The order o f the data rate achievement compared with the OOK and PPM can be 
related to the bit-enhancement-factor (BEF) as:
BEF = ------ 7--------- r
. ( l M + \ ]  l0§2 (2.13)I 2 J
BEF is a measure of the number of times a transmission speed is achieved [Elmirghani94]. 
Figure 2.10 shows the BEF against M , showing a linear increase. Therefore, PIM technique is 
chosen as a candidate to enhance the data throughput for a DS-CDMA system where bandwidth 
is limited -  which will be discussed in chapter 6.
10
W
10
M
__________________ Figure 2.10: BEF performance of PIM over OOK and PPM.__________________
2.5 Summary
Factors that govern the consideration of modulation techniques depend on the system 
performance requirement, such as eye safety regulations, background noise and multi-path 
propagation. The full comparison of the three modulation techniques, including analysis on 
baseline wander, power spectral density, power requirement and dispersion effect can be found
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in [HayesOO, Hayes02]. Eye safety regulations are the dominant factors that limits the number 
of modulation techniques that could be used in optical wireless communication systems. It was 
shown that PIM achieved power efficiency and BEF compared with the OOK and PPM. Both 
PPM and PIM suffer from severe pulse dispersion, but employing equalisation techniques can 
result in improved performance [Marsh94, Marsh96].
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Chapter 3
MULTIPLE-ACCESS SCHEMES
3.1 Introduction
In designing a WLAN network, where a wireless medium is shared by all network 
clients or users, it is essential to employ a multiple-access scheme [Marsh97]. A multiple-access 
scheme is a technique that separates the messages corresponding to different clients, so that they 
do not interfere with one another. Conventional schemes accomplish this by making the 
messages orthogonal in one domain so that can be easily handled with digital signal processing 
technologies.
There are a number of well-known optical multiple-access schemes, which employ time, 
wavelength (infrared) and time-and-wavelength domains for message separation. These are 
Wavelength-Division Multiple-Access (WDMA), Time-Division Multiple-Access (TDMA), 
and Code-Division Multiple-Access (CDMA). In WDMA and TDMA a fixed amount of 
wavelength and time, respectively, is allocated to accommodate the individual channels. 
Theoretically, an infinite number of possible channels can exist, although most of these are 
impractical due to the implementation difficulties [LiuOO]. CDMA does not explicitly allocate a 
fixed amount of time to each channel but uses codes to spread the signals so that multiple 
channels can be transmitted concurrently. This is achieved at the expense of greater duration or 
bandwidth. Both WDMA and TDMA capacity is hard limited due to the number of channels 
determined by the total number of wavelength and time resources, where no more users can 
access the network once capacity is reached. Alternatively, the capacity of CDMA is soft 
limited as it allows flexible network capacity but at the cost of quality, the system BER depends
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on the number of active users [StokOO]. The following sections will describe and compare all 
three multiple-access schemes, in particular CDMA.
3.1.1 Wavelength-division multiple-access
WDMA systems allocate the available optical bandwidth into distinct wavelengths that 
are simultaneously occupied by different clients’ signals, to permit multiple-access 
communication links. A wavelength-time diagram is shown in figure 3.1(a) where three 
different information signals, indicated with different labels, simultaneously occupy the 
wavelength-time plane. A physical channel corresponds to a band of wavelength, where the 
wavelength at the centre of each band is the carrier. Each of the horizontal stripes represents one 
channel capable of providing a communication link that does not interfere with its neighbours. 
The total number of clients that can be transmitted is equal to the number of carriers allocated. 
In the electrical system, the equivalent of WDMA is known as Frequency-Division Multiple- 
Access (FDMA).
The problem with using WDMA in LANs is that a significant amount of dynamic coordination 
between communicating pairs or nodes is required. Though a control channel can be dedicated 
for pre-transmission coordination, this will waste the bandwidth that could otherwise be used 
for data transmission and introduces latency as communicating pairs attempt to negotiate a 
connection. On the one hand, the control channel can be avoided by assigning transmission 
rights in a predetermined fashion, or through contention-based protocols. However, in large 
networks with dynamic populations scheduling becomes difficult, and collision detection 
schemes waste bandwidth and can introduce significant latency [StokOO].
3.1.2 Time-division multiple-access
The complement of WDMA is TDMA, in which each signal uses only one carrier 
wavelength for a fraction of time, as shown in figure 3.1(b). To perform TDMA, a transmitter 
stores the source information that arrives in a time interval referred to as a TDMA frame. Each
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transmitter and receiver pair only communicates for a fraction of the frame, one pair after 
another. Each pair occupies the same time slot within the frame for transmission. The time 
interval occupied by one signal stream is a slot. In TDMA, a physical channel corresponds to 
one time slot. When its time slot begins, a transmitter sends the stored information at an 
accelerated speed, so that all the information recorded in one frame is transmitted in a slot. The 
receiver records the signal arriving at a given slot and plays it back at the original slower rate. 
The playback interval is one frame and the received information, restored to the lower rate, 
emerges in a continuous stream with no gap. In principle, time-division techniques could be 
used for discrete analogue communications. In practice, however, they appear only in digital 
systems, where it is much simple to store binary signals arriving at the source rate, and then 
release them at the faster channel rate. The number of physical channels in a time division 
system is the number of slots per frame, which is the ratio of the frame duration to the slot 
duration. In figure 3.1(b), each frame has 3 slots corresponding to 3 carriers.
TDMA system requires each communicating pair to be in completely synchronised. Though a 
global synchronisation system can be employed, it does not guarantee transmission time 
matching between source and destination, resulting in time drift between the communication 
pair. Eventually, the receiver will drift ahead of or behind the transmitter by one entire TDMA 
frame’s duration, resulting in reception of the wrong signal. Therefore, each frame needs an 
extra bit for synchronisation purposes, so that the transmitter and receiver pair can synchronise 
their clocks at regular intervals. There is a disadvantage of TDMA technique, where some 
channels may have nothing to transmit during the off-peak hours. The channels that dedicated to 
the idle pairs will still be reserved and hence time capacity is wasted [MatloffOl].
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Figure 3.1: Multiple access schemes, (a) WDMA, (b) TDMA and (c) PS-CDMA.
3.2 Code-Division Multiple-Access
CDMA is based on spread-spectrum techniques. It spreads the message signal to a 
relatively wide bandwidth by using a unique code, in order to reduce interference, enhance 
system processing, and support for multiple-access communication.
3.2.1 Spread-spectrum
Spread-spectrum techniques originated in answer to the unique needs of military 
communications, and this application is still the predominant one. For a communication system 
to be considered a spread-spectrum system, it is necessary that the transmitted signal satisfying 
two criteria. First, the bandwidth of the transmitted signal must be much greater than the 
message bandwidth. This, by itself, is however not sufficient because there are many 
modulation methods that can achieve this. For example, FM, Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), 
and Delta Modulation may have bandwidths that are much greater than the message bandwidth. 
The second criterion is that the transmitted bandwidth must be determined by some function 
that is independent of the message and is known to the receiver.
The bandwidth expansion does not combat white noise as it does in FM, PCM and other wide­
band modulation methods. This is so because bandwidth expansion is achieved by something 
that is independent of the message, rather than being uniquely related to the message. Since a 
spread-spectrum system is not useful in combating white noise, it has other applications that 
make it worth considering. These applications include:
• Anti-j am capability -  particularly for narrow-band j amming
• Interference rejection
• Multiple-access capability
• Multipath protection
• Covert operation or low probability of intercept
• Secure communications
• Improved spectral efficiency -  in special circumstances
• Ranging
There are many different types of spread-spectrum systems; one way to classify them is by 
concept. On this basis spread-spectrum systems may be considered to be either averaging 
systems or avoidance systems. An averaging system is one in which the reduction of 
interference takes place because the interference can be averaged over a large time interval. An 
avoidance system, on the other hand, is one in which the reduction of interference occurs 
because the signal is made to avoid the interference a large fraction of the time.
A second method of classifying spread-spectrum system is by the modulation technique used, 
which may be:
• Direct-sequence (DS) (pseudonoise)
• Frequency-hopping (FH)
• Time-hopping
• Chirp
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• Hybrid methods
The relation between these two methods of classification may be made clearer by noting that a 
direct-sequence system is an averaging system, whereas frequency-hoping, time-hopping, and 
chirp systems are avoidance systems. A hybrid modulation method may be averaging, 
avoidance, or both [Cooper86]. A typical CDMA system that utilises both wavelength-time 
resources is illustrated in figure 3.1(c). To demonstrate the process of averaging and avoidance 
with multiple-access capability, the DS and FH are discussed.
3.2.2 DS and FH spread-spectrum techniques
DS is usually used to encode digital information. The process is a form of spreading one 
information bit, of rate Rb , to a new form of binary stream of n chips. The chip rate Rc is 
defined as:
Rc =nRb ,n  = 1,2,3,.... (3.1)
The process of spreading is depicted in figure 3.2, where n = 5. The spreading sequence is a 
random pattern of bits ‘0’ and *1*. In unipolar signal modulation, an information bit *1’ is 
spread to form the spreading sequence, whereas a ‘0’ bit remains unchanged. In bipolar signal 
modulation, the positive signal is spread to form the spreading sequence, and the negative signal 
is spread to the complement of the spreading sequence. This process can be seen as a result of 
multiplication between the information and the spreading sequence. The spreading sequence can 
be duplicated and synchronised at the transmitter and receiver. The receiver recovers the 
original signal by performing a correlation function with the same sequence as that of the 
transmitter. The pattern of the spreading sequence is determined by a code. When a set of 
different codes is used, multiple-access communication is possible, whereby the system can 
operate at one carrier wavelength, but with increased processing time. The process is depicted in 
figure 3.1(c), where each code represents a channel.
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Figure 3.2: DS-CDMA encoding technique at Rh = 1 Mbps and Rc = 5 Mbps . (a) optical signal
(unipolar), (b) electrical signal (bipolar); (i) is the information signal, (ii) is spreading sequence of pattern 
{l 0 1 0 O} repeating at every 1/R b duration, and (iii) is resulting waveform.
FH can encode both analogue and digital information. It is usually used in military systems, as it 
is extremely difficult for unauthorised receivers to decode. FH is a form of spreading in which 
the carrier frequency of the signal is altered many times a second in accordance with a list of  
pseudo-random frequencies, called the hop set [Rappaport96]. This process can be visualised 
with the aid o f figure 3.3, which show a single FH sequence. FH can either be fast, i.e. several 
hops per one symbol, or slow, i.e. several symbols transmitted during one hop [OjanperaOl]. As 
shown in figure 3.3, for a data rate o f 1 Mbps, the hoping rate is 7 Mbps . Ideally a slow-FH 
code, employing code diversity transmission, can facilitate simultaneous multiple-access 
communication [Ong95], provided there is no frequency-time overlap between the carriers.
A recent application of (RF) wireless FH-CDMA over a short distance (< 10 meters) is the 
‘Bluetooth’ standard recommended for personal area networking [FilanowskiOl]. FH can also 
be implemented in an optical wireless system using an offset bipolar signal in the frequency 
domain employing IM/DD. To the author’s knowledge, FH wireless technology employing 
wavelengths as hop source has not yet been proposed. Nevertheless it is possible to implement a 
wavelength-hopping technique where a transmitter will have to employ multiple optical sources 
and receivers for modulating and demodulating multiple wavelengths. In optical fibre FH 
system, wavelengths hopping are achieved by employing a tuneable multiple-grating fibre 
[Fathallah97, Fathallah98].
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Figure 3.3: A typical FH sequence for one bit period.
3.2.3 Spreading sequence
One of the most important properties o f the CDMA technique is demonstrated when the 
spreading sequence is used for message separation. The spreading sequence determines how 
well a CDMA system will perform. Its form is appropriately geared to the class o f CDMA being 
used. For instance, in a DS system, a spreading sequence assigned for a communication channel 
is to appear as distinct as possible compared to the sequence used by another channel. A high 
degree o f difference indicates a high quality o f message separation. In electrical systems, the 
codes used for generating spreading sequences are called pseudonoise or PN code [ARRL91], 
whereas in optical systems, they are called Optical Orthogonal Codes or OOC [Salehi89a].
For FH systems, a spreading sequence determines the carrier frequency to which the base-band 
signal is to be hopped. A good spreading sequence will have a random hop-set so that the signal 
being encoded will appear as noise in a form that is unrecognisable to unwanted recipients. 
Hop-sets use different carrier frequencies for different channels ensuring that they will never 
overlap at any hop.
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3.2.4 Correlation
Correlation is a fundamental process in a spread-spectrum system and forms a common 
method of receiving individual signals. It is the process of measuring the similarity between two 
signals. The degree of correlation is often normalised between zero and one. A value of one 
indicates a perfect match whereas a value zero indicates total mismatch. Correlation is usually 
carried out using a circuit known as a correlator. A correlator is typically composed of a mixer 
followed by a low-pass filter (LPF) that performs an averaging function, as shown in figure 3.4. 
The mixer is a multiplication function for comparing two signals. It will output a high value if 
the two signals are matched, and a lower output, depending on how different the signals are. 
The averaging circuit will determine the average output of the mixer. This value is therefore the 
correlation of the two signals.
Signal 1—►Mixer — ► LPF CorrelationvaluetSignal 2
Figure 3.4: A typical correlator block diagram.
In a DS system, a correlator is used to identify and detect the signals with a particular spreading 
sequence. If the received signal matches with a locally generated spreading sequence, the 
correlator will yield a high value. In a noisy and interfering communication environment, some 
of the received signals from the channel (the spread sequences) will be corrupted. After mixing, 
the interfering signals (the undesired spreading sequences) are spread and resemble noise, while 
the desired signal is de-spread and the energy is focused onto a single chip period. The 
averaging circuit will then perform a low-pass filtering function, thereby reducing the noise 
while passing the time constrained information. A threshold circuit is then used to decide 
whether the received signal is either a match or mismatch. This is the heart of the DS 
interference-rejection process.
Auto-correlation is the process of correlating two identical sequences, and cross-correlation is 
the correlation of two different sequences. A correlation process for DS system is demonstrated 
in figure 3.5. In optical systems operating in the positive region only, the bit ‘1’ of the spreading 
sequence is modulated with a positive square pulse, whereas the bit ‘0’ is modulated with an 
empty chip, both are at rate Rc. The electrical systems will modulate the bit *1* with a positive 
square pulse and the bit ‘0’ with a negative square pulse at the chip rate Rc. The intended client 
receiver will have a replica of the spreading sequence, as plotted in red colour in figure 3.5. The 
incoming signal to the receiver, plotted in blue, will be multiplied with the replica sequence. 
Figures 3.5 (a) and (b) shows the in-phase auto-correlation where both sequences are multiplied 
at exactly the same time frame. This will result in the maximum sum of products, where the 
total is 2 for the optical and 5 for the electrical. It is said that the ‘auto-correlation peak’ for an 
optical sequence is equal to the number of pulses (bit ‘ 1’) in the sequence, and for the electrical 
it is equal to the sequence length. The number of pulses that contribute to the sum of products is 
usually known as the ‘code weight’. An out-of-phase auto-correlation can be imagined as two 
sequences that are correlated at a different time frame. Figures 3.5 (c) and (d) show a typical 
out-of-phase correlation. Note that the sum of product of out-of-phase is less than the in-phase, 
which indicates dissimilarity. Thus the reconstructed signal occurs at the in-phase position, 
which is the position it was at when encoded with the spreading sequence at the transmitter. 
Note that in general, the name auto-correlation itself implies that the function includes both the 
in-phase and out-of-phase terms. Hence the specific term must be mentioned to signify the 
specific correlation function. This is also the case for cross-correlation. When a set of spreading 
sequences produce a peak equal to the code weight at the in-phase auto-correlation but zero 
value when out-of-phase, and the cross-correlation of any sequences in the set is always zero, 
this is termed ‘orthogonal correlation’.
The correlation process in a FH system is implemented somewhat differently, but the concept is 
the same. In a FH system, the transmitter carrier frequency is changed many times a second 
according to the hop-set. The receiver uses the same hop-set to follow that of the transmitter,
moving from channel to channel in the exact step with the signal. If the receiver is out o f step 
with the signal, it cannot recover the information signal being transmitted.
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Figure 3.5: Correlation process of two identical sequences or auto-correlation; (a) and (b) are in-phase,
and (c) and (d) are out-of-phase, (a) and (c) are optical signals, and (b) and (d) are electrical signals, (i) is
transmitted or received signal, (ii) is replica sequence at receiver and (iii) is resulting waveform of mixer. 
*The signature sequence pattern is {l 0 1 0 o}.
3.2.5 Synchronisation
Synchronisation is the most difficult issue for a CDMA system. For a client receiver to 
demodulate the desired signal it must be able to synchronise its assigned spreading sequence 
with the one used by the transmitter, this operation often takes place at very high speeds. It is 
usually viewed as two processes: rough synchronisation that searches and acquires the 
receiver’s spreading sequence within one chip, and fine synchronisation that maintains timing of  
the acquired chip rate. Rough and fine synchronisations can be visualised in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of rough and fine synchronisation for DS-CDMA system.
*The tope stream represents transmitted data and the different colours represent adjacent frames. The 
_______ bottom stream is the replica sequence at receiver, which repeats at every period._________
In rough synchronisation, the receiver attempts to align the in-phase auto-correlation between its 
spreading sequence and the transmitter’s as close as possible. There are two methods. The first 
is called epoch synchronisation, in which the transmitter periodically sends a special 
synchronisation sequence. Commonly, this synchronisation sequence is unique and short and is 
chosen because it is easily detected by a simple correlator known as a digital matched filter. 
This filter consists o f a shift register that clocks the received sequence by one chip at a time and 
compares it against the receiver’s replica. The output o f the matched filter produces the auto­
correlation peak when the unique sequence is found in the input stream and is in-phase with the 
replica.
A second method of synchronisation is known as phase synchronisation. The receiver attempts 
to determine which of the n phases (the start o f frame) the spreading sequence could be in,
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where n is the spreading sequence length. A sliding correlator is employed to carry out the 
phase search. The sliding correlator operates by slowing down or speeding up the replica 
sequence at the mixer in such a way that it can search backward or forward in time to acquire 
the incoming sequence. This can be visualised as two wheels, with a red mark on each, rotating 
at different speeds on a same shaft. One of the wheels can be thought as “catching up” with the 
other. At one instant the red mark of the two wheels will meet together, thus representing the 
replica sequence that is in phase with the transmitted or incoming sequence. Momentarily, the 
mixer output will produce the auto-correlation peak and a local oscillator will be signalled to 
synchronise and lock the phase of the incoming sequence. A comprehensive discussion on 
phase synchronisation procedures including circuit schematic diagram can be found in 
[ARRL91].
A unique short spreading sequence will exhibit several repetitions periodically in a short amount 
of time. A digital matched filter can be constructed to signal the presence of this unique 
sequence, which is known as preamble. This is essentially a form of epoch synchronisation. 
Longer sequences will require more complex synchronisation methods, which is undesirable. 
Another method uses a sequence based on the time of the day. The receiver sets up a digital 
matched filter with a value slightly ahead of the current time and waits for the sequence to 
appear -  this is related to the phase synchronisation method. The procedure may be useful for 
network operations in which clients can enter or leave the LAN at will [ARRL91].
3.2.5.1 preamble
A preamble signal is commonly sent by the transmitter immediately before it enters the 
signal-spreading mode. The preamble signal alerts the receiver to set up its synchronising 
procedure to acquire the spread signal. The format of the preamble is different from system to 
system.
In slow FH, which has hop rates of less than 100 times a second, a tone appearing on a 
prearranged frequency or home channel can be used. The falling edge of the tone signals the
beginning of hopping. At faster speeds, the precise instant that the tone falls may be difficult to 
measure accurately, and hence other preamble methods are typically employed. One such 
method calls for the frequency-hopping receiver to examine a specific set of channels 
continually. The transmitter pair would hop on these channels a prearranged number of times to 
allow the receiver to synchronise.
In DS (electrical system) transmissions the preamble performs three functions. First, the 
receiver must acquire the RF carrier frequency phase. This may be done by transmitting a run of 
chips with bit ‘O’, which reveals the carrier’s centre frequency to the receiver. Second, local 
clock synchronisation is established by transmitting a sequence of alternating ones and zeros. 
The receiver will detect these transitions and derive chip timing from them. Lastly, the 
spreading sequence is to be synchronised using the epoch synchronisation procedure. An optical 
system, which does not employ a carrier frequency, does not require carrier phase 
synchronisation and hence reduces system synchronisation component.
Once rough synchronisation is established, the receiver must track and maintain chip timing. 
There are several techniques to accomplish fine synchronisation. One involves a feedback loop 
mechanism that attempts to minimise the timing error between a transmitter and receiver pair 
spread-sequence at the fraction of the chip time. The feedback loop commonly consists of a 
differencing circuit that calculates the actual chip difference and a feedback path that adjusts the 
receiver spreading-sequence clock. In one technique called dithering, the spreading-sequence 
clock speed is continually rocked back and forth around the synchronisation point, causing the 
receiver to periodically move in and out of synchronisation a small amount. The point at which 
best synchronisation is achieved is used to resynchronise the receiver clock. Dithering can track 
a spreading-sequence whose timing may be changing, perhaps due to the transmitter moving, or 
in the case of FH, with changes in the height of the reflecting layers of ionosphere [ARRL91].
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3.3 Summary
Three multiplexing schemes have been discussed. The WDMA scheme enables each 
communication channel to transmit information at higher data rates, but the channel capacity is 
limited by the available wavelength. TDMA can offer a large number of communication 
channels using one wavelength, however it trades off channel capacity with the reduction in 
system transmission rate. The CDMA technique utilises both wavelength (or frequency in RF) 
and time resources and provides flexibility in bandwidth and channel capacity management and 
allows for synchronous and asynchronous operation modes.
CDMA not requiring wavelength or time division technology alone for message separation is an 
added advantage, where using either WDMA or TDMA in conjunction with CDMA, can 
enhance channel capacity by a significant order of magnitude [StokOO]. This is illustrated in 
figure 3.7, where the extra three channels (4-6) were produced as a result of WCDMA-CDMA 
[Perrier88, Yang97, Andonovic99] joint technique, or the extra channels 7-8 produced as a 
result of the TDMA-CDMA [VollmerOl].
Wavelength
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 6 
X  Char Channel 7 Time/  Channel 2 
Channel 3 /  X  Channel 9
Channel
Code
Figure 3.7: Joint multiple-access techniques.
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Chapter 4
SPREADING CODES
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, a DS-CDMA system requires a set of F  
spreading sequences to enable a number of F  pairs of network clients to communicate in a 
common channel simultaneously. The spreading sequences play an important part in message 
separation as well as synchronisation. To be a good message separator, the spreading sequence 
must be distinct from other sequences that share the common channel. Both the auto- and cross­
correlation constraints of a code set must be low in order to achieve low MAI and to aid rough 
synchronisation.
In an electrical DS-CDMA system, each spreading sequence of a set is usually designed to have 
an equal weight of ‘1* and ‘-1’, and its pattern is random and different from those of the other 
sequences. Having equal weights, the out-of-phase auto-correlation and cross-correlation might 
result in zero values (as the equal number of ‘1* and ‘-1’ may entirely cancel out each other), 
giving virtually no MAI. Numerous sets of code have been proposed such as the M-Sequence 
code, Gold code, Kasami code, Gordon-Mills-Welch code, No code and Walsh code [Chen99, 
Andonovic99]. However, none of these codes proved to be truly orthogonal where the 
correlation constraints are considerably high [Chen99, Tirkel96]. The only PN code that has 
perfect orthogonal correlation is the Walsh code, where the orthogonal correlation only occurs 
at zero time shifts [Lam02, Chen99].
The signature sequences for optical systems are different from those for electrical ones. The 
number of ‘l ’s and ‘0’s in a sequence cannot be equal in order to achieve orthogonal 
correlation. This is because an optical signal only operates in the positive region. When 
correlation is carried out, the product-of-sum (result of correlation) between two streams of 
positive numbers always results in a positive value. The solution to design unipolar sequences 
that are distinct from each other is to have sufficiently small number of ‘l ’s and large number of 
‘0’s. This is because the correlation between a ‘0’ and a *1* will result in zero. Recalling that 
only the weight, which is the number of ‘l ’s in a sequence, will only contribute to correlation 
magnitude. Therefore, with fewer ‘ 1 ’s and many ‘0’s in a sequence, the probability of a ‘ 1 ’ from 
a sequence that will correspond with a ‘ 1* from another sequence will be very low as compared 
with the probability of a ‘1* will correspond with a ‘O’. In other words, the unique pattern of a 
PN sequence is determined by the randomness combination of ‘1’ and ‘-1’, whereas the OOC is 
determined by the distance between any pair of ‘ 1 ’ in the sequence.
For OOC, the amplitude of the in-phase autocorrelation, when at a maximum, is equal to the 
code weight, w (the number of ‘l ’s in signature sequence). Whereas out-of-phase correlation 
has amplitudes range from 1 to w -1 . A number of OOC have been proposed and are 
categorised to one of the following groups:
• (n,w,Xa,Xc) OOC
• Prime Codes (PC)
• Truncated Costas (TC) Codes
Though their names are different, all of the above codes can be in general represented by the 
(n,w,Aa,Jtc)OOC [Maric95]. The parameter n is the sequence length, w is the code weight, 
and Xa and Xc are the auto- and cross- correlation constraints respectively [Salehi89a].
Before beginning to discuss all the three groups in detail, a standard way of matrix 
representation will be introduced so as to avoid any confusion that may be caused by the many
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different terms introduced by different authors. This representation will be used throughout this 
thesis. Following this the codes are introduced and algorithms used to generate them are 
presented. Then a comparison of the algorithms is given in the discussion chapter and finally the 
summary.
4.1.1 Standard matrix representation
The matrix:
f  C W ltl cw1>2 •
'code' s-iTT/ Fxw
n Otj)  =
CW2>1
^ F ,  1 -  *"  C W F , W /
(4.1)
represents a set of codeword for the ‘code’ (where ‘code’ is the code name) of F x w  
dimension. One entire row, denoted by / ,  is one codeword. The element in a row, denoted by 
j , is the location of a pulse in a sequence. For example, the codewords for the set 
(19,3,1,1) OOC with F  = 3 sequences are represented as:
(l9,3,\ ,\)OOCr m 3x3 _  19 ( i , j )  ~
r0 1 6 n 
0 2 10 
,0  3 7 j
(4.2)
The spreading sequences of (4.2) are illustrated in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Example of («,3,l,l)OOC spreading sequences.
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Two other useful matrices, known as the relative-distance and the extended-relative-distance, 
are defined respectively as:
cwv ,m  - cw(u) ,fo r l<  j < w - 1
’code’ t \
n ^ i U )  = 9 (4.3)
n ~ c w ( i j )
£III-*
and:
, for J  < w, then / = I  and j  = J
, for w < J  < 2 w, then i = I  and j  = j .
If j  > w, then j  is forced to j  = j  modw
, for 2w < J<  3w, then i = I  and j  = j  .
(4 4)If j  >w, then j  is forced to j  = j  modw
, for (w-2)w < J < (w -  l)w, then i = I  and j  = j  .
I f /  > w, then j  is forced to j  — j '  modw
Note that cw(itj) is the element of the matrix code^ C W ^ ,  where the terms lcode\ F x w  and n 
have been omitted for the purpose of a simple representation. This is also true for r d ^ 9 which
belongs to 'codtRD{™) . The use of this matrix representation is helpful in reducing the number
of variables used for representing each individual i th codeword, relative-distance and extended- 
relative-distance. An example of RD matrix of the codeword in (4.2) is represented as:
( \ 5 131(19,3,l,l)0°C r d ^  = 2 8 9 (4.5)
4 12j
where the ERD matrix is represented as:
(I 5 13 6 18 141C19’3’1-1* ^ ERD{ = 2 8 9 10 17 11 (4.6)
4 12 7 16 15j
The need for the relative-distance and extended-relative-distance for code construction will 
become clear in the following sections.
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'code' 77 d  r iF x iv f u ’- l )  nt K D (l,j) -■>
J -w + l
% rdi<.i)
j  = J -w  
J-2 w + 2  
j = J - 2 w
J -{w -2 )w + {w -2 )
L rd(‘j
j  = J - (w -  2)n
J)
4.2 (n,w9Aa ,/lc ) Optical Orthogonal Codes
(n,w,Xa,Ac)OOC  were proposed by [Chung89]. There are a number of suggestions 
for constructing these codes with a different combination of the 4 parameters n, w , Xa and Xc 
[Chung89, Chung90, Azizoglu92, Yang95b, Yang95c, GeOl, HoOl, WengOl, Martirosyan02]. 
The magnitudes of Xa and Xc indicate the BER performance of the OOC, where the larger 
magnitudes indicates a poorer BER performance. There is no algebraic method for constructing 
this code; instead algorithms are used to rigorously search for a pattern for each sequence such 
that they are distinct from each other. Such an algorithm is known as a recursive algorithm, and 
is depicted in figure 4.2.
Generally, any set of codes based on this construction simply the name (n,w ,/la,Xc)O O C . As 
with all recursive algorithms, if the correct number of codeword patterns cannot be obtained for 
a set, even where others have been obtained, the whole process will have to start again (refer to 
the loop directed by the red lines in figure 4.2). Some algorithms can guarantee that for certain 
values of parameters F , w and n, a set of valid codewords can be obtained [Chung89, GeOl]. 
Whereas, some algorithms cannot guarantee this and propose modified values of the parameters 
until a valid set of codewords is obtained [Chung89, Chung90, Martirosyan02]. This is time 
consuming and requires extensive computational power.
According to [Yang95c], the two correlation constraints Xa and Xc serve two purposes. Low 
Xa enables the receiver to obtain synchronisation -  to find the beginning of its message and 
locate the codeword boundaries. Low Xc enables the receiver to estimate its message in the
presence of interference from other clients. Thus a low cross-correlation constraint aids 
synchronisation in the presence of MAI and permits each receiver to “track” its message after 
rough synchronisation is achieved.
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There were five recursive algorithms proposed by [Chung89] for constructing 
(n,w,Xa,Xc)OOC of any values Xa and Xc . [GeOl, Martirosyan02] proposed algorithms for 
constructing («, w,l,l) OOC only. In [Chung90], developed algorithms for constructing 
(w,w,2,2)OOC as well as («,w,l,l)OOC were proposed. [Yang95b, Yang95c] proposed 
algorithms for constructing unequal constraints for Xa and Xc such that (n, w,2,1) OOC can be
obtained. Some of these algorithms are limited to a certain value of F . All these algorithms are 
complex and lengthy, and will not be included in this thesis. For this, the reader is referred to 
the literature for more detailed information. Additional information on the Combinatorial 
Algorithm [Chung89] can be found in [Colboum99]. All these are recursive algorithms and 
have similar structure as shown by the flow chart in figure 4.2.
Here, a new algorithm is proposed that is systematic and easy to implement as outlined in 
section 4.2.1. The algorithm is able to construct an optimal («,3,1,1) OOC only for any value of 
F  and in the shortest time possible. Nevertheless, section 4.2.2 will show that a set of 
codewords of larger w , Xa and Xc can also be obtained, from a set of («,3,1,1) OOC.
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart for recursive algorithm.
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4.2.1 Proposed algorithm
The main advantage of this novel algorithm is that it uses only one matrix (i.e. ERD) to 
generate a valid set of OOC codewords and utilises only half the matrix size compared with 
other algorithms [Yang95c] -  this will be shown later in the analysis for C5. Each row 
represents a codeword and only one element in each row that needs to be searched for -  this will 
be shown in the analysis for C4. This algorithm is also recursive and has a similar structure to 
figure 4.2, however the ‘set of conditions for testing’ (as highlighted in yellow) are reduced and 
simplified -  thus the number of recursive loops is reduced. This has then led to easy 
implementations by computer programming and requires less computational time. To introduce 
the algorithm, this section will start with a definition and a number of analyses that led to the 
determination of the simplified conditions.
4.2.1.1 definition
The variable F  for a set of (n, w,l,l)OOC codewords can be obtained from [Chung89]:
n - 1
F ~ —( iV (4‘7)w [ w  - 1)
If (4.7) is the upper bound such that:
F  = n — 1 (4.8)w{w - 1)
then the generated set of codewords is known as optimal («, w,l,l)OOC.
Fundamentally, a codeword set belongs to an (w,w,l,l)OOC if it satisfies only one condition, 
that is:
Condition 1 (Cl). Each element belonging to the ERD set shall not be repeated more 
than once [Salehi89a]
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The number of elements in ERD is limited to Fw (w -l) [Salehi89a]. Here, additional 
rules/conditions for constructing («,3,l,l)OOC are introduced, which are:
Condition 2 (C2). The value of each elements in ERD ranges from 1 to n — 1
Condition 3 (C3). Each row of ERD can only have one element of value within the
range 1 to F . For simplicity, this element is assigned to the first 
column of each row (ie. e r d This is also stated in the
Combinatorial Methods given in [Chung89]
Condition 4 (C4). i) Since e r d ^  has been assigned a value, then only erd^2) of each
row in ERD needed to be searched for and ii) the range of erd^i 2)
value has a minimum limit of F  +1, but the maximum limit varies 
for each different row. The maximum limit is determined by the 
condition such that e r d ^  + erd(• ,2)<(n + 1)/2
Condition 5 (C5). The size of ERD has been reduced from F (w -l)w  to
H i w -\)w /2  + 1). The reduced size will contain enough elements to 
obtain a valid set of codewords. Those discarded elements were 
found to be of no use and were taking up space or memory 
♦> Note that the elements o f ERD, whose values represent the distance between any pair o f  7 '  
in a sequence, determine the patterns o f sequences. Hence the values o f  all elements o f  ERD 
being different to each other will mean that the set o f  sequences obtained are distinct. 
Therefore the values o f the elements are sometimes termed as the patterns.
Cl is included to ensure that the correlation properties are always 1. C2 to C5 allow the 
algorithm to search for a valid set of patterns in the quickest time. Refer to figure 4.2, here C2 
and C4 help by acknowledging the algorithm’s ‘test routine’ (highlighted in yellow) to test only 
the values that will lead to a valid set of patterns. C3 predetermines the value of the first column 
of each row of ERD matrix before the matrix enters the ‘test routine’, where the matrix is
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initialised in the block highlighted in green. It allows the ‘test routine’ to jump-start to testing 
possible values and avoids testing determined-impossible-values in the future. C5 reduces the 
ERD matrix size, hence requiring less computer memory and processing time.
Analysis fo r  C2
Lets take an example of a cocjeworci5 where F  = 3 , w = 3 and n = 19.
For this code the RD and ERD are defined from (4.3) and (4.4), respectively as:
/ \cw(1.2) “ ^ ( 1.1) CrVV(l,3) CW(1,2) n - c w { i 3)(19,3, U)OOCRD ^ ) = CW(2i2) _CW(2,1) CW(2,3) _ CW(2,2) n - c w {2,3) (4.9)
l C>V(3,2) _CW(3,1) CW(3(3) “ ^(3,2) n - c w { 3>3)
and:
(19,3,1,1 )OOC F R n ?*6 _ 
1 9  -
f  j JX u ) r^ (l,2) (^1,3) ^(U) + r d (\,2) r^ (l,2) + r^ (l,3) r d (l,3)+ (^1,1)"
r d (2,\) r d {2,2) r d (2,3) r^ (2,l) + r d {2,2) r d {2,2) + r d (2,3) r d (2,3) + r d {2,\)
J d O,l) r d O,2) r d O,3) r^ (3,l) + r d ( \ 2 ) r d {2,2) + rJ(3,3) r d (3,2) + r d O,\) ,
Taking the sum of RD for row 1, in (4.9), as:
S’ “  r^(l,l) + r^(l,2) + r (^l,3) • (4.11)
Substituting the elements r d ^  with c w ^  from (4.9) in (4.11) results in:
S' = (^ ( i ,2) "  ^ ( 1,1)) + (cw(1>3) -  cw(12)) + (n -  cw(l 3))
= n -  cw,(i.D* (4.12)
Since, cw(f>1) is always equal zero, then g = n . This is the same for all other rows. 
Therefore in general, the code length can be expressed as:
n = rdvd  + rd{l 2) + rdw ) . (4 .13)
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Substituting for rd(;>3) from (4.13) in (4.10) results in:
X u )
rd(2,\)
rd(l,2)
rd(2,2)
n ~ rd{\,\) ~ rd(\,2) 
n ~ rd(2,\) -  rd(2,2)
r (^l,l) + r<^(l,2)
rd(2,\) + rd(2,2)
n - r d { id 
n - r d ^ n
72-^12)"
n - r d { „) ' (4.14)/^ (3,1) r (^3,2) n  ~  r (^3,l) “ r<^(3,2) r<^(3,l) + rfi^(3,2) n - r d { 3(1) n ~ rd(3,2))
As can be seen from (4.14), the matrix can be divided into two regions. The left region 
contains columns 1 to 3 and the right region contains columns 4 to 6 . Note that the 
elements on the right are reflections of the elements on the left, where an element on the 
right is obtained from an element on the left by deducting from n . The position of a 
reflected element (on the right) may not have an equal distance to the original element’s 
(on the left) from a symmetry point (indicated by the dotted line). For w = 3, there are 
six elements in a row of ERD and only the two corresponding elements, erd(/j3) and
erd(i,4)> have equal distance. The position of the elements on the right is not important,
because at the final stage for constructing the codeword, only the elements on the left 
are required. Also, the right elements, erd(->5) and erd(f 6), are not needed in the
proposed algorithm for searching a distinct pattern. This will be discussed in further 
detail in the following analyses.
Since the minimum value in CW  is 0, then the minimum value for ERD must be 1 
(note, as mentioned previously no element in ERD can be repeated more than once, and 
it must be a positive integer). From (4.14), any elements of columns 1 and 2 could be at 
the minimum value 1, therefore the maximum value will be n - m m \ r d ^ ^ ] = n - \ .
Thus it was shown that the elements of ERD range from 1 to n - 1.
Analysis fo r  C3
Let row 1 of ERD contains two values in the range 1 to F ,  where F  = 3 has been 
chosen for this example, for erd^y  and erd^2y  There are three possible combinations
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for choosing the value for e r d ^  and erd^2) as shown in table 4.1. The combination of
values for e r d ^  and e r d ^  is not important. For example the row 1 from table 4.1,
the combination e r d ^  =1  and e rd ^ 2) = 2  is the same as e rd (y) = 2  and erd (12) = 1 -
This can be explained from (4.10) and (4.14). Observe that the right region of the ERD, 
which is the extended properties of RD, always result back to the same properties for all 
combination of erd^xy  and e r d ^ y  The values in table 4.1 are tested using the
lemma 4.1 below.
erd(hl) ««*( 1,2)
1 2
1 3
2 3
Table 4.1 .‘Various combination values of erd^ (1) and erd^2y
Lemma 4.1
Assigning the first combination values for the row 1 of ERD, the resultant of 
summing e r d ^  and erd(1>2) is 3. Then row 2, erd(2>1) and erd^2 2^  must be a
value higher than 3, e.g. 4 (or a higher available value). The ERD for this 
assignment is shown as:
' 1 2 16 3 17 18 "
4 5 10 9 14 15 .
^(3,1) r (^3,2) n ~ rd(\\) “  r (^3,2) r d (3,l) + r^ (3,2) n ~ r d (3,2) n ~ r d ( 3 , l ) ,
(4.15)
Row 3, erd(3 l) and erd(3>2) must be a value that has not been used before
between 1 and 18. It is obvious that the minimum value available is 6 . Then 
rewriting (4.15) as:
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r i 2 16 3 17 181(19,3.1,1)00^^3x6 = 4 5 10 9 14 15 (4.16)
I* 7 6 13 12 13j
From (4.16), it can be seen that row 3 has two numbers, which are 6 and 13,
being repeated twice. Therefore this is not a valid arrangement for the
(l9,3,l,l)OOC.
Applying lemma 4.1 to the others values in table 4.1 will also result in no valid 
arrangement for the (l9,3,l,l)OOC. This is due to the reflection property of the matrix 
at its mid point, which divides the left and the right regions. The mid point can be 
located by:
n^mid ~ 2 ' (4.17)
It can be observed from (4.16) that erd(f>1) and erd^i 2) of rows 1 and 2, have values 
within the half minimum range (1 to ( n - 1)/2) that are less than the nmid. Whereas, 
m /(f 3) of both rows is a reflection, has a value within the half maximum range 
((« + l)/2 to n — 1) that is larger than the nmid. For this reason, the summation of 
and e r d must result in a value that is in the minimum range, so that the value 
of erd^ will be reflected in the maximum range. The value of erd(/3) will certainly 
reflect to an identical value to e r d ^  or erd^2) if the resultant of e r d ^  +erd(i 2) is 
large such that the reflection of erd^2^ will result in the same minimum range as 
erd({,) and erd^i2y  This will only occur when usually the last codeword in the set is to 
be obtained, as was shown in Lemma 4.1.
Nevertheless, there is an exceptional case for erd(f>3) to reflect in the minimum range 
without overlapping with e r d ^  or erd(i2y  The value of e r d ^  +erd(/ 2) must be the 
number next to nmid so that the reflection occurs at the other side and is also next to
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nmid. For example, let erd ^ = 2  and e r d ^ = l , for n = 19 and nmid= 9.5. The
result of summation will be erd(1>4) =9 and the reflection will be erd(13) =10 (where
column 3 is reflected in the maximum range). On the other, let erd^ = 2  and
m /(i2) = 8  then m /(14)=  10 and e r d ^ = 9  (where column 3 is reflected in the
minimum range). This condition is true for all rows except for one condition where 
erdfo) = 1 and erd^2) = 9 . The reflection is e r d ^  = 9 and resulted in overlapping.
It is impossible to provide a mathematical model to prove that each row of the ERD can 
only have one element with value within 1 to F  in order to obtain a valid set of 
codewords. However, using lemma 4.1, tests for F  (from 2 to 10) were carried out and 
it was found that all tests required the same condition as mentioned. From observation, 
this is also true for all values of F .
Analysis fo r C4
As mentioned in the analysis for C3, the ERD properties will never change if the values 
of erJ(u), erd^2) and e r d ^  are inter-changed. Therefore for simplicity, the first
column of each row of ERD is assigned as e r d ^ = F ,  e r d ^ = F  - 1, ...,
erd(F_U) = 2 and erd^F ^ =1. Since, values from 1 to F  have been assigned to erd^ ^
of each row, then the minimum value available for erd^i 2) will be F  +1. It was shown
in the analysis for C3 that erd^ ,) + erd^t2) <(n + l)/2 so that 1)/2.
Therefore, according to these two conditions, each e r d of different rows will have a
different maximum limit.
Note the values of erd^ ^ are assigned in the reverse order because this arrangement
will lead to a valid codeword in the quickest time. According to the two conditions 
stated previously, for e r d ^ ,  which has the highest value, to sum with erd(1>2) without
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exceeding the limit, then the value of erd^2) must be a small value (i.e. F  + l). Next, 
choose a smallest value that is available for the erd(2>2), and so on, then leaving the 
highest value for the erd(F2y  This is because erd(Fy has the smallest value and so 
adding to a higher value from erd(Ft2) will only result in a slightly higher value -  that is 
still meets the conditions.
Analysis fo r  C5
Referring to (4.14), the right region is the reflection of the left region. This means that if 
each element in the left region is different from the other elements in the same region, 
then the reflection of each of the element occurring in the right region is also different 
from the other reflected elements. For example, if 
erd(\,\) * erd(i,j) : I  = {l> -^ 1 and J  = {l,3} , where 7 = 1 and J  = 1 cannot be together, and
so 6) : / '  = {l,F}and J '  = {4,6} , where / '  = 1 and J ' = 6 cannot be
together -  this equality is due to the reflection effect. Therefore, the elements erd(/ 5)
and erd^ ^  can be eliminated. However, erd(/ 4) cannot be eliminated owing to it being
obtained from erd^y +erd(i 2) and it reflects for erd(i3y  The ERD size has then been
reduced to F  x (w +1). As compared with [Salehi89a, Yang95c], where the actual ERD
size is F  x (w(w + 1)), the new ERD size is reduced by 2/3 for every F .
Once a valid ERD is obtained, the codeword can be constructed by working backward from
(4.4) and (4.3). The simplified codeword is given as:
'0 e r d {F ,\) e r d { F , l ) + e r d {F,2)
(n,3AA)OOCc w F j3  = 0 e r d ( F -1,1) e r d ( F -1,1) +  e r d ( F -1,2) (4.18)
1° erd{ 1 1 ) erd{ll)+erd{l2] y
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The proposed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB programming, see appendix and the CD 
provided. The programs contain many extra functions that help to speed up the searching 
process. The discussion for the functions is not included in the main text but the functions have 
been well commented in the program function files themselves
4.2.2 Proposed («,3 x K ,K ,K ) OOC
The proposed algorithm can only construct OOC with w a multiple of 3 for K > 2 . The 
codewords are constructed from a valid set of («,3,l,l)OOC. For example, a set (74,6,2$ C W ffi
can be constructed from C37,3,1,1)0^ , by cascading two codewords from the latter to form
a new codeword for the former. The procedure is as follow, two codewords
(37,3,1,1)00^ ^ 6x3 . j  _  ancj (37,3,i,i)ooc^^6x3^ . j  _  are cascacje(j to form a new codeword
as (74'6,2,72Jc W(}j ) : j  = [l,6] . The remaining 4 codewords of (37-3-1-1)0^ C W ^  can be cascaded 2
by 2 to form for 7^4'6,2'2} c W(£j ) : j  = [l,6] and 1^4'(y,27} c W ^  : j  = [l,6] . This procedure can be 
best illustrated by:
;(1,1) C W '(l,3) C W (
>/ x AJ, x n\A)/ X n\AJi
' cw|4i2) + n cwj’(4,1) +U ’(4,3) + n
,6,2,2)O O C r w 3x6 =  
n=2tt=14 0>7) ’(2,1) C W {2,2) C W {2,3)
t ,  x n \ A i i  x n \ A ) t  x
C W '{5,2) +  11 C W \'(5,3) + W
’(2,1) C W (3,2) C W {3,3) cw'i62) + n cw{6<3) +n^ ( 6,1) + n
where cw\itJ) and n belong to (37>3'1’1)0^ C W ffi . There is no particular order or combination 
for cascading two codeword to form a new codeword, as long as the two codewords are 
different. This is because each codeword of the (n’3']<l)°0(^ c w ^ y  set obtained from the proposed 
algorithm is distinct from each other. For a higher order of code weight, e.g. w = 9 , the
   n VtJf   _ -----
codeword can be constructed by cascading 3 codewords from a set of . For
example, a set ^ u,9,3,^ 0 l^cl C W ^  can be obtained from the source ^ 7,2,l,^ 0037C W ^fy  Similarly, 
the construction procedure is defined as:
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(lll,9,3,3)OOCr ™r2x9 _ 111'-' (i,j) -
"cwj, j) cw|1>2)
^(4,1) CW{ 4)2)
CW(1,3)
CW(4,3)
cw{2tl) + n .
c4u)+ « ' •
••  cW(2,3) + n' C% l )  +  2 « '  • 
" CW(5,3) + W' CW(6,l) + 2/I’ •
• CVV(3,3) + 2n
.. cwj6j3) + 2n,y (4.20)
Note that the length n of the new codeword is determined by the original n and the order of 
cascading K . For example, the new length is obtained by:
n = K n \  (4.21)
4.3 (« ,w ,l,l) Strict OOC
Most of the (n, w,l,l) OOC discussed above were designed for use in constant-bit-rate 
systems. However, when used in a variable-bit-rate (aperiodic) system, the correlation 
constrains will be increased by one, i.e. Xa =1 + 1 and Xc = 1 + 1 , due to the aperiodic data 
transmission [Petrovic90, Zhang97d, Zhang99d]. An increase in the correlation constraints is 
described mathematically in [SeeOO] and graphically in [Zhang97d, Zhang99c, ZhangOOa].
[Petrovic90] proposed a solution for maintaining the correlation constraints equal to 1 at all 
times and for all transmission conditions, e.g. whether periodic or aperiodic. It was suggested 
that all of the ‘l ’s (equal to the code weight) must lie within 0 and ( n - 1)/2 on the spreading 
sequence. This also means that any set of codewords must satisfy the following:
(n,W,l,l)OOCC W FJw  <  f a  _  xy 2  ' (4 > 2 2 )
is a («,w,l,l)SOOC\
Algorithms for constructing the (w,w,l,l)SOOC were given in [Zhang97d, Zhang99b,
Zhang99c, ZhangOOa]. These are more complex and are recursive owing to the conditions for 
the codeword validation being less discriminating. Only small sets of codewords were provided 
in the literature, however no large sets of codeword have been reported so far. This is because a 
recursive algorithm requires a huge amount of computation time to find a valid set (maybe up to 
months or years). This will be discussed in more detail in section 4.6.
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From the proposed algorithm, most sets of codeword obtained are (n,w,l,l)SOOC or near to 
(n,w,l,l)SOOC. This can be proved by considering C4 and (4.18). In (4.18), where c w ^  has 
the highest value in the codeword, it is defined as:
(4.23)
According to C4:
j  j  ^ n + l  erdM +erd(l2)<
J  J  ^ n + 1"*(/,!)+"*(/,2)*  2 . (4.24)
and so:
 ^n +1 
cw(/,3)^ 2 • (4.25)
Therefore the codeword obtained is («,w,l,l)SOOC if:
n +1 
cw(/,3)< 2 > (4.26)
and not if:
n + 1 cw(/.3)= 2 • (4.27)
For the case of (4.27), the codeword can be converted to (n, w,l,l)SOOC by adding 2 to
sequence length n to a new length of n =n + 2 , such that:
n + 1 n - 1
™ (o)=  2 ^ 2 - (4.28)
The last term of (4.28) is the limit of the condition for («, w,l,l)SOOC as defined in (4.22).
4.4 Prime Codes (PC)
The family of PC and their derivatives are defined in relative to a prime number P . 
Compared with (n,w ,/la,/lc)OOC, all codeword sets of PC have an algebraic way of
construction. This section describes the construction of a number of such codes that have been 
reviewed.
4.4.1 Prime-sequences
A Prime-Sequence (P) (PS(P)) code is the easiest of all codes to construct. The 
algebraic algorithm for constructing PS(P) is given in [Shaar83, Prucnal86 , Yang95a, 
Nikolajevic98a]. The number of codewords that can be generated in a set is F  = P . The code 
weight is w = P  and the sequence length is n = P 2. Substituting these values into the standard 
form, of (4.1), the algebraic algorithm for constructing the codeword set can be summarised as:
=[([<•- i ] * [ / -l])m odP]+[<j - l ) x P ] , (4.29)
where 1 < /, j  < P . An example of PS(5) codeword is shown below:
( 0 5 10 15 oCN
0 6 12 18 24
ps&) rw ,5x\ —25 u , r (/,y) “ 0 7 14 16 23 . (4.30)
0 8 11 19 22
1° 9 13 17 2lJ
PS(P) has been shown to be a very poor signature sequences for optical DS-CDMA system, as 
its auto- and cross- correlation constraints are Xa < P - 1  and Xc <2 [Maric93]. Therefore, 
other algorithms are proposed to modify or improve PS(P) in order to achieve a lower Za and 
Xc , as described below.
4.4.2 Modified prime codes (MPR)
A codeword set constructed based on the modification from a set of PS(P) code is 
grouped as MPR [Zhang97b, Zhang97c]. MPR construction may involve only algebraic 
algorithm or both algebraic and recursive algorithms.
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4.4.2.1 quasi-prime sequences
The Quasi-Prime Sequence (P) (QSP(P)) is a slight modification from PS(P). It was 
proposed as an alternative for optical DS-CDMA system, where a fibre-optic lattice was used as 
the codeword encoder and decoder [Holmes92].
The algorithm for obtaining the codewords is similar to the PS(P) and is defined as:
= [ ( M x  [(/ - 1 )+ ?l)modP]+ [(/ -  l)x P ],  (4.31)
where 0< q < P - l ,  1 < / < P , 1 < j ^ Q  and Q is any positive integer [Holmes92]. The q is to 
be chosen and it represents the number of times for cyclically shifting the frames of PS(P) 
codeword to the left. The Q is usually chosen to be larger than P as the code weight is w = Q 
and the sequence length is n = Q P . Note that (4.31) is similar to (4.29), this is because they are 
defined in a similar way. An example of a codeword is shown below for P  = 5 and Q = 6. The 
value for q is chosen such that the first and last columns of the codeword matrix have constant 
values, except for the 1st codeword. The value of q for each codeword, from number 1 to 5 
respectively, is q = {0,2,1,4,3}. With these values, the elements of the first and last columns are 
2 and 27, respectively.
f 0 5 10 15 20 2512 8 14 15 21 27
QPS{S)CW 5*6 _ 30 {i,j) ~ 2 9 11 18 20 27 (4.32)
2 5 13 16 24 27
6 10 19 23 27J
4.4.2.2 2 ”  prime-sequences
2" Prime-Sequence (P) (2"PS(P)) codes were proposed by [Kwong94a, Kwong94b, 
Kwong96]. In [Kwong94a, Kwong94b, Zhang98a, Zhang99a], 2” is referred to as 2” , but 
because the variable n has been used as the sequence length, it is renamed here as 2n. 2n PS(P) 
is a modified version of PS(P) where the code weight and number of codewords are reduced. 
The new code weight is w = 2” , where 2” < P . The algorithm for the modification is recursive.
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The PSi^ R D ^ jJ  from a PS^ C W ^  has to be tested against a condition before it can be 
modified, and the condition is defined as [Kwong94a]:
(4.33)
where x , y ,  Z and m are integers such that x & y ,  0 < x ,y < 2 " - 2 ,  \ < Z < n - l ,  and 
m g  [o,2" - 1]. The symbol © represents modulo 2 ” addition. The variables x  and y  must be 
divisible by 2". The r d ^  in (4.33) correspond to PS^ R D ^ .
When (4.33) is true for x  and y , where both variables are divisible by 2” , then the condition is 
to be tested on each row of PS(<P} R D ^ . Elements in each row that satisfy the condition will 
remain unchanged otherwise they are discarded. If there is no element in a row that satisfies the 
condition, then the entire row is discarded. Once all elements in PS(<Pi R D ^  have been tested
and necessary modifications have been made, then the new set of codewords is obtained by 
working backward using (4.3). Since the code weight has been reduced, the sequence length can 
also be reduced, provided that the properties of the new set of codewords, where Xa < P -1  and
/lc = 2 ,  remain unchanged [Kwong96]. Sometimes there are rows of PS^ R D ^  being 
discarded and this resulted in a reduced number of codewords (i.e. F  < P ). A good tutorial for 
obtaining a 2" PS(P) from a PS(P) is shown in [Kwong96].
The advantages of reducing the code weight and codewords are a reduction in the probability of 
occurrence of Xa and Xc , and thus the MAI, resulting in improved BER performance.
Additionally, the 2" PS(P) codeword has a symmetric pulse distribution that can be encoded
using a tuneable prime encoder and decoded using a 2" decoder [Kwong96, Zhang97a, 
ZhangOOb].
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4.4.2.3 extendedprime-sequences
As the name implies, Extended Prime-Sequence (.P) (EPS(P)) codewords can be 
obtained by extending the codeword from PS(P). The extension is carried out by adding a P - 1 
distance between two adjacent ‘l ’s in a codeword [Zhang98b], which can be defined as:
= [([< -  l]x [j -  l])modP]+ [0  -  l)x (2P - 1)], (434)~
where 1 < iJ < P .
In this codeword, Xa < P - 1  and Xc is reduced from 2 to 1, as compared with PS(P). Lower
values of Xc mean a reduced MAI and hence improved BER performance. However, a longer
n results in a reduced data rate.
4.4.2.4 2n extended prime-sequences
A  2" PS(P) code is interesting for system design as it has symmetric pulse distribution 
for fast encoder and decoder configuration [Zhang98b]. Nevertheless, the correlation properties 
Xa and Xc remain the same as the PS(P). Therefore Xc of 2” PS(P) can be reduced to 1 by 
extending the distance between two adjacent ‘l ’s of a codeword in a similar way to EPS(P). 
Thus this codeword is known as 2" Extended Prime-Sequence (P) (2 ” EPS(P)).
The algorithm introduced in [Zhang98b] can be implemented by adding P - 1 to each relative- 
distance of the 2" PS(P) as shown:
+ (f - ! ) •  (4.35)
The codeword is then obtained by working backwards using (4.3).
4.5 Other OOC
There are many others OOC that have been proposed, two such codes are the Quadratic 
Congruence (QC) code [Maric93] and the Truncated Costas (TC) code [Maric95]. They are
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similar to any of the code above where QC code can be categorised as (w,w,2,4)OOC and TC 
code as («,w,l,l)OOC. Both codes can be constructed algebraically. QC code was proposed to 
improve from PS(P) in which Xa has been reduced from P -1  to 2, in order to assist DS- 
CDMA system tracking and synchronisation. However, Xc has been increased to 4 and this 
subsequently increases the effect of MAI. The position of the *l*s in QC code is based on 
quadratic placement.
TC code construction is based on the Welch-Costas array. Unlike other recursive algorithms, 
TC code algebraic construction can generate a large set of («,w,l,l)OOC easily. Nevertheless, 
there is a drawback where the code obtained is not optimal and that the sequence length n is the 
longest compared with others. For DS-CDMA modulation, the variable n determines the 
bandwidth requirement and system throughput, where n is made preferably small to increase 
throughput and fit within bandwidth limitations. This will be discussed in further detail in the 
next chapter.
4.6 Discussions
Apart from TC codes, all others (w,w,l,l)OOC require recursive algorithm for code
construction. All recursive algorithms consume large amount of computational time. Although 
some algorithms have refined conditions, only small sets of codes can be generated, large sets of 
codes are difficult to obtain. This cannot be proved using other algorithms, as computer 
programs for the algorithms can be written in many ways. However, the refined (proposed) 
algorithm can be used to show in principal why a recursive algorithm is time consuming. In the 
proposed algorithm for constructing («,3,l,l)OOC, only one matrix is required, which is the 
ERD , with reduced size for code construction (as indicated by C5). For codeword validation, 
only three conditions needed to be satisfied, which are indicated by C l, C2 and C4. Cl is the 
primary test for a valid codeword; C2 and C4 are end limits for searching for available patterns. 
C3 initialises ERD to avoid known invalid arrangements to be carried out in the searching
process, thus reducing searching time. Compared with the Combinatorial Methods in 
[Chung89], which has four groups of conditions and each group has 6 conditions.
In the ERD matrix, only the element erd^  needs to be searched. The searching procedure
starts from the top row to the bottom row. Since Cl defines that no element in ERD can be 
repeated twice, then each erd(f2) for each different rows has a different number of arrangements
due to the different number of available values (patterns). This phenomenon can be seen from 
the following example.
Let F  = 5 and the code weight w = 3 , the ERD is initialised as:
(31,3,1,1)000 F R D 5x4 _
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0  0 0
Elements erd(/3) and erd(/>4) are obtained using (4.14) when a value for erd^2) is chosen. 
Starting with erd(12), the minimum and maximum numbers available for arrangement are 
ranging from F  + l = 6 and (n + l)/2 - F  = l l  respectively, and there are 6 possible numbers 
for arrangement. Once a number has been chosen for erd(12), obtain a value for e r d ^  and 
Then choose erd^2 2y  The minimum and maximum ranges are F  + l = 6 and
(n + 1)/2 -  (F - 1) = 12. Since row 1 has been arranged, the available numbers within the range 
for row 2 becomes 7 - 2  = 5. The deduction by 2 is due to a number in the range been chosen 
by erd(l2) and a number been reflected by erd( 13) (which is itself the reflection of erd^ 4)),
these two numbers cannot be chosen again by erd(2>2) or reflected by m /(2 3). As this procedure
will carry on arranging for the other rows, the possible arrangements for each row can be 
summarised in table 4.2.
2!o
(End'] (  Min.  ^ , \ 
<limit> ~ ^number J Totalnumbers (  Total  ^ (  Chosen  ^^numbersJ (^numbersJ Available numbers or Possible 
arrangements
1. (3F + l)_ (F )_ (F ) = F  + l = 6 (F + l ) - (2 x 0 ) = F  + 1 = 6 
= F  = 5 
= F - 1  = 4 
= F - 2  = 3
= F - 3 - 2
2. (3F  + l ) - ( F ) - ( F - l ) = F  + 2 = 7 (F + 2 ) - (2 x l)
3. (3F + l ) - ( F ) - ( F - 2 ) = F  + 3 = 8 (F + 3 ) - ( 2 x 2)
4. (3F + l ) - ( F ) - ( F " 3) = F  + 4 = 9 (F + 4 ) - ( 2 x3)
5. (3F + l ) - ( F ) - ( F - 4 )  = ...• • • (3F + 1) -  (f ) -  (F -  (f  - 1)) = F  + 5 = 10
(F + 5 ) - ( 2 x 4) = -  
•••(F + 5 ) - ( 2 x (F - l ) )
Table 4.2: Possible arrangements in every row of ERD  for F  =  5 .
Thus the total possible arrangement or recursive loops that the proposed recursive algorithm can 
carry out, whilst searching for valid patterns for ^  totaj pro(juct 0f  all
possible arrangements for which is 6!= 720. Nevertheless, a valid codeword
arrangement lies within the total 720 arrangements, which means that a valid codeword will be 
found before 720 loops have been completed.
Note the last row of table 4.2, which is also the last row of ERD , the equations for obtaining the 
‘Total numbers’ and ‘Available numbers’ are the same for all F , and the ‘Available numbers’ 
always equals 2. This can be proved by solving both equations, resulting in:
(3 F  + 1 )-  ( F ) -  (F - ( F - 1))- (2 x (F - 1))=2. (4.37)
Observe from the grey column, the total possible arrangements can be generalised as:
T o ta ls  = ^ y i -  = {F + 1). (4.38)
In a computer program, a subroutine is usually used to carry out a recursive loop. A subroutine 
may contain many program lines, denotes by a , and one program line may be compiled into a 
large number of machine codes, denotes these as b. Assuming that a machine code only 
requires 1 cycle of the computer time to carry out the operation, the total computer time 
(estimated) required to evaluate TotalArr can be expressed as:
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ab-(F  + 1)
T o t a l Com = (4.39)
^  Com
where cCom is the computer clock frequency in Hz.
The time taken to execute a recursive algorithm, is determined by the product of a and b . This 
differs from one programmer to another due to the efficiency or size of the program code. 
Therefore it is difficult to evaluate the actual computational time. Nevertheless, the efficiency of 
recursive algorithm can still be evaluated by letting a and b remain as variables, and 
c com =1-5 GHz (the clock of the computer used for obtaining the results in table 4.3). The 
theoretical results for various F  obtained from (4.39) are shown in table 4.3, and the practical 
results obtained from written programs listed in the appendix are also included for comparison.
As can be seen from table 4.3, the theoretical results show that the times required to try all the 
possible arrangements are immense for large values of F .  Though the program size (the 
product of a and b ) can be kept small by efficient programming skill, the total numbers of 
arrangement is still large. From the programs written as part of this work, the times obtained do 
not increase linearly with the value of F . As discussed before, a valid codeword pattern lies 
within the total possible arrangement. The proposed algorithm can obtain the codeword with 
small amount of time for some large F  as the algorithm has the conditions for code 
construction is well refined.
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F Theory Practical F Theory Practical
2 abx  4 x 10‘9 sec < 1 sec
3 ab x 1.6 x 10'8 sec < 1 sec 37 ab x 1.11 x 1028 years = 9 hours 32 min
4 ab x 8 x 10’8 sec < 1 sec 38 abx  4.33 x 1029 years = 1 sec
5 ab x 4.8 x 10'7 sec < 1 sec 39 abx  1.73 x 1031 years = 3 sec
6 ab x 3.36 x 10'6 sec < 1 sec 40 ah x 7.1 x 1032 years = 3 days 18 hours
7 ab x 2.69 x 10'5 sec = 1 sec 41 ab x 2.98 x 1034 years = 6 min 7 sec
8 ab x 2.42 x 10-4 sec = 1 sec 42 ab x 1.28 x 1036 years = 53 min
9 ab x 2.42 x 10‘3 sec = 1 sec 43 ab x 5.64 x 1037 years = 2 sec
10 ab x 2.66 x 10'2 sec = 1 sec 44 ab x 2.54 x 1039 years = 32 min
11 ab x 3.19 x 10*' sec = 1 sec
12 ab x 4.15 sec = 1 sec 67 ab x 5.26 x 1079 years
> 4 weeks. Therefore, 
program was intentionally 
terminated.
13 ab x 58 sec = 1 sec 68 ab x 3.63 x 1081 years = 3 sec
14 ab x 14 mins 32 sec = 1 sec 69 ab x 2.54 x 1083 years = 5 hours 28 min
15 ab x 3 hours 52 mins 29 sec = 1 sec 70 abx  1.8 x 1085 years
> 4 weeks. Therefore, 
program was intentionally 
terminated.
16 abx 2 days 18 hours = 1 sec 71 ah x 1.3 x 1087 years = 8 min 16 sec
17 ab x 1 months 3 weeks = 1 sec 72
ah x 9.48 x 1088 
years = 20 hours 26 min
18 ab x 2 years 6 months = 1 sec 73
ah x 7.02 x 1090 
years = 25 sec
19 abx  51 years7 months = 1 sec 74
ah x 5.26 x 1092 
years = 21 sec
20 ab x 1.08 x 103 years = 1 sec 75 ah x 4 x 1094 years = 29 min 13 sec
Table 4.3: Comparison between theoretical and practical results of computational time require to obtain 
for valid sets of codewords using proposed recursive algorithm. 
____________________ *Numbers were rounded up to the nearest integer.____________________
To date, it is found that the largest set of codewords of F  = 53 and w = 4 was reported so far 
[GeOl]. The largest set of codeword obtained from the proposed algorithm for F  = 75 and 
w = 3 is given below:
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(451,3,1,1JS00C /~<Tir 75x3 _  
451 (i,j) ~
"0 75 151" : : \ /: : \
0 74 152 0 55 143 0 36 136
0 73 150 0 54 162 0 35 209
0 72 153 0 53 163 0 34 212
0 71 154 0 52 175 0 33 214
0 70 149 0 51 141 0 32 133
0 69 155 0 50 142 0 31 134
0 68 148 0 49 140 0 30 206
0 67 156 0 48 164 0 29 213
0 66 161 0 47 179 0 28 205
0 65 147 0 46 166 0 27 207
0 64 157 0 45 139 0 26 208
0 63 159 0 44 168 0 25 130
0 62 146 0 43 210 0 24 215
0 61 165 0 42 170 0 23 129
0 60 145 0 41 138 0 22 217
0 59 158 0 40 171 0 21 218
0 58 160 0 39 137 0 20 221
0 57 144 0 38 211 0 19 222
0 56 169 0 37 172 0 18 220
v : • V : • •
f: j : \
0 17 126
0 16 127
0 15 219
0 14 121
0 13 125
0 12 198
0 11 194
0 10 226
0 9 199
0 8 200
0 7 196
0 6 193
0 5 119
0 4 122
0 3 188
0 2 117
,0 1 224,
' (4.40)
4.7 Summary
One can see that a recursive algorithm is complex (as a result of the number of 
conditions for codeword validation) and time consuming. Due to the complexity of the 
algorithm it was also time consuming to develop a computer program. Although the proposed 
algorithm has been refined to search for only one variable ( erd(/>2)), large sets of codewords are
still difficult to obtain. As compared with other algorithms where more than one variable is 
required, the computer programming will become more complicated and computational time is 
intolerable.
Another option for obtaining large sets of codeword is to employ PS(P), as the codeword can be 
easily obtained algebraically. However this code was found to be a (p2, P , P - l,2)oOC where 
the auto-correlation constraint is very high affecting synchronisation performance. The high 
cross-correlation constraint also reduces system performance in terms of the BER. This has then
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led to MPR being proposed to obtain codewords with lower Xa and Xc . Alternatively, a large 
set of (n, w,1,1) OOC can be easily obtained employing the TC code, but the drawback is that the 
sequence length n is greatly increased.
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Chapter 5
DIRECT-SEQUENCE CDMA SYSTEMS
5.1 Introduction
In optical DS-CDMA system, the encoding and decoding of signature sequence can be 
carried out in optical or in electrical domain. In all-optical DS-CDMA systems [Oksa97], the 
output of the modulator is first converted to an optical signal using intensity-modulation (IM) of 
a light source before being encoded by the CDMA encoder, see figure 5.1. At the receiver the 
output of CDMA decoder is converted to an electrical signal using a direct-detection (DD), 
followed by demodulation to recover the original data. In conventional optical DS-CDMA 
systems, encoding and decoding of the signal is performed in the electrical domain, before the 
IM and after the DD at the transmitter and receiver respectively.
Data
— ► Signal r - p CDMASource Modulator :...t ..J Encoder
IM h
Data
Process
Signal
Demodulator
'All-optical 
system', if they 
are placed here
4  ,DD k- CDMADecoder
'Conventional 
system', if they 
are placed here.4 .DD k-
Channcl
Figure 5.1: Optical DS-CDMA system block diagram.
The all-optical DS-CDMA system is normally classified as a non-coherent system, where the 
signature encoding is performed by an optical waveguide structure [Oksa97, Hui85]. However, 
in wireless diffuse systems, signature encoding and decoding can only be implemented in the
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electrical domain. Hence only the conventional DS-CDMA encoding and decoding techniques 
will be considered in the following.
This chapter will discuss the implementation of optical wireless DS-CDMA systems employing 
two devices, which are the multiplier and tap-delay structure, which can both perform encoding 
and decoding. In section 5.2, the transmitter configurations based on these devices will be 
discussed. Section 5.3 will discuss the multiple-access optical wireless diffuse channel 
characteristics. The receiver configurations employing both the devices will be presented in 
section 5.4. Section 5.5 will discuss the synchronisation methods. The comparison of multiplier 
and tap-delay structure for CDMA decoding is carried out in section 5.6. A description of DS- 
CDMA systems employing various modulation techniques such as OOK-CDMA, PPM-CDMA 
and /zPPM-CDMA are presented in sections 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. Finally, the summary 
is presented in section 5.10. The set of signature sequences that will be used in the following 
examples is only for two users that can be obtained from the following set of codewords:
{ 5 ,2 , \ , \ ) O O C g jy 2 x 2  _
5.2 Transmitter
There are two devices that can be used for encoding signature sequences and they will 
be discussed individually in the following sub-sections.
IM,Data
Source
Code
Register,
Rc =l/Tc
OOK
Modulator,
Figure 5.2: Transmitter block diagram of optical wireless DS-CDMA employing multiplier as encoder.
Encoder
signal,
D'tx^ )
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5.2.1 Encoder employing multiplier
A block diagram of a transmitter encoder employing a multiplier is shown in figure 5.2. 
The information bits B lk T^x e {0,l} from the i th data source are converted to an OOK format of
bit duration Tb, represented as:
where r ld T^x is the time delay of the zth transmitter, g b(t) is the OOK signal of duration Tb and
amplitude Vb, and k represents the k ih information bits. The spreading sequence is generated 
periodically every nTc interval by a code register and is expressed as:
4 ( f - ^ | r * ) = Z S F^ = (lf_CH’(u )^  (5.3)
k=0 j =1
where g c (t) is a square pulse of duration Tc and Tc =Tb/n ,  and Vs is the signature sequence
amplitude. The code register must have the same time delay r ld T^x as the OOK modulator in
order for encoding the signature sequence correctly. The encoding process at the multiplier can 
be modelled as:
^ T x  (f r d \ T x ) ~ ^ T x ^  T d\Tx ) X S Tx (* T  d\Tx )
= E Z F^ i | r ,S c ( '- ^ ( U , 7’c -kT„  - r ' |rJ
(5.4)
*=0 j =1
where Vd is the output amplitude of the multiplier. The process can be illustrated in the timing 
diagram for user-2 only as shown in figure 5.3. The encoded signal is then directly modulate the 
optical signal, which is modelled as:
^ T x  (f ~  T d\Tx )  =  ^ T x x  “  T d\Tx )> (5.5)
where R lTx is the /th transmitter optical source responsivity of units W/A.
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Data source, 
Blp -.k = [«,2]
Output of 
modulator,
JT x\f Td\Tx)
Output of 
code register,
ST x \ f ~ Td\Tx)
Output of 
multiplier,
lTx (f Td\Tx )
1 0 1
Amplitude
Td\Tx ■ ■
* +  Td\Tx t + \0Tc+ Td jrx <£hJULJI
~H nTc K—
H  ►/
= 5ZJ ■h  m m  W i-i >t
Figure 5.3: Timing waveforms showing the process of encoding in figure 5.2 for user-2 only. 
♦The codeword is ^ 2'x'l °^oc5CW^]) = (0 2).
5.2.2 Encoder employing tap-delay structure
Tap-delay is made of charge-couple-devices (CCD) or Complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor (CMOS), which are programmable and have been used to perform analogue 
convolution or matched filter function [Kapur80, ARRL91, WWW1, WWW3, WWW4]. A tap- 
delay structure for a CDMA encoder is shown in figure 5.4. Note that the property of OOK 
modulator is different to the one in figure 5.2.
1st branch
Data
Source
B[k\Tx
OOK
Modulator,*»=iIn
@— % dutycycle
^7*(f Td\Tx)
2nd branch
Encoder 
Tap-delay structure)
Tap-delay
IRsignal
Figure 5.4: Transmitter block diagram of optical wireless DS-CDMA employing tap-delay structure as
encoder.
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The data from the source is converted to OOK signal format with a duty cycle of Tb 
(which is equivalent to Tc ), expressed as:
The encoder is composed of a structure of parallel tap-delay, where each branch’s delay value is 
determined by the codeword of the signature sequence, see figures 5.4 and 5.5. For the 
codeword of C5’2’1’1)00^ ^ * / )  = (0 2), the first and second elements’ values of 0 and 2 
correspond to the zero delay of the top branch and 2TC delays of the bottom branch, 
respectively. The OOK signals duplicated and being delayed at the end of each branch are then 
combined to form the encoded signal (signature sequence) at the output of the tap-delay 
structure, which can be represented as:
7^*(? T d \ T x ) ~ ' ^ y k \ T x S  hTb Td\Tx\  k=0 (5.6)
(5.7)Jt=0 j=1
Then the encoded signal in (5.7) is used to intensity modulate the optical signal, which can be
modelled using (5.5).
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Tap-delays
structure
Data source,
« t2| r , : * = M
Output of 
modulator,
*2.  ( ' - 4 *)
Output of 
1st branch
Output of 
2nd branch
Output of tap- 
delay structure,
Amplitude
[7*(* Td\Tx)
1 0 1
K-71-H -M V-'d\Tx F - tb '
t  +  Td\Tx
Y Y
/ + 107’c+Tj|73t
Y
L _ L  
L _ l
4-HH-
H ► *
<■
Figure 5.5: Timing waveforms showing the process of encoding in figure 5.4 for user-2 only.
For such a tap-delay encoder no synchronisation is required with the OOK modulator but 
precise tuning of the tap’s delay is essential. Note that the output of both encoders (figures 5.3 
and 5.5) are the same as can be seen from (5.4) and (5.7).
5.3 Channel Characteristics
The effective impulse response of an optical wireless diffuse channel can be modelled 
as [Carruthers96a, Carruthers97]:
**(,) = o'
(5.8)
—00
where ah (determines the value of Dm s ) and the optical gain G1^  are determined by the 
locations and orientations of the 7th transmitter and the zth receiver within a room. The notation 
h ^ { t )  denotes the effective channel impulse response of the signal from the 7th transmitter to 
the zth receiver. In DS-CDMA systems where transmitter-receiver pairs have different locations
and orientations, a diffuse wireless channel can be modelled as a base-band linear and multiple- 
access system as shown in figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Diffuse optical wireless DS-CDMA system link channel model.
Wireless Channel
Noise
CDMA
Decoder
The output of the model can be expressed as:
< 4  ( ') = 4 , I X ( '  -  d | J ®  h'H t) + n{t) , (5.9)/=]
where R is the individual receiver photodiode responsivity.
5.4 Receiver
As with the transmitter, the multiplier and tap-delay structure are also used for 
decoding. The former is usually known as correlator whereas the latter is known as matched 
filter (MF).
5.4.1 Decoder employing multiplier -  Correlator
The receiver block diagram is shown in figure 5.7, where the received optical signal is 
first converted to an electrical signal by means of a DD technique. The correlator is composed 
of a multiplier, a code register and the modules labelled A, B and C to correlate the signal 
intended for the receiver.
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DD,
4 *
Code
Register,
Rc =\/Tc
Sample & 
hold circuit,
@Tb
Threshold
detector,
(v,>)
Data
process
Integrate & 
dump circuit,
@ Tb
OOK
demodulator,
@ Rbsignal
Figure 5.7: Receiver block diagram of optical wireless PS-CDMA employing correlator.
<g)L
Decoder (Correlator!
The output of the multiplier is given as:
= t a x  if -  r >ATx )® A* (/) + *J, £  D'Tx ( ( -  t 'ATx )® A'l' (»)
X4 < (? -* V )>
+  «(<)
(5.10)
where I * i ,  r^  is the time delay of the receiver and is the signal of spreading
sequence. The first term in the round bracket is the desired signal, the second term is the 
superposition of all other users’ transmitted signals, and the third term is additive white 
Gaussian noise. Assuming that tracking and synchronisation are achieved where
Td\Rx m o d nTc =  T d\Tx ^ en only first term in (5.10), which is the desired de-spread signal, will
emerge at the output of the multiplier. The de-spread signal is then passed through an integrator 
and a sampler. The output of the sampler (highest amplitude at t = Tb) is then compared with a 
threshold level, vth, to determine if a pulse is being received, see figure 5.8. The uncorrelated 
signals emerging at the output of the multiplier will become constrained to the correlated signal, 
which is termed MAI. The amplitude of the constraint is determined by the value of Xc for the
codeword used. The correlated signal, b ^  (?), at the output of the correlator is then feed into the 
modulator for recovering the data bits, B^ , to be processed.
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On the other hand if r ^ m o d ,,^  ^  r ld T^x then no signal correlation is produced from (5.10),
where the first term is in out-of-phase auto-correlation with the replica sequence , which 
will then induce the auto-correlation constraints of maximum amplitude Xa . The others will act 
as MAI and Gaussian noise. Thus, the phase or epoch synchronisation is essential in order to 
align the first term with ^ ( ? )  to achieve r ^ m o d ^  =Tld\Tx for successful decoding.
Amplitude
Input to 
multiplier,
'4 W
Output of 
code register,
sa ( f - d |  a )
Output of 
multiplier,
Rx w
Output of 
integrator
Output of 
sampler
Output of 
threshold 
detector,
Td\Tr
m m — >t <8H
- - W
Figure 5.8: Sample waveforms observed from figure 5.7 for user-2 only.
*The shaded pulses are the signals of user 1. The transmission time delays of both transmitters are related
t 0  t \\tx  =  Td\rx +22c • The time constant of the integrator is designed such that RC = Tc .
5.4.2 Decoder employing tap-delay structure -  Matched filter
The receiver block diagram employing a matched filter is shown in figure 5.9. The 
output of a DD detector is passed to the tap-delay structure. The tap-delay structure function in
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the opposite order to that of the transmitter, where by tuning the delay values a high amplitude 
signal pulse can be formed by each of the pulses in the signature sequence. The tap-delay value 
for each branch is obtained by making sure that each pulse in the signature sequence is collected 
at the last chip time (i.e. (n -1  )TC) of the sequence, given by:
Tap - delay value = ( « - ! -  c w ^ )T c . (5 .11)
1st branch
2T Sample & 
hold circuit, 
@Tb
Threshold
detector,
(VJ
OOK
demodulator,
@Rb
LPF,
fc=VTc
DD,
R*xsignal 4Tr
Tap-delay
structure Data
process2nd branch Decoder (Matched Filter)
Figure 5.9: Receiver block diagram of optical wireless PS-CDMA employing matched filter.
Hence, the output of the tap-delay structure is given as:
<4 W = S ' (' -  (" - 1 ~ k ) • (5.12)
Substituting (5.7) and (5.9) into (5.12), will result in:
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L(')= f ' X A  ^  - 1 ) fy ~ kTb ~
k=0 j = 1
+  ^ 4 * 4 * X X ] C 5 * | 7 ^ (  “  ^ ( u f c  -  (« -  1  -  ^ ( i ^ Y c  -  k T b -  ^ |7 > ) 8)
* = 0  j= 1 y=l
+  -  (n  - 1  -  ^ ( i ^ Y c  - r d\Tx) b  ^ ( 0y=i /=i
+ n(t)
= V g^  ■4* - ^  )*1^  wk=0 ...........
+  VdK xR\Y ^ ^ ^ K \ T x 8 c { - c w { i , j ? c  - ( « - 1  - cw{i j )Y c - kTb - r ^ ) g > h‘^ (t)
k = 0 j=1 J =1
^ R x Y ^ DlTx{ -  ( «  -  1 -  ™ ( /  j)Y c  -  T Jd \Tx) ®  t f i f )
0  j 1
w F
+
y=i /-i 
+ #i(f), (5.13) j
where i ^ I  and j * J .  The first term is the decoded signal that resulted from at the in-phase 
auto-correlation. This is because the tap-delay values (circled in blue dotted line) match with the 
signature sequence codeword (circled in red dotted line) and resulted in the correlated signal 
occurred on the last chip position o f the sequence, as circled in the green dotted line. The second 
term is the result of a mismatch between other pulses in within the sequence itself that causes 
auto-correlation constraints. The third term is the MAI and the last term is Gaussian noise. Then 
(5.13) is passed to the LPF to filter the Gaussian noise and to the sampler to regenerate 
recovered signal. The threshold detector is used to decide whether the recovered signals are 
correlated signals if the amplitudes are above the threshold level. The process is illustrated in 
figure 5.10 where Gaussian noise has been neglected, it is also assumed that the channel is ideal, 
and tracking and synchronisation are achieved.
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Figure 5.10: Sample waveforms observed from figure 5.9 for user-2 only.
*The shaded pulses are the signals of user 1. The codeword of user 1 is C5*2*1’1)00^ CWffi = (0 l) and of
user 2 is 5^’2,1 ,i)ooc^.^2x2 _ |q 2). The transmission time delays of both transmitters are related to
Td\Tx =  Td\Tx + 2 T c  '
5.5 DS-CDMA Operating Modes
DS-CDMA system can be configured to operate in symbol synchronous, asynchronous 
(but chip synchronous) or fully asynchronous mode. A synchronous DS-CDMA system is 
similar to a TDMA system, but unlike the TDMA where each user must transmit one after 
another, DS-CDMA allows all users to transmit at the same time but at a lower rate [Kwong90,
Kwong91, Lam02]. In the scope of this thesis, only the asynchronous system is considered.
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System synchronisation can be achieved in several ways [ARRL91]:
1. Recovery of the transmitter clock at the receiver
2. Transmit clock and signal separately
3. Transmit clock as part o f the signal
4. Use an external reference to synchronise both transmitter and receiver
For asynchronous systems, chip synchronisation is achieved by using an external reference 
signal (option 4) where a base station is used to synchronise all users with a biased AM signal 
[ARRL91] or with a short signature sequence [Holejko99] at a different wavelength, as shown 
in figure 5.11.
Tx 1 $i 1
Clock
@ R C (
Tx F
Clock
Wireless
Channel
l___
&
Rx 1
JM
X i
Clock
u  ’
V
A2  ^V
-----► Rx F
X ii
Clock
■0
/t2
1
Base station, 
generating 
clock @  R
Figure 5.11: Synchronisation technique employing a base station for global synchronisation at the clock
rate Rc [ARRL91].
*The wavelength 4, is reserved for signal transmission and the wavelength A2 is reserved for clock
signal only^______ _______ _____ ______ _________
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5.6 Comparison of Correlator and MF Receivers
This section compares the performance of the multiplier and the tap-delay structure 
used for encoding and decoding unipolar signals for optical DS-CDMA systems. The 
comparison is carried out for three cases: i) the minimum dispersion, ii) severe dispersion and 
iii) near far effect.
Here, a system of two clients employing the set of codeword in (5.1) is used as model. The chip 
rate is set at Rc = 10Mbps, and all transmitter-receiver pairs are assumed chip synchronised 
and tracking has been obtained.
5.6.1 Case 1 -  Minimum dispersion effect
Transmitters and receivers are placed at an equal distance such that the channel impulse 
responses observed at the user-2 receiver (desired receiver) are equal, i.e. h^2{t) = h 2^2(t). The 
value of Dt < 0.3 is found to correspond to < 10% of dispersed power, which is chosen as the
upper bound for minimum dispersion (i.e. D 1}2 = D $2 =0.3 in this study). It is assumed that 
there is no optical path loss where Gq2c = Gqq = 1 and the electrical-optical-electrical 
conversion is ideal such that R ‘Tx xR j^ = 1: i,/  = [1,2]. The data bits for the user-1 and user-2 
transmitters are B ^rx = {l 1 l} and B ^Tx = {l 0 l}, for k  = [0,2], respectively. The 
transmission delay of the user-1 is arbitrarily set to = 4Tc and the delay the user 2 is set to 
Td\Tx = H i so that no pulses from either transmitted signals will overlap, see figure 5.12.
Figures 5.12 (i) and (ii) show the dispersed waveforms, at the output of user-2 photo-detector, 
for user-1 and user-2. The combined output observed at the output of the user-2 photo-detector 
is shown in figure 5.12 (iii). Also shown for comparison are the waveforms for an ideal channel, 
indicated by the dotted magenta lines. Using the correlator following the photo-detector, the
waveforms observed are shown in figure 5.13. Figure 5.13 (i) shows the recovered signal
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overlaid with the signature sequence o f user-2 (indicated by the cyan dash-dotted line) and 
figure 5.13 (ii) shows the correlation process. As can be seen from figure 5.13 (i), the ‘centre 
point’ (where most power is concentrated) o f each signal pulse has been shifted slightly to the 
right due to channel dispersion. Hence the code register at the correlator detector (see figure 5.7)
needs to be synchronised with the photo-detector output d ^ ( t )  at the chip rate where the 
optimum power is to be recovered from each dispersed pulse. The output o f the multiplier for 
user-2 as in (5.10), can be rewritten as:
eRx (0  ~ d Jix {t) x s fa  ^— Tsp |C — Tj f^a (5.14)
where r 2sp c^  is time shift o f the ‘centre’ of the dispersed signal. Simulations show that r lsp|C of
the /th correlator code register can be generally represented as:
T)l\l T
< p\c * — • (5‘15)SP C  1 0
-pH
£
HHJO■rlM4->OQ)HW
0.5 1.5
Incidental_ 
sequence v
L0.5 1.5
( i)
in.2 Desired
sequence
1
00 0.5 1 1.5 2
( i i )
x  10
( i i i )
x 10
Figure 5.12: Sample waveforms for minimum dispersion case; (i) user-1 transmitted signal, (ii) user-2 
transmitted signal and (iii) user-2 photo-detector output dfa(t) .
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal. 
*Note, for simplicity, the peak amplitudes are normalised to a peak voltage VP .
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Figure 5.13: Sample waveforms of correlator for minimum dispersion case.
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal, (3) Cyan dotted 
plot: Code register output signal, (4) Green dotted plot: Integrator output signal and (5) Black dotted line:
Threshold detector level.
For D r = 0 .3 , r's7,|C =0.03Tc , which is small and there is no need to adjust the code register
delay. Using a MF following the photo-detector, the waveforms are shown in figure 5.14. The 
dispersed signal peak always occurs at the last chip slot of the sequence as indicated by the 
sampling point (the black arrows). Referring to figures 5.13 (i) and 5.14, it can be seen that for a 
small delay the dispersed signals are almost the same as the equivalent ideal signal (magenta 
dotted plots). This is because the small delay spread does not affect the correlation properties. 
The exponential dispersed tail of up to 0.3 pulse length (indicated by the red arrows) only 
contributes to 10% of the total power and is therefore considered negligible.
Comparing figure 5.13 (ii) with 5.14, it can be seen that the correlator multiplier only produces 
the output o f the correlated signals when synchronisation is achieved; whereas the MF tap-delay 
structure carries out correlation at every time chip, producing both the desired signals and the 
false alarm pulses (as indicated by the cyan arrows). However the MF sampler is able to detect 
the desired signals at the correct time chip when it is synchronised. If synchronisation hasn’t
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been achieved, then the correlator will have to struggle to locate the desired signature sequence 
and to locate the symbol boundary by performing a rigorous search at every time chip. This 
searching employs a technique known as the sliding correlator that is described in section 3.2.5.
2
V J1
o t0 1 1.5 20.5
x 10
Figure 5.14: Sample waveforms of MF for minimum dispersion case.
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal, (3) Black
dotted line: Threshold detector level.
Referring to figure 5.14 and 5.12 (iii), the false alarm pulses occur as a result o f interfering 
signals falling at the chip position that corresponds to the desired signal, creating an identical 
spreading sequence (as indicated by the magenta arrows). This is termed an incidental sequence 
as apposed to the desired one (indicated by the green arrows). The correlator receiver will also 
detect these false alarm pulses when it carries out the sliding correlation process.
5.6.2 Case 2 -  Severe dispersion effect
Increasing the channel dispersion, i.e. setting D Jr = D 2} 2 = 1 .5 , will reduce the signal 
power by distributing the signal power to adjacent chips, see figure 5.15. The effect will destroy 
the original patterns o f the signature sequences as more incidental sequences have been 
generated.
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Figure 5.15: Sample waveforms for severe dispersion case; (i) user-1 transmitted signal, (ii) user-2 
transmitted signal and (iii) user-2 photo-detector output d ^ i t ) .
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal.
This is best illustrated in figures 5.16 (ii) and 5.17, where the uncorrelated signal magnitude 
( ‘bit T  position) has increased. As shown in figure 5.16, the code register (indicated by the cyan
dotted plot) of the correlator is synchronised at the position o f x\p|C =0.15TC. away from the
equivalent ideal signal (indicated by the magenta dotted plot) in order to achieve the optimum 
signal detection. As for MF detection (figure 5.17), the signal peaks also occur at the last chip 
position, and is similar to the case in figure 5.14. Compared with the correlator, the MF detector 
is more robust against the variance of signal dispersion, which can be caused by the mobility o f  
the communicating pairs.
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Figure 5.16: Sample waveforms of correlator for severe dispersion case.
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal, (3) Cyan dotted 
plot: Code register output signal, (4) Green dotted plot: Integrator output signal and (5) Black dotted line:
Threshold detector level.
Figure 5.17: Sample waveforms of MF for severe dispersion case.
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal, (3) Black
dotted line: Threshold detector level.
x 10
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5.6.3 Case 3 -  Near-far effect
This effect is evident when the desired signal that arrives at the desired receiver is 
weaker than the interfering signals. This will result in the desired receiver being more likely to
detect the interfering signal. To simulate this, the parameters are set to D 1) 2 = 0 .6 , D?2 =1.9,
=0.95, =0.75 and R lTx • = l : / , /  = [l,2], to imply that the user-1 transmitter is
placed closer to the user-2 receiver than user-2 transmitter. User-2 receiver will detect the 
interfering signals if: there are large signal pulses from the user-1 that overlap with the desired 
signals, and the particular desired signal being interfered is modulating bit ‘O’. Hence the data
bits are set as B\^Tx = {l 1 l} and B ^Tx = {l 0 O}, and transmission delays are set to
Td\Tx = 5 T c ar|d Tj\Tx ~ Wc ’ so that the previously mentioned interference will occur -  as shown 
in figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Sample waveforms for near-far effect case; (i) user-1 transmitted signal, (ii) user-2 
transmitted signal and (iii) user-2 photo-detector output dfoit).
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal.
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In the near-far case, there is a greater probability o f detecting (correlating) the interfering 
signals than the desired one. The probability is dependant on the signal pulses from the 
interfering transmitter appearing on the chip position corresponding to the patterns o f the 
desired signature sequence, as indicated by the blue arrows in figure 5.19 (i) which shows one 
pulse interference. Note that the delays for user-1 and user-2 transmitters are different to those 
discussed above. The desired signal travelling a longer path arrives at the receiver with much 
reduced power compared to the interfering channel, see figure 5.18. Therefore, in order to detect 
small signals, the threshold detector level needs adjusting (as indicated by the red dotted line in 
figures 5.19 (ii) and 5.20) for both the correlator and MF detectors. However by doing so, the 
uncorrelated signals due to the interfering signal have the potential to exceed the threshold level, 
thus increasing the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). The desired transmitter may increase the 
signal power level to compensate for the channel loss. Nevertheless, amplifying the desired 
signal (from user-2) may potentially increase the magnitude o f interference to the other receiver 
(the user-1), or vice versa.
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Figure 5.19: Sample waveforms of correlator for near-far effect case.
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal, (3) Cyan dotted 
plot: Code register output signal, (4) Green dotted plot: Integrator output signal and (5) Black dotted line:
Threshold detector level.
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Figure 5.20: Sample waveforms of MF for near-far effect case.
Legend references: (1) Magenta dotted plot: Ideal signal, (2) Blue plot: Electrical signal, (3) Black
dotted line: Threshold detector level.
5.7 OOK-CDMA
The optical DS-CDMA system that uses an OOK signal format is also known as OOK- 
CDMA system. The performances of an OOK-CDMA system in terms of BEF and power 
efficiency are discussed in this section. The data rate for OOK-CDMA can be expressed as:
1 1
b\OOK-(:DMA ~ J  ~  Y lT  ' (5.16)
As can be seen from (5.16), the bandwidth increases with the sequence length n for the same 
data rate. In diffuse optical wireless DS-CDMA systems, the bandwidth is limited by:
A lm in^0-3 - (5.17)
The throughput performance normalised to OOK is measured by BEF defined as:
OOK -CDMA
The power efficiency is given as:
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The BEF and WEff performances are shown in figures 5.21 and 5.22 respectively. As shown in
figure 5.21, OOK-CDMA BEF reduces with increasing F  and w . On the other hand, the power 
efficiency increases with w ,  see figure 5.22. For a constant w ,  the power efficiency remains 
constant for all values of F . This is because the condition in (4.8) ensures that the sets of 
codewords constructed are always orthogonal for all F . However this does increase the 
signature sequence length n linearly with F , resulting in constant power efficiency. Increasing 
w  will increase n exponentially whilst increasing the power efficiency.
Figure 5.21: BEF performance, of OOK-CDMA normalised to OOK, against F and w .
BEF OOK-CDMA/OOK BEF OOK-CDMA/OOK
(i) 0° rotation (ii) 90° rotation
E ff|O O K -C D M A /O O K E ff|O O K -C D H A /O O K
(i) 0° rotation (ii) 90° rotation
Figure 5.22: Power efficiency performance, of OOK-CDMA normalised to OOK, against F and w .
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5.8 PPM-CDMA
PPM-CDMA encoding is similar to PPM technique, where a signature sequence is 
located at a position corresponding to the information [Khansefid90, Gagliardi93, Hwang97a, 
Hwang97b, Kamakura99]. An example of two 4-PPM-CDMA symbols is shown in figure 5.23.
Amplitude 
Vp
u 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
-H PPM K- 
slot
Figure 5.23: 4-PPM-CDMA signal stream of 2 symbols mapping information Bk^Tx = {l 0 0 l}.
The PPM-CDMA symbol duration is governed by the order of mapping L = 2M and is fixed to:
F s |p p m - cd m a  ~ nLTc - ^ 2  Tc. (5.20)
The location of the signature sequence of nS'kTc away from the symbol’s origin represents the 
mapping of M  bits information, where Sk is the decimal value of the M  bits information. For 
example, the information for the two symbols in figure 5.23 is S lk e (2 l ) : k  = [l,2] mapping 2 
bits of information. The PPM-CDMA signal stream can be modelled as:
4, (* - 4|r, )= V d Z E S o  ((- (<*(/,,) - *«2" - h  - ) •
k=Q j =1 (5.21)
The data rate for PPM-CDMA is:
/? -  Mfc|PPM-CDMA ~  j  ' (5.22)
The throughput performance of PPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA, under bandwidth
limitation, is best given as:
DZ7E, ^b\ppM-cDMA MnTc M
B E F PPM-CDMA -  „  - m  rr, ~  n M  
OOK-CDMA b\ OOK-CDMA L  n l c L
(5.23)
The power efficiency of PPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA is given as:
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As can be observed from (5.23), the PPM-CDMA BEF decreases exponentially as M  
increases, but the power efficiency increases linearly (refer (5.24)).
To improve the PPM-CDMA throughput further, a new technique known as overlapping PPM- 
CDMA has been proposed [Shalaby99a, Shalaby99b], this uses a shorter symbol durations and 
allows the signature sequence to spread onto adjacent PPM slots.
5.9 Hybrid PPM-CDMA
The PPM-CDMA BEF decreases with an increasing number of PPM slot by a value 
nTc as shown in figure 5.23. This resulted in a large number of redundant slots. The redundant 
slots, however can be eliminated by reducing Z-PPM-CDMA symbol length (refer to (5.20)) to:
^S\hPPM-CDMA = (w + 2 -  \)rc . (5.25)
The signature sequence is encoded as a new symbol of length governed by (5.25) and is located 
at S ‘kTc chips away from the symbol’s origin, see figure 5.24. This new technique is known as 
hybrid PPM-CDMA or in short as ^PPM-CDMA [Elmirghani94, Chan96, Chan98, Chan99].
► Time
Figure 5.24: 4-APPM-CDMA signal stream of 2 symbols mapping information Bk\Tx = {l 0 0 1}
Comparing figure 5.24 with 5.23, it can be seen that the duration for transmitting two APPM- 
CDMA symbols is shorter than the equivalent PPM-CDMA symbols once the redundant chips 
have been eliminated. /iPPM-CDMA signal stream can be modelled as:
- 4 * +  2 "  -l)-S*V« - r ' , rJ .  (5.26)
k=0 j = 1
From (5.26), the term &(« + 2M -  l)rc is periodic but S[TC is not. The implication as far as the 
encoder and decoder are concerned is that, only the tap-delay structure can be used. This is 
because the tap-delay structure is passive and does not require synchronisation. The decoded 
signal using the tap-delay structure, considering the desired signal only, can be modelled 
similarly to (5.13) as:
- ( * ( » + 2 " - 1  ) + s ‘„)re - r i ,  J ®
k=0 y=l
+ rX A Z Z 2>i-("-l-™ (,y)k  -(<W(,_,) + *(» + 2" -1 )+ S ‘t )rc (5-2?)
k=0 7=1 J=1
" 4 |
where j  .
The data rate for APPM-CDMA is:
7? - Mb\hPPM-CDMA ~  ^  +  ^  • (5.28)
The BEF and power efficiency of APPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA are given
respectively as:
p rc ’ _ wA/
D C ,r  hPPM-CDMA ~ M  1 ’ 
OOK-CDMA w +  2 -  1 (5.29)
and
W hPPM-CDMA 10 log M (<©). 
W  OOK-CDMA H +  2  ~ 1 (5.30)
Note that both the BEF and power efficiency are functions of the signature sequence length n . 
As discussed in chapter 4, n increases with the number of sequences F  for all groups of 
codewords. For simplicity, the optimal («, w,l,l) OOC is chosen to evaluate both performances. 
Since n is related to F  and w as defined in (4.8), (5.29) and (5.30) can be rewritten 
respectively as:
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B E FhppM -CDM A ~  
OOK-CDMA
[Fw( W -  l) + l]M (5.31)[>vv(w-l) + l ] + 2 M - 1 *
and
hPPM-CDMA
OOK-CDMA
(5.32)
The BEF and power efficiency performances for various F , M  and w are shown in figures 
5.25 and 5.26, respectively.
In contrast to PPM-CDMA, /zPPM-CDMA achieves a higher BEF but with a lower power 
efficiency. At M  -  2 , the BEF is 1 for all F , which means that APPM-CDMA does not achieve 
a higher throughput. As M  increases, the BEF increases and reaches an optimum point. As M  
increases further, the BEF starts to decrease and will eventually fall below 1 -  which means that 
the throughput is lower than the OOK-CDMA. As can be observed, the optimum point varies 
for different w . It also varies for different F  but the variation is only significant at small F . 
Comparing figures 5.25 and 5.26, it can be seen that APPM-CDMA does not achieve high 
power efficiency in the region before the BEF optimum point but does so in the region after the 
optimum point. Hence ^PPM-CDMA gives improved BEF and power efficiency at higher bit 
resolutions, M , and improved BEF only at a lower order of M . However at lower bit 
resolutions, /iPPM-CDMA decreased power efficiency is limited to -  3dB. This can be 
observed from (5.32), where for small M  the power efficiency will reduce to - 1 0 log2 » -3  as 
F  increases. As M  increases the power efficiency will continually improve. However, large 
M  will reduce the BEF. Therefore, the advantage of ^PPM-CDMA is that it offers enhanced 
data throughput at the cost of reduced power efficiency by not more than -  3dB.
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Figure 5.25: BEF performance, of /iPPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA, against F  and M  for
w = 3,5, and 8.
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Figure 5.26: Power efficiency performance, of /?PPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA, against F  and
M  for w -  3,5 and 8 .
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5.10 Summary
In this chapter, optical wireless diffuse DS-CDMA (OOK- CDMA) systems employing 
either the multiplier or tap-delay structures for encoding and decoding have been studied. 
Matched filters based on a tap-delay structure have shown to achieve fast rough synchronisation 
and has more robust fine synchronisation for a range of DT compared with the correlator 
detector. Nevertheless, both detectors are equally affected by the MAI and should operate under 
the condition (5.17) (where the correlation performance of the signature sequences will be 
preserved) to achieve high SIR.
For multiple-access communications, OOK-CDMA offers advantages over OOK with an 
increased number of channels, but at the cost of reduced data throughput. Nevertheless, OOK- 
CDMA is still a suitable candidate for optical wireless diffuse system where the transmitted 
optical power is regulated. The total power of an OOK-CDMA system, even when all F  users 
are transmitting simultaneously, was shown to be less than a single channel OOK system. 
Hence the excess power in OOK-CDMA could be used to achieve a higher SNR performance 
compared with OOK.
PPM-CDMA was shown to improve the power efficiency but at the cost of a reduced BEF as 
compared with OOK-CDMA. The BEF can be improved without the need for bandwidth 
expansion by employing APPM-CDMA scheme. //PPM-CDMA achieves this by utilising a 
shorter symbol length to convey the same information by means of data compression. /iPPM- 
CDMA will improve the BEF at low values of M  only but is power inefficient, or vice versa.
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Chapter 6
HYBRID PIM-CDMA SYSTEM
6.1 Introduction
It was discussed in chapter 2 that PPM and PIM can be employed to achieve low power 
transmission over OOK in a diffuse IR wireless system. However both PPM and PIM require a 
higher transmission bandwidth to achieve power efficiency and suffer from severe channel 
dispersion effects. PIM has been shown to achieve not only power efficiency but also higher 
throughput compared with OOK and PPM.
In chapter 5, it was shown that a CDMA system relies on a distinct signature sequence to 
achieve a high SIR. For the sequence to preserve its correlation properties it needs to operate in 
a low dispersion channel. Under such circumstances, the modulation bandwidth is limited thus 
affecting the system throughput in the case of OOK-CDMA compared with OOK. In the case of 
//PPM-CDMA, a higher throughput is achieved without the need for additional bandwidth. 
Further improvement in the throughput can be achieved using a //PIM-CDMA scheme, which is 
the subject of this chapter.
Section 6.2 will present the proposed //PIM-CDMA scheme. A discussion of the performance of 
all schemes will be given in section 6.3 followed by a summary in section 6.4.
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6.2 Hybrid PIM-CDMA
Similar to PIM, //PIM-CDMA offers improved BEF performance. This is achieved by 
eliminating the redundant chips (denoted by X k in figure 5.24) in //PPM-CDMA symbol
[SeeOl, GhassemlooyOl] by reducing Ts\hPPM_CDMA in (5.25) to:
1S\hPIM-CDMA = (n + S/c^Tc- (6.1)
Each symbol is composed of a signature sequence at the beginning followed by S lkTc empty 
chips. Examples of //PIM-CDMA symbols modulating the same information (as in figure 5.24) 
as other DS-CDMA schemes are shown in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: 4-//PIM-CDMA signal stream of 2 symbols mapping information Bk^Tx = {l 0 0 l}.
The //PIM-CDMA system transmitter and receiver block diagrams are shown in figure 6.2 (a) 
and (b) respectively. Note, the transmitter and receiver are based on a tap-delay structure. The 
//PIM signal at the output of modulator is represented as:
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/  \  00 f ( k~X ^ \
^T x  (f ”  T d\Tx J = ^ b ^ i S c t - Tc ~  T d\Tx (62)
k=0 \ I  /=-1 J
Note that the hPlM signal is non-periodic. This is because the start time for modulating each k
k - 1
symbol is determined by the previous information ^ S j  being modulated. Thus, as with
/= - 1
/zPPM-CDMA, /zPIM-CDMA can only employ a tap-delay structure and matched filter for 
encoding and decoding. The encoded /iPIM-CDMA signal can be modelled as:
/  \  CO IV / (  k~l \n k + Y  Sj T c ~  z d\Tx (6.3)
Ar=0 7=1 \ I /=-i J
The encoding process is shown in figure 6.2 (c).
In a multiple-access communication system, the decoded signal at the receiver can be modelled 
as:
k = 0
f  k-1 A
n k + ' Z s i T .~  r!d\Tx
CO vv w
+ vdR ' A s.
k =0 7 =1 J =1
V /=-i J
f k-i \
> f c - nk + Y s ;\ I /=-l J (6.4)
'd \T x  
w  F
+  J & Z 2 X  G  "  ( »  - 1  -  c " W > ) r «  -  r ‘d{Tx ) ®  A ' 1' w
+ n{t)
y=i /=1
where i ^ I , j * J  and D ITx\ ^ - r Id T^x)= R ITxd ITx\^ -T Id T^x). The first term is the decoded APIM
signal or the auto-correlated peaks and the second term is the auto-correlation constraints. The 
thirst term is the MAI and the last term is the Gaussian noise contribution. Observing the first 
term from (6.4), the decoded signal stream is delayed by (n -  l)rc from the transmitting time
r d\Tx due t0 the tap-delay structure.
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Figure 6.2: ^PIM-CDMA; (a) transmitter block diagram, (b) receiver block diagram and (c) timing 
____________________ waveforms showing the process of encoding._____________________
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The recovered hPlM signal at the output of MF in figure 6.2 (b), assuming no MAI and 
Gaussian noise, is represented as:
CO f f  k~l ^ \
t ~ * + X si Tc ~  T d\Tx (6.5)k= 0 \ {  / = - !  J
where VT is the peak voltage of the threshold detector output. This (i.e. (6.5)) is similar to the 
PIM signal, and therefore the PIM demodulator developed by [Kaluarachi96a, 
Ghassemlooy98a, Hayes02] may be employed to recover the data from a APIM signal with a 
minor change. Since APIM symbol contains an extra (n - 1) chips (redundancy resulting from 
CDMA decoding), when the demodulator detects a pulse of 1 Tc duration at the start of a symbol
it should ignore the following [n -  l)Tc chips; then count the number of empty chips of S ‘kTc 
that correspond to the information [SeeOl, GhassemlooyOl]. This is illustrated in figure 6.3.
hH............. W-i-i-i 11 W M 11 F • ►
^ Td \T x ’+ ‘ n - " :* -  t
1 Signal 
1  pulse
Ignore
region
f  Counter
Figure 6.3: ^PIM-CDMA signal demodulation.
Since the /iPIM symbol length varies with the information content, the actual data rate is 
indeterminable. Nevertheless, the data rate can be approximated by considering the average 
symbol’s length, and assuming that the data modulated is IID, and is given as:
2n + 2 " - l „
1 S\hPIM-CDMA ~  2 c ’
the average data rate is:
_ -  —  — —
b\ hPIM-CDMA =  (2« + 2 " - l l T /  (6-?)
To compare this with /iPPM-CDMA, the BEF and power efficiency of APIM-CDMA 
normalised to /jPPM-CDMA are investigated, and are defined respectively as:
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B E F  hPIM-CDMA 
hPPM-CDMA
l[n + 2M - l )
2n + 2m - 1
2§JFw{w- 1) + 1] + 2m - l )
2.[Fw(w - 1) + 1] + 2m -1  ’ (6.8)
and:
W =n  hPIM-CDMA Eff 2n + 2M - 1hPPM-CDMA
(6.9)
BEF and power efficiency plotted against F  and M  for various w  are shown in figures 6.4 
and 6.5. It can be seen that //PIM-CDMA throughput increases as the mapping order M  
increases, and decreases as F  increases. The BEF increases exponentially with M  and will 
reach a peak at 2; this can easily be seen from (6 .8). On the other hand, the BEF reduces to 1 as 
F  increases. Though //PIM-CDMA achieves higher throughput at high value of M  compared 
with //PIM-CDMA, its throughput becomes lower than OOK-CDMA. As shown in figure 6.4, 
//PIM-CDMA has a higher throughput than the //PPM-CDMA. This is because //PIM-CDMA 
symbol’s duration varies and results in a shorter average duration. This affects //PIM-CDMA 
power efficiency, where the average signal power is higher than the //PPM-CDMA, which has 
fixed and longer symbol duration. Referring to figure 6.5, //PIM-CDMA power efficiency 
performance is in contrast to its BEF performance and in the worst-case reaches -  3 d B . 
Correspondingly the BEF best performance will peak at 2. As the code weight w  increases, the 
BEF performance gradually degrades but power efficiency improves.
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Figure 6.4: BEF performance, of //PIM-CDMA normalised to //PPM-CDMA, against F and M  for
w = 3,5 and 8 .
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Figure 6.5: Power efficiency performance, of //PIM-CDMA normalised to //PPM-CDMA, against F  and
M  for w = 3,5 and 8 .
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6.3 Comparison of DS-CDMA systems
In this section, further investigations and comparisons of BEF and power efficiency of 
OOK-CDMA, PPM-CDMA, /2PPM-CDMA and /zPIM-CDMA normalised to OOK for optical 
wireless environment are presented. It is assumed that all schemes have the same pulse duration 
Tc|0 3 limited by DT|0 3 = 0.3 and peak optical power of WP . The codeword set used in the
following analysis is optimal (w,8,l,l) OOC. In addition, all transmitted information is assumed 
IID. The power entering the neighbouring chip due to dispersion is assumed to be very small 
(i.e. < 10% of the total power). Since the steps for determining BEF and WEJj- are similar for all
modulation schemes, only an analysis for /zPIM-CDMA scheme is presented here. The others’ 
BEF and Wejj- are tabulated in table 6.1.
The average optical power for OOK signal is:
_ w p T c\o. ,  _ W P
ave\OOK rxrp ^  * 
c|0.3 1
(6.10)
/iPIM-CDMA symbol consists of only one signature sequence of w pulses, thus the average
optical power for one user is given as:
2  w W P
ave\hPlM-CDMA ~  ^  +  2 M  _  J j  ' ( 6 . 1 1 )
Considering all F  simultaneous users, the power efficiency of /zPIM-CDMA normalised to
OOK is given as:
A I k P M -C D M A -  1 0 1 °S  M  ( < » ) •
I OOK
( 6 . 1 2 )
The normalised BEF is given by:
n 7 7 7 7  hPlM-CDMA 
hPlM-CDMA ~  „
OOK b\OOK
2 A f/?c|o 3  
... 2n +  2M -  \  2 M
^ | 0 . 3  2n +  2M - 1 (6.13)
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System wm BEF
OOK-CDMA -lOlog— (dB) n
1
n
PPM-CDMA - 101o g ^ ( d B ) Mn l M
/iPPM-CDMA -1 0  log- 2wJ - ( d B )  n + 2 -1
M
n + 2m -1
/jPIM-CDMA -10 log AwF (dB) 2«+ 2 -1
2 M  
2n + 2M - 1
Table 6.1: Power efficiency and BEF expressions for various DS-CDMA schemes normalised to OOK.
*Note that n = Fw(w-l) for optimal (n, w,l,l) OOC.
Figure 6.6 shows WEff against F  and M  for w = 8  for all the four schemes. As can be seen, all
the schemes achieve higher power efficiency with PPM-CDMA being the best followed by 
OOK-CDMA, /zPPM-CDMA and ^PIM-CDMA. For the hybrid schemes, power efficiency is 
highly dependent on the set of signature sequences that one could use and the bit resolution M . 
As shown in figure 6.7, the hybrid schemes average transmitted power is low by employing 
optimum («, w,l,l)OOC of w> 4. For w = 3 , the average power is low at low values of F  but 
the power efficiency decreases to near 0, as F  tends to infinity. For w = 2 , which is not shown 
in figure 6.7, /zPIM-CDMA achieves no power efficiency change relative to OOK.
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Figure 6.6: Power efficiency performance normalised to OOK, against F  and M  for w = 8
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Figure 6.1: Power efficiency performance normalised to OOK, against F and w for M  = 4.
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The BEF against F  and M  for w = 8 for all schemes are shown in figure 6 .8. As observed, for 
all schemes the BEF is below 1, which means that their throughput is lower than OOK. The 
lowest performance is displayed by PPM-CDMA followed by OOK-CDMA. /zPIM-CDMA and 
^PPM-CDMA show a similar behaviour offering higher BEF as expected (where /zPIM-CDMA 
is the highest). Increasing F  will gradually deteriorate the BEF of all schemes. For PPM- 
CDMA, increasing M  will reduce the BEF severely, whereas for OOK-CDMA, the BEF is 
unchanged. For both hybrid schemes the BEF will increase with M , then reach an optimum 
point and decrease as M  increase further. Eventually, both hybrid BEFs will fall below the 
OOK-CDMA BEF as M  tends toward infinity. Such behaviour has resulted in both hybrids 
BEF having a saddle shape. Figure 6.9 shows the BEF against F  and w, for M  = 4 , and for all 
schemes. Once again, APIM-CDMA displays the best performance. The BEF for all schemes 
has the same behaviour, which decreases as F  and w increasing. In figure 6.10, only the 
/jPIM-CDMA BEF is shown for various values of w . As can be seen, the BEF profiles for all 
values of w are a saddle shape, which will mean that choosing a low value of M  on the left of 
BEF0p gives a similar BEF as compared to a high value of M  chosen from the right of 
BEFOP. The optimum point of each saddle is slightly different and is determined from n and 
2m , this may be defined as:
_ Sequence length -1 _ n -1  
BEF Information length 2M -1  (6-14)
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Figure 6.8: BEF performance normalised to OOK, against F  and M  for w =
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Figure 6.9: BEF performance normalised to OOK, against F and w for M  = 4.
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Figure 6.10: BEF performance, of /zPIM-CDMA normalised to OOK, against F  and M  for
w = 3,5 and 8 .
*BEF0p (BEF optimum point) is not drawn to scale and it does not represent the exact location of an
optimum point. It is only used as a reference.
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Figure 6.11 shows the z BEF against F  for various w . As can be seen, z BEF is non-linear and is 
difficult to obtain analytically. However, it is obtained from simulation by searching for the 
optimum points, the corresponding values of n and M  are then substituted in (6.14). The 
results shown provide enough information to evaluate the BEF performance o f //PIM-CDMA 
for a given BER, which will be discussed in chapter 7. The area above the curves represents the 
region of low value M  (to the left o f BEFOP in figure 6.10) and the area below the curves 
represents the region of high value M  (to the right of BEFop in figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.11: The ratio of sequence length over information length of optimum BEF, of //PIM-CDMA 
_____________________________________ system._____________________________________
As indicated earlier in this section, the improvement in WEff and BEF depends on the set o f
signature sequences used. In chapter 4, a number of signature sequences were presented, 
amongst them, PS(P) has the shortest sequence length and largest code weights and this will 
affect both the BEF and power efficiency o f any DS-CDMA system. To investigate this, the 
performances o f //PIM-CDMA using PS(/>) signature sequences are investigated and are 
compared with OOK-CDMA. The performances o f //PPM-CDMA will not be shown since they 
display similar characteristics to //PIM-CDMA. Figure 6.12 shows the power efficiency against
F  and w  for a range o f bit resolution M  . Note that F  = w  = P  and n - P 2 for P S ^ ) codes.
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As a result, the /zPIM-CDMA power efficiency decreases exponentially as F  and w  increase 
and will fall below zero. For low values of F  and w  (i.e. <20), the power efficiency improves 
when M >  3 . Referring to (6.12), smaller M  (/zPIM-CDMA symbol length is shorter) and 
larger w (more optical power per MTM-CDMA symbol), the denominator will dominates and 
leading to a reduced power efficiency. As M  increases, the (6.12) denominator will dominate 
(i.e. the average optical power reduces as symbol length increases) and the power efficiency will 
improve. As F  and w  increase toward infinity, the power efficiency for all values o f M  will 
go below zero and reaches a steady state at -1 0  log 2(dB). For OOK-CDMA using PSCP), the 
power efficiency is constant as in OOK.
20
OOK
M =1
M =2
M =3
M =4
M =5
M =6
M =7
M =8
M =9
M = 1 0
F ,W
Figure 6.12: Power efficiency performance, of /zPIM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA employing PS(f) and
normalised to OOK, against F and/or w .
Figure 6.13 shows the BEF against F , w  and M  for /zPIM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA schemes 
employing PS(P) codes. For low value of F  and w  (i.e. 3), and for M  - 1, /zPIM-CDMA the 
BEF (of value 0.2222) is lower than the OOK-CDMA (of value 0.25). As M  increases, /iPIM- 
CDMA BEF improves and will reach an optimum point. It then decreases as M  increases 
further and eventually falls below OOK-CDMA again, and falling exponentially. This is
because the PS(/*) sequence length is shorter for smaller value o f F  and w  when M  - 1, hence
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the OOK-CDMA symbol length will be shorter than the //PIM-CDMA symbol. As M  
increases, the //PIM-CDMA symbol length increases however the number of information bits 
carried by one //PIM-CDMA symbol is a multiple of the number (which is one bit only) carried 
by one OOK-CDMA symbol. Thus, a //PIM-CDMA BEF is achieved due to the data 
compression. As M  keeps on increasing, the //PIM-CDMA BEF will deteriorate when it has 
reached an optimum point, as the symbol length becomes longer than the number of bits it 
compresses, compared with the OOK-CDMA. For M  = 1, //PIM-CDMA BEF is lower than the 
OOK-CDMA for small values of F  and w (i.e. <17). When F  and w are larger than 17, 
//PIM-CDMA BEF will coincide with the OOK-CDMA BEF. For a larger value of M  (e.g. 
value of 10), the //PIM-CDMA BEF is lower than the OOK-CDMA for a F  and w less than 7, 
it does become higher than OOK-CDMA when F  and w increase further. Both BEF will 
decrease gradually as F  and w tend toward infinity, but with //PIM-CDMA BEF always higher 
than the OOK-CDMA. At larger F  and w , the sequence is much longer than the information 
length in one //PIM-CDMA symbol and so //PIM-CDMA scheme able to compress more data.
Figure 6.14 shows the BEF performance of //PIM-CDMA against F , w and M  using PS(P) 
and optimal («,8,l,l) OOC. The results are obtained using (6.13), where the F , w and M  are 
varied for PS(P) but F  and M  are various but w = 8 for (/z,8,l,l) OOC. Note that the BEF 
profile employing PS(P) is similar to that for optimal (n, w,l,l) OOC, with the PS(P) BEF 
performance considerably higher at low values of F , w and M  as compared with optimal 
(n,8,l,l) OOC. At high values of F , the BEF of optimal (/z,8,l,l) OOC is higher than PS(P). In 
figure 6.10, it was shown that a lower value of w with an optimal (n, w,l,l)OOC would have a 
higher BEF performance than a higher value of w . Therefore //PIM-CDMA employing a low 
w with an optimal (n, w,l,l) OOC will have BEF closer to the PS(P) at low values of F , and 
the BEF will be higher than PS(P) at high values of F .
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Figure 6.13: BEF performance, of/zPIM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA employing PS(F’) and normalised to
OOK, against F and/or w and M .
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Figure 6.14: BEF performance, of/rPIM-CDMA employing PSf/^ J and optimal (n,8,l,l)OOC and 
normalised to OOK, against F  and/or w and M  .
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter, the basic principle of proposed /zPIM-CDMA, and its BEF and power 
efficiency compared with OOK-CDMA, PPM-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA were presented. It 
was shown that APIM-CDMA offers improved system throughput with lower power efficiency 
as compared with OOK-CDMA, PPM-CDMA and ^PPM-CDMA. The /zPIM-CDMA power 
efficiency is higher compared with OOK.
The /zPIM-CDMA system is simple to implement compared with OOK-CDMA, PPM-CDMA 
and ^PPM-CDMA, as it does not require symbol synchronisation at the demodulation. However 
it does require fine synchronisation at the CDMA decoder to generate high magnitude pulses at 
the decoder output.
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Chapter 7
ERROR RATE ANALYSIS OF /iPIM-CDMA
7.1 Introduction
A CDMA system can be classed as synchronous, asynchronous or fully asynchronous 
modes. The error rate performance of each mode is different even when the same set of 
signature sequences is used [Salehi89b, Kwong91]. Synchronous OOK-CDMA systems 
employing a modified version of PS(P) can accommodate an extra P 2 - P  users compared to 
its equivalent asynchronous system. It has been shown that in certain same cases with more than 
P users transmitting simultaneously, the synchronous system can have lower error rate 
[Kwong91, Nikolajevic98b, LiuOl]. This is because any set of PS(P) sequences are always 
orthogonal to each other with in-phase auto-correlation. Whereas, an asynchronous OOK- 
CDMA system employing PS(P) will have a very high error rate owing to the code property 
Xc < 2 , thus producing severe MAI [Kwong91].In addition, the property Xa <4  is high which 
affects the phase synchronisation. When using a set of sequences with improved properties such 
as («,w,l,l)OOC this will lower the error rate, as Xc =1 and Xa =1 are the minimum values. 
Apart from employing a set of sequences with improved properties, the error rate can be further 
reduced by changing the mode from asynchronous to fully asynchronous [Salehi89b]. The error 
rate characteristics are similar with the asynchronous mode one being the upper bound and the 
fully asynchronous one being the lower bound.
In a /zPIM-CDMA system employing («, w,l,l)SOOC, the distribution of MAI and self­
interference are found to be binomial, whereas employing («,w,l,l)OOC, the distribution is
multinomial. In this chapter, the error rate performance of asynchronous APIM-CDMA 
employing («,w,l,l)SOOC is investigated, and the investigation for employing («,w,l,l)OOC 
is left for future work as outlined in chapter 8. In carrying out the analysis, a number of 
assumptions were made such as:
i. Chip is synchronous between transmitters and receivers
ii. The dominant interferences are due to self-interference and MAI, and Gaussian noise 
is considered negligible
iii. Near-far effect is not taken into account. For this, the channel response h^‘(t) is 
considered ideal for DT < 0.3; Vd , R ‘Tx x R ^  and are equal to unity
The chapter is organised into three main sections. Section 7.2 will present a comprehensive 
BER analysis for /zPIM-CDMA. The BER expression for /iPPM-CDMA presented in 
[Elmirghani94] does not include self-interference and the type of /zPPM-CDMA demodulation 
employed. In this section, a new modified expression for /zPPM-CDMA is given. The BER 
performance of /zPIM-CDMA will be discussed and compared with OOK-CDMA and /zPPM- 
CDMA. Section 7.3 will present an analysis for the three DS-CDMA system’s BER (that is 
Binomial) using Gaussian approximation. For OOK-CDMA, Gaussian approximation is often 
used in some reports by assuming the MAI is large. However, this assumption is not good 
enough as there are certain mandatory conditions. These conditions will be studied based on 
OOK-CDMA and the results obtained can be equally applied to /zPIM-CDMA and /zPPM- 
CDMA. Section 7.4 is devoted to the summary of this thesis.
7.2 Analysis of Asynchronous /ePIM-CDMA
Substituting (6.3) into (6.4) and considering the assumptions made, the decoded signal 
is given as:
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+ z z z s <>t=o 7=1 y=i
( f  k ~l ^ \111 n k  +  ^ S ' i Tc ~  T d\Tx
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nk + z S i Tc ~ r id\Tx/=-] y
(7.1)
where i &I  and j * J . The first term is the decoded /iPIM-CDMA signal, the second term is 
the self-interference (or auto-correlation constraint); and the third term represents the MAI.
(n, w,l,l)SOOC is designed such that Xa and Xc are always 1 for aperiodic systems. Observing 
the second term in (7.1), there are w - 1 pulses, represented by J , whose positions do not 
match with the w tap-delay lines, represented by j , this produces w(u>-1) uncorrelated pulses 
of amplitude Xa =1 at the output of the MF detector. Note from section 4.3, all pulses in 
(n, w,l,l)SOOC are located within the first half region of n /2 , consequently at the output of the
MF detector, the w (w -l) pulses will spread into two regions of duration n^ ~ ^ 2  C^ P S
alongside the signal pulse, see figure 7.1. From (7.1), the distance (rather than the delay) that the 
uncorrelated pulses will spread is given as:
D  Spread = ^ ( i ,J) (7.2)
As the chip duration Tc is irrelevant it has been omitted here. The length where all the w(w — l)
uncorrelated pulses are contained, is given as:
L\Spread ~  ^S p rea d \max ^Spread\m m  5 (7.3)
where the shortest distance DSpread\min is determined by substituting min(cw(iy)) and 
max(cw(/ y)) into (7.2), whereas the longest distance DSpread^maK is determined by substituting 
max(cw(iy)) and min(cw(jy)). The position of the correlated signal pulse is DSignal = n - 1, e.g. 
chip position 4 in figure 7.1. In figure 7.1, the value for DSpread|min= 2  is obtained by
substituting min(cYV(iy))=0 and max(cwIj7-)= ~ ^  into (7.2). Similarly for DSpread|max = 6 ,
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the variables are max(cw^ )= ^  and min(cwf y. )= 0 . The minimum and maximum limits
of 0 and ^  ~~ ^  respectively can be obtained from section 4.3. It is found that DL\Spnad = n - 1 
for all («,w,l,l)SOOC sets.
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Figure 7.1: Auto-correlation constraints of (5,2,l,l)SOOC.
Referring to the second term in (7.1) again, the information variable S lk does affect the distance 
of the w (w -l) pulses with relation to the reference time t . Hence, the probability of self­
interference from every symbol taken independently is defined as:
U h P I M - C D M A
Assuming IID information S ‘k, then (7.4) can be generalised to:
2 w (w - l)
Xa |h P IM -C D M A  2 n  + 2M -  3 ’
The major interference in a CDMA system is caused by MAI. As can be seen from the third 
term in (7.1), each of other simultaneous users I  has w pulses with positions that do not match 
with the i desired user MF detector tap-delay values. There are w parallel tap-delay lines of the 
i MF detector and hence the output produces w2 uncorrelated pulses, the cross-correlation
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constraint. Employing the same procedures defined above, the probability of every other user 
causing interference is given as:
Xc|hPIM-CDMA 2n + 2M -1
It is to be noted that DL^Spread is n for MAI, since none of the MAI signal pulses match the
desired i codeword and hence all w2 pulses are spread over the entire n chip region. Each 
interfering signal is transmitting at random i.e. 0 < t '^Tx modn+2W l <(n + 2M - l)rc where t '^Tx
is an integer multiple of Tc . The time delay limit is the worst case where all users are 
transmitting simultaneously. Each signal interfering the desired signal at a single chip position 
display a PDF given as:
P D F Si\hpiM _CDMA ( * )  =  ([ ~  ^X c\hPIM-CDMA +  ^X c\hPIM-CDMA ^iX ~  0  * (7.7)
Therefore, the MAI effect on the desired signal at a single chip position will display a Binomial 
distribution expressed as:
BMAl\hPlM-CDMA ( * ) - ^  ; ^ ^ d h P IM -C D M A )  ’ ([ ^X c\hPIM-CDMA O ’ ( 7 - 8 )i=o V 1 1
Note that the initial ‘5 .’ used before the abbreviation MAI denotes for the Binomial distribution 
that differentiate it from the Gaussian distribution.
For all F  users transmitting simultaneously, each desired signal is interfered by F  - 1  other 
signals and as well as self-interference. Thus the probability a false alarm pulse will occur at a 
single chip position due to both interferences and exceeding the threshold level vth is found to 
be:
PB.Self\hPIM-CDMA ~  ^X a\hPIM-CDMA ^  Xc\hPIM-CDMA )  ' ([ “  ^X c\hPIM-CDMA (7.9)
i=v,h-
where v,/, is an integer.
There is a probability, 1 - P A \hPIM. CDMA ^ at MAI v/ill occur at one chip position where there 
is no self-interference. Thus the probability of false alarm due to MAI only is found to be:
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PB.MAl\hPIM-CDMA ~  (} ^ k a\hPIM-CDMA j  ^ \ ^ c\hPIM-CDMA )  * (f ^X c\hPlM-CDMA ^  (7.10)t=v,h
In APIM-CDMA system, demodulation is carried out by detecting a pulse at the start of a 
symbol, then ignoring n — 1 chips and counting the number of empty chips y  until the next 
pulse is detected. In an error free case, the next pulse detected is the beginning of the next 
symbol. However, due to a false alarm, a new pulse could be generated within the information 
slots (i.e. y  ) which will result in a symbol being in error. The probability of a false alarm pulse
occurring in the y  -slots causing a symbol in error can be simply related to:
^SFA\hPIM~CDMA ~  Y B . S e l f  \hPIM-CDMA +  ^B.MAl\hPIM-CDMA J
~  Y^CFA\hPIM-CDMA » C?-1 1 )
where P c f a ^ p i m - c d m a  *s probability of a false alarm occurring in a single chip.
There are two conditions by which the /zPIM-CDMA error rate could be defined by means of 
symbol-error-rate (SER) and/or BER. One of the conditions is that a symbol cannot be divided 
into two, which will result in more than two symbols in error. In a PIM system, a symbol in a 
packet due to false alarm error will affect not only the next symbol in error but also the 
remaining symbols in the packet by changing their relative positions [Hayes02], see figure 7.2 
(a). In such cases, the system error rate is determined by the packet-error-rate (PER) rather than 
SER or BER. In /zPIM-CDMA, an error in a symbol only affect the next symbol but not the rest 
of the symbols, see figure 7.2 (b). This is because the false alarm has been treated as the next 
symbol pulse and the pulse of the next symbol has been ignored. This will only result in the 
current symbol duration being shorter whereas the next symbol is longer.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration for error occurrence; (a) for PIM (b) for /zPIM-CDMA.
A symbol is divided into two if the presence of a false alarm pulse does not result in deleting or 
ignoring the pulse of the next symbol. There are two cases when this will occur. 1.) The APIM- 
CDMA mapping order L is so high such that S [ > n .  When the demodulator detects a false
alarm pulse that occurred within the S'k , it is incapable of ignoring the signal pulse of the next 
symbol when it is ignoring the n - 1 empty chips, as shown in figure 7.3 (a). 2.) When 
PSFA\hPiM-cDMA high such that S ‘k < n, and there is a high probability of a false alarm pulse
occurring in every symbol, see figure 7.3 (b). In this case, a false alarm pulse divides a symbol 
into two if the following holds:
r i + « 2 + r 2 +»3 + r 3 + i > « / | i  + r f \] + « / |2 + r f  |2 + »/|3- (7.12)
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of the probability a APIM-CDMA symbol being divided into two; (a) n = 5 and
M -  3, and (b) n = 5 and M = 2 .
The limit of the condition, which is the worst case, is when y  ’s on the left and right hand sides 
are all maximum and equal to zero, respectively. Rewriting (7.12), the condition can be 
generalised as:
( 2 ^  — 1 ^+  t lj  +  (2^  — 1 ^+  Wj +  (2^  — 1 ^+  1 5; Wy|j +  tly|2 +  tly|3
2 m \ < n ~^ (7.13)
Note that all n ’s are equal. The division by 3 can easily be seen, as a factor from 3 consecutive 
false pulses that must occur one after another at a distance of n - 1 chips away from one 
another. The condition for z NS consecutive false alarm pulses to occur is given by:
n -  1
N S
(7.14)or
n - 1
N S  ~
-1 3 4 -
The probability that a new symbol will exist due to the worst case scenario where zNS 
consecutive symbols are at maximum length, and z NS consecutive false alarm pulses are 
occurring, is given by:
NS\hPIM-CDMA
f  P  i NCFA | hPlM -  CDMA
xM (7.15)
Using (7.15), the plots of P N s \ I i p i m - c d m a  f°r various values of F , M  and w are shown in 
figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. The set of w = 2 will not be considered as the PSFA\hPiM-cDMA c o^se t0 
1. Also shown are the plots of z NS (using (7.14)) against F , M  and w that is used to verify 
when PNs\hpiM-cDMA is low and negligible.
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Figure 7.4: The PNS\hpm-CDMA  for /zPIM-CDMA employing optimal (/?,3,l,l)SOOC ; (a) P NS\hPIM_ 
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Figure 7.5: The P NS\hPIM. CDMA for/?PIM-CDMA employing optimal («,5,l,l)SOOC ; (a) P NS\hpIM- c d m a  
against F and M  , and (b) z NS corresponding to P NS\hplM - c d m a  ■
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Figure 7.6: The PNS\hPM_CDMA for /zPIM-CDMA employing optimal («,8,l,l)SOOC ; (a) PNS\hPM_CDMA 
against F  and M  , and (b) z NS corresponding to PNS\hPIM- c d m a  •
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As shown in figure 7.4 (a), for a given value of F , as M  increases P N S \ h P i M - C D M A  increases 
toward 1. This is because for large values of M  the average information slot length y  increases 
thus resulting in a higher probability of false alarm occurrence, which in turn increases 
P N s \ h P i M - C D M A  • 0n  the other hand> increasing w reduces PNS\hP1M_CDMA drastically as shown in
figures 7.5 (a) and 7.6 (a). This is because increasing w , the code weight that contributes to the
”13auto-correlation peak magnitude, will increase the SIR. In this case, for PNS\hPiM-CDMA 
z NS is reduced from 30 for w = 3 to 2 for w = 8 . Figure 7.4 (b) shows the lower bound for 
z NS = 30, any value above this will result in a very low PNS\hPiM-CDMA • The lower bound for 
z NS is therefore given as:
Fw(w - 1)
The second condition is that no two or more false alarm pulses will occur in two or more 
consecutive symbols respectively. This is because when two false alarm pulses occur in two 
consecutive symbols, then three symbols will be detected in error. Whereas if three false alarm 
pulses occur in three consecutive symbols, then four symbols will be detected in error, and so 
on. Hence it is difficult to predict the probability of SER considering all the probability of two 
or more consecutives symbols being affected by false alarm pulses, over a series of infinite 
symbols. Nevertheless, the probability of SER can be predicted if the probability of two false 
alarm pulses each occurring in two consecutives symbols is very unlikely. When one or more 
false alarm pulse occurs, the length of the current symbol is shortened and the length of the next 
symbol is lengthened. Thus the probability of false alarm pulse (or pulses) occurring in the next 
symbol (being in error) will be higher than the probability of them occurring in the current 
symbol. However, a false alarm pulse (or pulses) occurring in the second consecutive symbol 
does (or do) not always affect the symbol in error. This is because the next symbol (being in 
error) length is adjusted back to its original length by a false alarm pulse if it occurs at one 
specific position. The probability of two consecutive symbols being in error is given as:
2 SFA | hPIM -  CDMA
^Probability of false alarm occurring in the current symbol 
x Probability of false alarm occurring in the next symbol J
^Probability of false alarm occurring in the current symbol^ 
x Probability of false alarm occurring in the next symbol 
vat a position causing no error to the next symbol ,
^ \PcFA\hPIM-CDMA ^  y ^ 1 y  2 ^ CFA | hPIM - CDMA
v y,=i z r2=o+rt
(2k,-\
\M
z ]yl^CFA\hPJM-CDMA ^  12v _____ pM  CFA\hPIM-CDMA
CFA\hPlM-CDMA 
o2M
2M -I f V ' - i +y, \
2 ^ I > 2
_ 2m
* = i \ . 2^ =ri J (7.17)
Note that (7.17) is a cumulative probability of one or more false alarm pulses that can occur in 
each of two consecutives symbols. Hence (7.17) must be redefined according to the condition 
that if the cumulative probability exceeded one, that is more than one false alarm pulses have 
occurred, then two symbols are definitely in error and so P 2 s f a \ 1i p i m - c d m a  s e t  t 0  Else,
P 2s f 4 i , p i m - c d m a  remains unchanged such as:
CFA\hPIM-CDMA
2SFA\hPIM-CDMA
2 a,—1 f ~2M-l+y,
- 2 ^ i Z ^ - 2 mr,=i \ . ^ = / l J
(7.18)
, if  {•}£!.
The SER can be approximated if the probability of two or more consecutive symbols being in 
error is assumed to be low compared with the probability of one symbol being in error. 
Knowing that the probability of three or more consecutives symbols being in error is lower than 
two consecutive symbols, then only the probability of one symbol and two consecutive symbols 
being in error are compared. Following (7.18), the probability of one symbol being error is 
expressed as:
-1 4 0 -
2 " - l
1 2 C F A \ h P I M - C D M A , if  {•}<!.
l S F A \ h P I M - C D M A  ~  ' (7.19)
Using (7.18) and (7.19), the probabilities of one and two consecutive symbols being in error 
against F  and w are shown in figure 7.7.
As can be seen in figure 7.7, the probability of one symbol being in error is more likely to 
happen than the probability of two consecutive symbols being in error when w> 5. For w<5 
and F >  20, both probabilities are equal to one. Therefore APIM-CDMA SER can be 
approximated based on P \ s f a \ I i p i m - c d m a  a o^ne- When one symbol is in error, then two symbols 
will be detected incorrectly, hence SER is given as:
f? ^ ) P c F A \ h P M - C D M A  } , i f  { •}< !.
F S E R \ h P I M - C D M A  ~  ‘
Al
v_j_/
(7.20)
1
For comparison, the error rate analyses and performances of APPM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA 
are also presented. The APPM-CDMA detection mechanism has some similarity to APIM- 
CDMA, where the demodulator will count the empty chip at the start of a symbol until a pulse is 
detected, as shown in figure 7.8. Any remaining empty chips after a pulse is being detected are 
not counted and hence any false alarm pulse occurring in these chips are ignored. Symbol is 
erroneously detected if a false alarm pulse (or pulses) occurs before the pulse. Unlike APIM- 
CDMA, the symbol boundary is fixed, thus an error in a symbol does not affect the next 
symbol. Therefore, in APPM-CDMA, the false alarm pulse occurring in the information region 
y  is the only error source.
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Figure 7.7: Probabilities of one symbol and two consecutive symbols being in error, against F and w
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Figure 7.8: Sequence of ^ PPM-CDMA symbols with and without false alarm pulse for n = 5 and M -  2.
Following a similar approach to APIM-CDMA error rate analysis, the probability of a false 
alarm pulse occurring in a single chip in APPM-CDMA is given as:
^CFA\hPPM-CDMA ~  ^B .S e lf \hPPM-CDMA +  ^ B  .MAl\hPPM-CDMA
p  y r l ( p  ) i - pX„IhPPM-CDMA I ,* 1 \ \  Xc\hPPM-CDMA J  X *c\hPPM-CDMA y-'-1\ I • , 1 I \  |hPP -C A'■=v,r lV + V
h “  ^X a\hPPM-CDMA ;  ]^ A <:|/iP/,A/-CnM4 )  ’ (j “  ^X c\hPPM-CDMA
i=vlh\  J
y - ,  (7-21)
where:
w (w -l)
Xa\hPPM-CDMA n  +  2 M  -  2 ’ (7.22)
and:
P -  wlr Xc\hPPM-CDMA ~  j M  _  j  • (7.23)
The SER for APPM-CDMA assuming IID information is expressed as:
-1 4 3 -
2*f _  j  1 
|  2 ^CFA\hPPM-CDMA j  ,if  {•}"< 1.
^SER\hPPM-CDMA (7.24)
1 > if {•} - 1 •
Conversion from SER to BER for both /zPIM-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA can be carried out 
using the following relation [Proakis95, Gagliardi95]:
B.BER 2{2m - l ) j SER (7.25)
For OOK-CDMA, SER is the same as BER. This is because one symbol maps only one bit of 
information. BER of OOK-CDMA, due to false alarm error only, is given as [Salehi89b]:
B.BER\OOK-CDMA 2  <
F - 1 ' F - i '
Xc|OOK-CDMA ([ ^ X c\OOK-CDMA ^
i= v ,A \  J
«=V* \ 2 n J
1- W2 n
F - l - i
(7.26)
In [Elmirghani94], BER expression for /iPPM-CDMA was given as:
where Pr , Ps and Pf  are the erasure, wrong slot and false alarm errors, respectively. The P4  is 
an additional cross-correlation false alarm error defined as:
F - l - i1 r
This is false alarm due to MAI for OOK-CDMA and can’t be simply adopted for a /iPPM- 
CDMA scheme. This is because in /iPPM-CDMA, a false alarm is due to MAI and self­
interference, and the bit resolution M . Increasing M  alone will increase the probability of 
false alarm error rate. Therefore, (7.28) cannot be employed to describe the performance of 
6PPM-CDMA.
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7.2.1 Results and discussions
In this section, the BER and BEF performances of APIM-CDMA are presented and 
compared with OOK-CDMA and APPM-CDMA. All the assumptions outlined in section 7.1 are 
applied to all the results shown from here onwards.
Using equation (7.20), (7.24), (7.25) and (7.26), the BER performance against F  and w for the 
three schemes are plotted in figure 7.9. The value of M  for APIM-CDMA BER is obtained for 
each value of F  and w using (7.16), whereas for APPM-CDMA it is obtained from the 
optimum BEF shown in figure 5.25. The values of M  against F  and w for both hybrid 
schemes are shown in figure 7.10. Referring to figure 7.9, the APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA 
BER profiles are similar to, but of higher amplitude than the OOK-CDMA. The BER decreases 
linearly as w increases, and increases nonlinearly as F  increases. For both hybrid schemes, 
BER >0.5 for w = [3,4] and all values of F , and for w = 5 and F >  25. This is due to the 
severity of the MAI, which results in an SER*1. Note that SER of 1 does not correspond to a 
BER of 1. In each hybrid scheme, a symbol maps to M  number of bits. When one symbol is in 
error, only some bits are in error. Hence for all possible symbols, the average number of bits 
being in error is determined by (7.25), which is a function of M  . As w > 5, the BER for both 
hybrid schemes decreases linearly. For APIM-CDMA, the BER is forced to 1 for small values of 
F  and w as indicated by the ‘invalid values’. This is because these values do not satisfy the 
condition in (7.16).
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Figure 7.9: BER performance of OOK-CDMA, /zPIM-CDMA and /zPPM-CDMA, against F and w
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Figure 7.10: Values of M  ; (a) for //PIM-CDMA due to condition z NS = 30, and (b) for /zPPM-CDMA
when BEF is optimum.
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A closer at the BER performance against F  and w  for the three schemes is shown in figure 
7.11. For all values o f w , the BER will deteriorate rapidly and consequently will reach a steady 
state as F  increases. Using OOK-CDMA as an example, with w  = 3 , the BER reaches steady
state at 6 .18xl0~2 for F > 1 . For w = 8 , the BER reaches steady state at 3.346xlO ”7 for 
F  > 22 . This improvement in BER is due to the increase in SIR as a result o f the increase in w .
10
-210
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hPIM-CDMAhPPM-CDMAOOK-CDMA
w=3 w=5
10 Blue RedGreen w=8
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Figure 7.11: BER performance of APIM-CDMA, APPM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA, against F  for
w = 3,5 and 8.
The BEF of APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA are given,
respectively, as:
R F F  _  2n MhPIM -CDMA ~  „  M »
OOK-CDMA +  Z  1
(7.29)
and
BEF -D £ jr  hPPM-CDMA M
OOK-CDMA n  +  2 ~  ^ (7.30)
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Figure 7.12 shows the BEF against F  and w for APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA. Both BEFs 
increase with F  and w , while APPM-CDMA displays the highest throughput. This is because 
its bit resolution is higher as shown in figure 7.10. As APIM-CDMA has to conform to the 
condition given in (7.16), where z NS > 30 , its BEF performance will never give an optimum 
value. This is because the BEF optimum points for F  <60 are achieved at z BEF < 4 as 
compared with figure 6.11. It is also observed that the APIM-CDMA BEF = M ,  whereas 
APPM-CDMA BEF < M  . This implies that if both hybrid schemes use the same value of M  , 
then the APIM-CDMA BEF is higher than the APPM-CDMA.
Note that from figure 7.9, the difference in the BER performance (measured by 
B^.BER\hPiM-cDMA / ^ b.ber\ook-cdma ) between APIM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA increases as w
increases. For example, the difference indicated by ‘Dl* is 6.8 and has increased to 8.6 xlO4 at 
‘D 2 \ This is because as w increases from 3 to 10, M  increases from 3 to 7 as shown in figure 
7.10. Referring to (7.20), increasing M  will increase the average length of the information slots 
(i.e. 2m - 1 )  of a APIM-CDMA symbol, which will result in increased probability of false alarm 
pulse occurrence PCFA\hPiM-CDMA • This effect is similar to APPM-CDMA. Therefore, it can be
deduced that in both hybrid systems the BER performance is lower if low values of M , i.e. 
M  < 4 , are employed instead the values of M  that give the optimum BEF. To prove this, 
further comparisons are made by limiting M  = 2 and M -  4 for all pairs of F  and w . It is to 
be noted that for APIM-CDMA, where the condition in (7.16) should apply, the values of M  in 
figure 7.10 (a) is only the upper bound for w = 3 (figure 7.4). For values of w > 4 , the upper 
bound will be lower, as shown in figures 7.5 and 7.6. If M  exceeded the maximum value in 
figure 7.10 (a), the condition in (7.16) will be void for w = 3 only. However, there are only a 
small number of F  and w pairs, at the lowest range, that are invalid. Hence the APIM-CDMA 
BER obtained for M  = 4 will not be a close approximation for the F  and w pairs at the low 
range. Since the number of pairs is small, it is assumed that the ‘invalid values’ will not affect 
the BER comparison between the two hybrid schemes that will be discussed below. The results 
for BER and BEF for M  = 2 are shown in figures 7.13 and 14 respectively.
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Figure 7.12: BEF performance, of APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA, against
F and w for values of M  corresponding to figure 7.10.
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As shown in figures 7.13, for M  = 2, the BER performance of both hybrid schemes have 
improved compared with figures 7.9 (ii) and 7.11. Note that in this case, the APIM-CDMA BER 
is slightly higher than the APPM-CDMA for all F  and w . This is because for the same values 
of M  , APIM-CDMA average symbol duration is shorter than the APPM-CDMA fixed symbol 
duration (as discussed in section 6.3). As a result, P C f a \ h p i m - c d m a  higher than the
c^FA\hPPM-CDMA• other hand, the APIM-CDMA BEF performance is better than APPM-
CDMA as shown in figure 7.14. Nevertheless, as F  and w increase, the BEF tends to equal M  
for both hybrid schemes. Increasing M  from 2 to 4 will result in further deterioration of BER 
with an improvement to the BEF for both hybrid schemes as shown in figures 7.15 and 7.16 
respectively.
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Figure 7.13: BER performance of /zPIM-CDMA, /zPPM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA; (a) against F  and w ,
for M = 2,  and (b) against F , for w = 3,5 and 8 and M  -  2.
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Figure 7.14: BEF performance, of APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA, against
F and w for M  = 2.
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Figure 7.15: BER performance of /?PIM-CDMA, /zPPM-CDMA and OOK-CDMA; (a) against F  and w ,
for M = 4 , and (b) against F , for w = 3,5 and 8 and M = 4.
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Figure 7.16: BEF performance, of APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA normalised to OOK-CDMA, against
F and w for M  = 4.
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7.3 Gaussian Approximation
The Gaussian function has been widely used to approximate most intractable problems 
of probability errors where the assumption is always made that any naturally occurring random 
quantities such as noise and measurement errors are Gaussianly distributed [Tranter95]. The 
probability errors of OOK-CDMA employing different groups of signature sequences will have 
different probability distribution functions, such as employing a set («,w,l,l)OOC, the 
probability distribution is Binomial and employing a set (n,w ,/la > l,/lc > l)O O C , the 
probability distribution is multinomial.
The Gaussian function, which is simple and convenient, has been used to approximate, evaluate 
and compare OOK-CDMA error rates using («,w,l,l)OOC and PS(P) [Maric95, Lee98a]. In 
this work, the assumption has been made that the MAI distribution, regardless of the group of 
signature sequences used, will converge to a Gaussian distribution when the number of system 
users F  is large. However in this section, it is shown that this assumption is not true for OOK- 
CDMA systems employing («,w,l,l)OOC, no matter how large F  is. Nevertheless, the 
probability distribution employing PS(P) is Gaussian distributed [Kwong91]. Results obtained 
using the Gaussian distribution function and the Binomial distribution function showed that they 
do not agree. From the results obtained, a method has been proposed to investigate the error rate 
performance using a Gaussian approximation for both hybrid schemes.
7.3.1 Gaussian approximation to the binomial distribution
There are certain rules for using the Gaussian distribution function to closely 
approximate Binomial distribution function, where the Binomial distribution must first satisfy 
both the conditions expressed as [Mendenhall95]:
ju -2 a > 0
X p - 2 jX p q > 0 , (7.31)
and
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p  + 2cr < X
Xp + 2 ^ X p q < X , (7.32)
where p  is the mean, cr is the standard deviation, X  is the number of trials, p  is the 
probability of occurrence and q is the compliment of p , which is q = 1 -  p . The Binomial 
PDF is represented as:
PDFb{ xb)= £ ' X ) p*Bq x Xb - 6 { X - xb \  (7.33)
xB=0
this can be represented equivalently by a Gaussian PDF as:
xG pPDFq (xg ) —
For (7.33) to display a Gaussian profile, both left and right tails of 2<r away from the mean p  
must appear within the valid variable range, 0 and X , as shown in figure 7.17.
It was found that for the condition in (7.31) to be true, the following product:
Xp> 4 (7.35)
must be satisfied. Similarly, for the condition in (7.32) to be true, the product:
Xq> 4 (7.36)
must be satisfied.
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Figure 7.17: Graphical representation conveying the conditions of Binomial distribution to be close
approximated by the Gaussian distribution.
The probability of error obtained from the Binomial distribution is:
•*71 „ X ~ X B
which can be represented equivalently by the Gaussian function:
If  - n  
2
Figure 7.18 demonstrates the relationship between the Binomial and the Gaussian distributions 
based on the conditions given in (7.35) and (7.36). The test values are chosen to be p -  0.6, 
q  = 1 -  p  = 0.4 and 1 < X  < 10 .
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Figure 7.18: Graphical demonstration of Binomial distribution in relation to the Gaussian distribution
based on the conditions (7.35) and (7.36).
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As shown in figure 7.18 when the conditions are not satisfied, i.e. when X  = l ,  the Binomial 
distribution is not close to the Gaussian distribution. As X  increases one by one, the Binomial 
PDF profile started to form a Gaussian PDF profile, and PGE moved closer and closer to PBE. 
As both conditions are then satisfied, it can be seen that the Binomial PDF has formed an entire 
Gaussian profile with both tails appearing within the variable range, and PG E almost entirely
overlap with PB E -  showing both distributions are almost equal.
7.3.2 OOK-CDMA
The probability of BER of OOK-CDMA PB B E r \ o o k - c d m a  employing (n, w,l,l)OOC has
been approximated using the Gaussian function with the assumption that PB b e r \ 0 o k - c d m a
tend to the Gaussian distribution when the number of MAI, (F - 1), is large [Yang95a, Lee98a]. 
The mean and variance for the Gaussian function are respectively defined as [Lee98a]:
P M A l \ O O K - C D M A  ^ ) ^ X c \ O O K - C D M A  ’ (7.39)
and
a M A l \ O O K - C D M A  = { P  ~  ^ t ^ X c \ O O K - C D M A  J(| ~  P * . c \ O O K - C D M A  ) • (7.40)
To find out if a PB b e r \ 0 o k - c d m a  distribution is Gaussian, the conditions (7.35) and (7.36) for 
various values of F  and w need to be tested. The variables p , q and X  in (7.35) and (7.36) 
are represented as PK\00K_CDm, (l -  P^ook-cdma ) and (F  ~ 0  > respectively.
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F ^ X c \ O O K - C D M A
Condition (7.35)
{ F  -  1 ) P x c \ o o k - c d m a
~  f * M A l \ O O K - C D M A
Condition (7.36)
( F  -  l)(l -  P x c \ o o k - c d m a  J 20  M A l \ O O K - C D M A
3 *2.2E-1 «4.3E-1 *1.6 *3.4E-1
5 *1.3E-1 »5.2E-1 *3.5 «4.6E-1
10 *6.6E-2 «6.0E-1 *8.4 *5.6E-1
20 *3.3E-2 «6.3E-1 *1.8E+1 *6.1E-1
100 *6.7E-3 *6.6E-1 *9.8E+1 *6.6E-1
500 *1.3E-3 «6.7E-1 *5E+2 *6.6E-1
1E+7 *6.7E-8 «6.7E-1 *lE+7 *6.7E-1
* i • i
—> CO -> 0 ->4/6 - >  CO ->4/6
(a): (n,4,l,l)OOC
F ^ X c \ O O K - C D M A
Condition (7.35)
{ F  ~ l ) P x c \ 0 0 K - C D M A  
=  F m a i \ o o k - c d m a
Condition (7.36)
( F  -l)(l -  P x c \ o o k - c d m a  J 2M A l \ 0  O K  -  C D M A
3 «1.9E-1 «3.8E-1 * 1.6 *3.1E-1
5 *1.1E-1 «4.6E-1 *3.5 *4.0E-1
10 «5.7E-2 *5.1E-1 *8.5 *4.8E-1
20 «2.9E-2 -5.4E-1 *1.8E+1 *5.3E-1
100 *5.7E-3 «5.7E-1 *9.8E+1 *5.6E-1
500 *l.lE-3 «5.7E-1 *5E+2 *5.7E-1
1E+7 «5.7E-8 «5.7E-1 *lE+7 *5.7E-1
I I • i I
- > o o -> 0 ->4/7 - >  00 —> 4/7
(b): (n,8,l,l) OOC
Table 7.1: Conditions tests for OOK-CDMA employing optimal («, w,l,l)OOC.
The results of condition tests are shown in table 7.1. In table 7.1 (a), for («,4,l,l)OOC, only the 
condition (7.36) is satisfied when F  is large, whereas (7.35) is never satisfied. For F -> o o , 
both n  and a 2 approach For a higher value of w, that is («,8,l,l)OOC, the results are 
shown in table 7.1 (b). Similarly to the previous case, only the condition (7.36) is satisfied. Here 
as F  - » co, n  and cr2 —> ^ . Hence one can deduce that the BER of OOK-CDMA employing
(«,w,l,l)OOC is not closely approximated by the Gaussian function as only one condition is 
satisfied when either, or both, of the variables F  and w  are large. This can also be explained
when the condition (7.31), which is related to (7.35), is not satisfied when either F  or w  is
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large. This is because large values of F  or w will result in both ju and a 2 having the same 
value, that is less than 1. Substituting h  = g 2 into (7.31) will result in the condition being void.
The Binomial PDF for OOK-CDMA MAI is given by [Salehi89b]:
PDFB.MAl\OOK-CDMA
F —l
(0 = 1i=0 V * / Ac\OOK-CDMA ^ A c\OOK-CDMA y i ). (7.41)
The equivalent PDF obtained from the Gaussian function is given as:
PDF,G.MAl\OOK-CDMA (0=-
MAl\OOK-CDMA *sp2jr
exp
r .i - P MAl\OOK-CDMA 
VMAl\OOK-CDMA
\ 2
(7.42)
For the Binomial case the BER is given by (7.26) and for the Gaussian case the BER is defined 
as [Lee98a]:
1
G.BER\ OOK-CDMA ~  -  fZ —  J
MAl\OOK-CDMA^ i=
exp
v,h
r .i - PMAl\OOK-CDMA 
rMAl\OOK-CDMA
di (7.43)
For a codeword set of (n,4,l,l)OOC, the PDF and BER for both the Binomial and Gaussian for 
F  = 10 and 100, using (7.41), (7.42), (7.26) and (7.43), are shown in figure 7.19 (a) and (b). 
For the codeword set («,8,l,l)OOC, the results are shown in figure 7.19 (c) and (d). As can be 
seen from figures 7.19 (a) and (c), the Binomial distribution do not converge to a Gaussian 
distribution even though F  and w are large, as predicted in table 7.1. As a result, the Gaussian 
function will give a poor approximation for the BER as shown in figures 7.19 (b) and (d), where 
the probability approximated by the Gaussian function is much lower than the actual Binomial 
probability at high vth (in region B). Nevertheless, at low vth (in region A) both the 
probabilities were shown to be quite close to each other owing that the areas in the region A, 
under both distributions appeared to be close. As the vth increases beyond // + 2cr (the upper 
limit of condition (7.32)), the Gaussian and the Binomial plots depart (see figures 7.19 (b) and 
(d)) as the Gaussian tail in the region B diverges and falls faster than the Binomial one (see 
figures 7.19 (a) and (c)).
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R e g i o n  A
Figure 7.19: PDF and BER plots for OOK-CDMA. (a) and (c) are PDF. (b) and (d) are BER. (a) and (b) 
are obtained using («,4,l,l)OOC. ( c )  and (d) are obtained using («,8,l,l)OOC .
(a): («,4,l,l)OOC
(c): («,8,l,l)OOC
/ /  +  2cr
(d): («,8,l,l)OOC
— — B i n o m i a l ,  ( 7 . 4 1 )  
G a u s s i a n ,  ( 7 . 4 2 )  
x  F = 1 0  
o F = 1 0 0 0
R e g i o n  B
 B i n o m i a l ,  ( 7 . 2 6 )
G a u s s i a n ,  ( 7 . 4 3 )  
x  F = 1 0  
o  F = 1 0 0 0
(b): («,4,l,l)oOC
R e g i o n  B
R e g i o n  A
In contrast to the assumption that OOK-CDMA MAI will converge to the Gaussian distribution 
when F  is large [Lee98a], the plots in figures 7.19 (a) and (c) show that the MAI distribution, 
which is a Binomial distribution, actually converges to a semi-triangle shape and stays at the 
same position. This phenomenon can be best explained by taking a close look at ( j .MAi \o o k - c d m a
and a l<Ai\ooK-cuuA as outlined below.
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The mean is expressed as:
F  MAl\OOK-CDMA CDMA'
IVSubstituting for P xc\o o k - c d m a  =  2 n  -
n -  Fw(w - 1) +1, and 
as F  and w —» oo, the mean is given a s : 
w
F m a i \o o k - c d m a  ~ '
2 (tv - 1)
, for F  -» co.
, for F  & tv -> oo.
(7.44)
Similarly for the variance:
a MAl\OOK-CDMA ~ ( F  ^ )F Ac\OOK-CDMA ([ F l c\OOK-CDMA )
2 _ 
°M Al\OOK-CDMA  ~  ‘
tV—>------r , for F  -» oo.2 {w -l)
— , for F  & tv —» oo. 2
(7.45)
Equation (7.44) proves that the conditions (7.31) and (7.35) will never be satisfied and both 
(7.44) and (7.45) confirm the fact that the semi-triangle shape remains in the same position, as 
indicated by the green arrows as shown in figure 7.19, for all F  and tv. The semi-triangle 
shape is determined by the PDF of each single-interference defined as [Salehi89a]:
^Ac\OOK-CDMA \O O K -C D M A ^(X  l)» (7-46)PDFsi\ook-cdma (*) ([ ^
where i denotes the z'th multiple-access-user. Each z'th single-interference PDF is identical to the 
others. From table 7.1, P ^ q o k - c d m a  ^ 0 as thus ^ ~ P ^ q o k - c d m a  )  becomes the
dominant term in (7.46). The PDF of total MAI, defined in (7.41), is the convolution of all 
(F - 1) single-interference PDF [Salehi89b], defined as:
MAl\OOK-CDMA M  — Sl\OOK-CDMA (X) ® F F F Sl\OOK -CDMA ( X ) ®
... ® p d f s1{ook-CDMA { x ) 9 P D F ^ ac-CDMA ( X \
(7.47)
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Since (l -  P^ooK-cDUA j  is the dominant term, P D F ^ \00K^ Dm W  will skew towards and peak 
at x  = 0 , giving a semi-triangle shape.
The MAI distribution of OOK-CDMA employing PS(P) is Gaussian as shown in figure 7.20 
(a). Comparing the BER performance of OOK-CDMA employing (n, w,l,l) OOC and PS(P) 
using the Gaussian function for approximation will not give a fair comparison. Figure 7.20 (b) 
shows the BER for PS(F) using a Gaussian function (close approximation), [n,w, 1, l)OOC 
using the Binomial function (actual) and (j?,w,l,l)OOC using the Gaussian function (poor 
approximation). As can be seen the BER of («, w,l,l) OOC using a Gaussian function 
approaches that of the Binomial function at vth < 2. As vth > 2, the BER performance using the 
Gaussian function is over estimated as compared with the actual BER.
(1 2 1 1 .1 1 .1 .1 )  OOC, B in o m ia l
(1 2 1 1 .1 1 .1 .1 )  OOC, G a u s s ia n  A ppro  
P S ( 1 1 ) ,  G a u s s ia n  A ppro .
0 .7
0.6
0 .5
g 0.4
0 .3
0.1
(a)
1 10
10
  (1211,11,1,1) OOC, Binomial  (1211,11,1,1) OOC, Gaussian Appro.  PS(11), Gaussian Appro.
10
10 10! V.Th
(b)
Figure 7.20: PDF and BER plots for OOK-CDMA employing optimal ( l211,1 l,l,l)O O C  and PS(11).
The PS(P) PDF can be demonstrated to be Gaussianly distributed using the conditions (7.31) 
and (7.32). The mean and variance for PS(P) are given, respectively, as [Yang95a, Lee98a]:
• MAl\OOK-CDMA ~  \ r  ^ p 2  ~  ^
and
p^mai|ook-cdma ~ 2  5 as F  —> oo, (7.48)
and
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,2 5P - 2 P - A
0 MAl\OOK-CDMA ~  \ 2 P 2
and
2 5 P
G MAl\OOK-CDMA ~ ~[2  ’ &S ^  ~^ (7.49)
Note that for PS(P), w = F  = P . Hence the conditions (7.31) can be tested as:
and the condition (7.32) as:
It is found that both the conditions (7.50) and (7.51) are always satisfied when F > 1 1 . Thus 
confirming that the MAI distribution of OOK-CDMA employing PS(P) is Gaussianly 
distributed when F  is large.
7.3.3 Hybrid cdma systems
In /zPIM-CDMA and /jPPM-CDMA, the interferences dependant not only on F  and w , 
but also on M  . Here M  is assumed fixed and is defined as:
M  = log 2
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In /zPIM-CDMA, the mean is composed of the self-interference and as well as the MAI 
interferences, hence it is expressed as:
F  MAl\hPIM-CDMA ^ \ a\hPIM-CDMA
+ {F - 1 )P ^hP IM -C D M A
2w(w ~ l)
2[Fw(w - 1) + 1]+ —L v '  J 30
2 {F -\)w 2
+ 2[Fw(w- 1) + 1] + M ^ 1 ) ’ L v '  J 30
as F  -» oo,
2 w (w -\)  60 ->0 and
30
60w_______ 2 {F -\)w 2 ^ _________
2 [ f w ( w - l ) + l ] + ^ M ” > 61w(h>-1)
30
FMAl\hPIM-CDMA ~  '
60n>"
61w (w-l)
60
61
, for F  —» oo.
, for F  & w -> oo.
(7.53)
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The variance is defined as:
a MAl\hPlM-CDMA ~  ^ X a\hPIM-CDMA^{ ^{h P IM -C D M A  ,
+ ^  ^X\bPlM -C D M A  )Ac\hPlM-CDMA r Xc\hPIM-C
as F  —» oo,
([ ^ A a\hPIM-CDMA ) “
60
Xa\hPIM-CDMA \ X
60
v 6 1 F ,1- ->  0 and
^ X c\hPIM-CDMA ([ ^X c\hPIM-CDMA ) “ * g \ w(w _  j ) 1 — 60w 60w6 1 F w (w -l)  J 61vv(>v-l)
MAl\hPIM-CDMA
60w"
6 1 w (w -l)
60
61
, for F  -»  oo.
, for F  & w - » co.
(7.54)
Similarly, the mean for /iPPM-CDMA is defined as:
FMAl\hPPM-CDMA ~ ^Aa\hPPM-CDMA +  ^ A c\hPPM-CDMA
1 X 1
2[Fw(w-\)+\]+2M - 2
f (F -  l)w2 
2[Fw(w-l)+l]+2A/- l ’
assuming 2M is small for low BER,
w 2o I A , for F  -> oo. 2w\w-lj
’•* FMAl\hPPM-CDMA ~  '
— , for F  & w —»co. 2
(7.55)
Using the same approach in (7.55), the variance is found to be:
—  r , for F  ->  oo.2 w(w - 1)
(7.56)MAl\hPPM-CDMA
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The conditions for the Gaussian distribution for approximating the MAI distribution for the 
three CDMA systems are tabulated in table 7.2. For all three schemes, the MAI distributions are 
not close enough to be approximated by a Gaussian function, as the first condition is less than 
zero. Nevertheless, the second condition is satisfied and the value for OOK-CDMA is similar to 
APPM-CDMA, and is the lowest. This will mean that APIM-CDMA MAI distribution can be 
approximated closely to a Gaussian function ranging from 0 to /i + 2cr = 2.9671 only. Hence
APIM-CDMA employing (n,w<  4,l,l)SOOC can be approximated by a Gaussian function -  as 
the threshold level for («, w = 4,l,l)SOOC is vn  = w - l  = 3 is within the valid range from 0 to 
3 (assuming 2.9671»3). Similarly for OOK-CDMA and APPM-CDMA, the Gaussian function is 
a close approximation for the MAI distribution for the system employing (n, w< 3,l,l)SOOC.
CDMA Systems 
(F & w  -> oo)
Conditions
/ / - 2cr^0 H + 2a< F  - 1
OOK-CDMA -0.9142 1.9142
APIM-CDMA -0.9999 2.9671
APPM-CDMA -0.9142 1.9142
Table 7.2: Conditions for the Gaussian distribution to approximate MAI distribution of three CDMA 
_____________________________________ systems._____________________________________
For APPM-CDMA, the value of 2M in equations (7.55) and (7.56) has been assumed small (e.g.
2 < M  < 4) for low BER. This has led to the condition h ~ 2 g  being not satisfied as shown in 
table 7.2. Consequently, the BER for APPM-CDMA can be approximated closely by a Gaussian 
function using («,w<3,l,l)SOOC only. On the other hand, if the limit of 2U —>oo, then the 
denominator of both equations (7.55) and (7.56) will dominates and both the equations will tend 
toward zero. In that, the BER of APPM-CDMA cannot be approximated by a Gaussian function 
using any (n, w, 1, l)SOOC.
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7.4 Summary
In this chapter, a BER analyses for APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA taking into 
account MAI, self-interference, and APIM and APPM demodulation schemes was presented. The 
BER performances of three systems were compared and it was found that OOK-CDMA 
displays the best performance followed by APPM-CDMA and APIM-CDMA. The BER of the 
APIM-CDMA is slightly higher than APPM-CDMA for a given M . However, the APIM-CDMA 
BER performance can only be evaluated if the values of M  conform to the condition set in 
(7.16) so that one symbol being divided into two is unlikely to occur. Otherwise, the probability 
of BER is indeterminable and high.
The BER performance for both hybrid schemes can be improved with a lower M , however the 
drawback is a decrease in both BEF performance. It is found that the BEF performance of both 
hybrid systems is nearly equal to M  for large F  and w .
It was also found that the three CDMA systems could not be in general approximated closely by 
a Gaussian distribution function for large sets of (w,w,l,l)SOOC (also include (n ,w, l,l) OOC 
for OOK-CDMA). The reason was that the MAI and the self-interference PDF always displays 
an identical semi-triangle shape and on the same location for all sets of («,w,l,l)SOOC. Hence 
using a Gaussian function distribution for approximation will give incorrect results.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
8.1 Conclusions
A novel algorithm for constructing («,3,l,l)OOC has been proposed and implemented
using the MATLAB programming language. Compared with other algorithms, this algorithm is 
well refined with only 5 conditions needed for code construction. The algorithm is systematic, 
translates easily to program code, and uses low memory. The algorithm is able to obtain a large 
set of codes (i.e. up to 75) in a short time (approximately 30 minutes) compared with the 
theoretical determination that can take a number of years. This is achieved by the conditions that 
instruct the algorithm to only search for the possible arrangements/patterns for the set of codes, 
avoiding any known unnecessary process. A new set of («,3xK ,K ,K )O O C is also proposed, 
which can be constructed from a («,3,l,l)OOC.
The use of a DS-CDMA system in an optical diffuse wireless link has also been investigated. 
Analyses prove that an optical DS-CDMA system can achieve quality in message separation 
when operating with minimum dispersion condition, where the dispersed tail is allowed up to 
0.37;, thus limiting the signal bandwidth. With such a condition, it is found that the dispersed 
tail contributes only 10% of the total signal power, which is small and does not affect the signal 
quality. In addition the data throughput is reduced. For example, the data throughput of OOK- 
CDMA is less than the OOK, which can be measured by a BEF00K_CDMA < 1. Without changing
OOK
the signal bandwidth, the data throughput can be improved using an efficiency modulation 
technique such as the APPM-CDMA which achieves data compression.
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To achieve even higher throughput, a new modulation technique has been proposed which is 
APIM-CDMA. It uses a symbol with variable duration, which on average, is shorter than the 
OOK-CDMA and APPM-CDMA and conveys the same amount of information. However, the 
APIM-CDMA power efficiency is lower. Nevertheless, it is found that for APIM-CDMA using 
(«,w,l,l)OOC the total transmitted power by all F  users simultaneously is no more than the 
total power of a single OOK transmitted signal.
The APIM-CDMA system is easily implemented compared with OOK-CDMA and APPM- 
CDMA as the APIM-CDMA symbol is variable and therefore it does not require symbol 
synchronisation for encoding and decoding. The signature sequence encoding and decoding for 
APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA (whose symbol duration is fixed but has non-periodic 
signature sequence encoding) can only be carried out using tap-delay lines, which are passive 
devices.
The BER expression for APIM-CDMA has been developed, taking into account self­
interference, MAI and the APIM demodulation technique. The BER expression for APPM- 
CDMA is also given. For both hybrid systems, the BER will improve when increasing the code 
weight, w , but deteriorate when increasing either the number of system user, F , or the bit 
mapping, M  . For APIM-CDMA, it is found that the BER can only be evaluated for certain sets 
of («,w,l,l)OOC and a number of bit mappings, which are related by Fw(w— 1) 2:30(2 "  - 1). 
At low values of M , both hybrid systems BER and BEF are low and it is found that BEF » M  . 
The BER of OOK-CDMA is the lowest followed by APPM-CDMA and APIM-CDMA. On the 
contrary, APIM-CDMA has the highest BEF followed by APPM-CMDA and OOK-CDMA.
A Gaussian function has been used extensively for evaluating the BER, in which the MAI PDF 
displays a Binomial distribution, for an OOK-CDMA system. It is shown here that OOK- 
CDMA together with APIM-CDMA and APPM-CDMA, employing certain sets of 
(w, w,l,l) OOC cannot be approximated closely by a Gaussian function. This is because there are
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two mandatory conditions that must be satisfied in order to use a Gaussian function to close 
approximate a Binomial distribution. For the three systems, only one condition is satisfied and 
the MAI PDF never displays a Gaussian distribution but a semi-triangle shape when the MAI is 
large.
8.2 Further Work
The studies carried out in this thesis only considered asynchronous systems (however 
the chip is synchronised). As mentioned in section 5.5, the asynchronous systems chip 
synchronisation (fine synchronisation) can be easily achieved using an external reference to 
synchronise both the transmitter and receiver. When the chip is synchronised, then the 
phase/symbol synchronisation can then be easily obtained. In a fully asynchronous system, the 
synchronisation technique is more challenging, as it needs to perform the phase synchronisation, 
prior to fine synchronisation, and also has to maintain both synchronisations. A further study is 
suggested to investigate how optical wireless DS-CDMA can achieve these synchronisations 
practically.
In optical systems, the addition of simultaneously transmitted signals non-linear as compared 
with the electrical systems. This is because an optical signal is unipolar (in the positive 
direction) whereas the electrical signal is bipolar. When multiple optical signals are 
superimposed, the resultant peaks will grow in one direction only, that is towards positive 
infinity. On the other hand, when multiple electrical signals are superimposed, the resultant 
peaks grow in both positive and negative directions with symmetry about zero (which is the DC 
level). For the optical signal, the DC level is non-zero and is dynamic. The DC level varies with 
the number of optical signals being superimposed. Therefore, it is deduced here that a DS- 
CDMA system designed to operate in the electrical domain, with zero threshold level, will not 
give the same performance when operated in the optical domain. Nevertheless, there have been 
suggestions to employ the electrical DS-CDMA systems to operate in the optical domain. This 
is achieved by biasing the electrical signal with a DC level before transmitting to an optical 
channel and removing the DC at the receiver side before the correlation take place [Almeida98,
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Sharma99]. Another method employs a unipolar-bipolar correlator to perform correlation for the 
PN sequences in the optical domain [0 ’Farrell95]. Both methods have not taken into account 
the effect of superposition of the optical signals that is non-linear as indicated above, which may 
violate the correlation properties of PN sequences. This needs to be investigated.
The BER performance for the asynchronous OOK- and both hybrid CDMA systems has been 
presented in chapter 7. It was shown that OOK-CDMA offers the best performance followed by 
APPM-CDMA and APIM-CDMA. Investigation for their fully asynchronous counterparts BER 
will only provide the same performance but give a lower BER boundary. Hence further work is 
suggested to investigate the PER performance for the three CDMA systems for the fully 
asynchronous mode.
An optical hard limiter has been shown to improve the BER performance for OOK-CDMA 
[Salehi89b, Wu95, Ohtsuki99] and PPM-CDMA [Ohtsuki95, Shalaby99a]. Hence it is 
worthwhile to investigate the use of optical hard limiter for both hybrid schemes.
Chapter 4 discussions highlighted that («,w,l,l)OOC provides the lowest auto- and cross­
correlation constraints, thus it aids phase synchronisation and give the lowest MAI. However, 
the codeword construction methods available to date are based mainly on recursive algorithms. 
In section 4.6, it emphasised that a recursive algorithm is time consuming to generate a large set 
of («,w,l,l)OOC and the waiting time is intolerable. Though one may put more efforts to 
search for an efficient recursive algorithm, the final result will be same -  where the time to 
generate for a larger set of codeword will become intolerable. It is suggested here that 
investigations be carried out to modify PC, which can be easily generated, to provide for better 
correlation properties.
In section 5.6, it was shown that the practical optical DS-CDMA system performance is affected 
by the locations of the transmitters and receivers, which induce near-far problem. The error-rate 
performance presented in chapter 7 did not take into account of this. In practice, the near-far
problem is unavoidable. Further investigation can be carried out for the performance of the three 
DS-CDMA systems and to consider the effect for a more practical channel. A model for a 
practical channel characteristic obtained by measurement has been proposed [Hashemi94, 
PakravanOl], that can be considered for investigation.
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Appendix
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR 
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the program contains other functions (which have not 
been discussed) that help to speed up the searching for a valid set of code word. As some of the 
function are difficult to be integrated into one program (as it would complicate and increase the 
program size and thus increases searching time), they are written in two separate main function 
files as GenOOCOptMBlO.m and GenOOCOptMBl l.m, as shown in figure A.l below. Each of 
the main function files has it own two other sub-function files to carry out the initialisation 
(indicated by the module highlighted in green in figure 4.2) by the function file InitFile.m, and 
the test conditions (indicated by the module highlighted in yellow in figure 4.2) by the function 
file SearchTD.m. Both the main function files will share other common sub-function files. Note 
that the term ‘TD’ used in the program files is referred to the ERD matrix. The other common 
function file that helps the searching process is the AutoArrange.m, as highlighted in cyan in 
figure A.I.
The results in the table 4.3 are obtained by running both the main programs concurrently on two 
separate computers. Each program may use the same amount of time to obtain a same result or 
one of them may use less time than the other to obtain a result. Hence the results displayed are 
those obtained in the shortest times.
Both sets of programs (which are written in the MATLAB scripting, or in another word as m- 
files, formats) can be compiled to machine codes, which are executable, using MATLAB
compiler. Please refer to the comment lines on top o f each main program that give the 
instructions for the compilation. The results can be obtained either by running the programs in 
the MatLab command prompt using the m-files or in the DOS command prompt using the 
machine codes. The results in table 4.3 are obtained by the machine codes, which produced the 
results faster than their uncompiled versions, m-files.
There are switches incoorperated with the main programs, which are used to explore for more 
conditions to obtaining a valid set o f larger codeword in a much shorter time. However, this 
investigation is still in the progress in the early stage and hence the purpose o f each switch will 
not be discussed further here. Nevertheless, the command lines with the switches used for 
obtaining the results in table 4.3 are given below:
In Dos command prompt using the machine codes
C:\>GenOOCOptMB10 1 100
C:\>GenOOCOptMBll 1 100 (on PC 2
Switches
Setting for F  range Setting for w range
In M atLab command prompt using the m-files
• »GenOOCOptMB10 (1,100,3, 3,'o','n', ' ./') (on PC 1)
• »GenOOCOptMBll (1,100,3,3,'o',' n ' ) (on PC 2)
The first parameter in the command line indicates the minimum value for F , and the second 
parameter indicates the maximum value. The third and fourth parameters are the minimum and 
maximum vaues for w  respectively. For example, the above values are set to instruct the 
programs to generate sets o f codewords for F  = 1 to 100 and for w =  3 . The programs are not 
capable o f generating sets o f codeword for w > 3 yet until further development for their 
construction algorithm. The last parameter is a default setting which indicates current 
directory.
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Main programs Utility programs
Description : It is used 
to display the content of 
C W  stored in the file 
which was generated by 
TestTD.m
Common 
— function 
files
ClearMatrix
Findlmages.m
CalETime
FoundEi.m
AutoArrange.m
CheckTD.m
WriteTDFile.m
TestTD.m
SearchTD.mSearchTD.m
Initfile.m
GenOOCOptMB 10.m
Initfile.m
GenOOCOptMB 11 .m
ReadCW.m
codeword.  Second  
operation is carried out 
to determine if the C W  
obtained is a valid set of 
(n,w, 1,1) OOC, and also 
to determine whether it 
is Strict-OOC or not.
Description : It will 
carried out two main
opreration is to convert 
obtained valid set of TD 
(which is known as
Figure A. 1: Program structure of the proposed algorithm and other utilities programs.
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